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LABOR CODE
sEcroN 4620-4628

4620. (a) For purposes of this article, a medical-legal expense
means any costs and expenses incurred by or on behalf of any party,

the administrative director, or the board, which expenses may include
X-rays, laboratory fees, other diagnostic tests, medical reports,
medical records, medical testimony, and, as needed, interpreter's
fees by a certified interpreter pursuant to Article 8 (commencing
with Section 11435.05) of Chapter 4.5 of Part 1 of Division 3 of
Title 2 of, or Section 68566 of, the Government Code, for the purpose
of proving or disproving a contested claim.

(b) A contested claim exists when the employer knows or reasonably
should know that the employee is claiming entitlement to any benefit
arising out of a claimed industrial injury and one of the following
conditions exists:

(1) The employer rejects liability for a claimed benefit.
(2) The employer fails to accept liability for benefits after the

expiration of a reasonable period of time within which to decide if
it will contest the claim.

(3) The employer fails to respond to a demand for payment of
benefits after the expiration of any time period fixed by statute for
the payment of indemnity.

(c) Costs of medical evaluations, diagnostic tests, and
interpreters incidental to the production of a medical report do not

constitute medical-legal expenses unless the medical report is

capable of proving or disproving a disputed medical fact, the
determination of which is essential to an adjudication of the
employee's claim for benefits. ln determining whether a report meets
the requirements of this subdivision, a judge shall give full
consideration to the substance as well as the form of the report, as

required by applicable statutes and regulations.
(d) lf the injured employee cannot effectively communicate with an

examining physician because he or she cannot proficiently speak or
understand the English language, the injured employee is entitled to
the services of a qualified interpreter during the medical
examination. Upon request of the injured employee, the employer or
insurance carrier shall pay the costs of the interpreter services, aS

set forth in the fee schedule adopted by the administrative director
pursuant to Section 581'1. An employer shall not be required to pay

for the services of an interpreter who is provisionally certified
unless either the employer consents in advance to the selection of
the individual who provides the interpreting service or the injured



worker requires interpreting service in a language other than the
languages designated pursuant to Section 11435.40 of the Goveinment
Code.

4621. (a) ln accordance with the rules of practice and procedure of
the appeals board, the employee, or the dependents of a deceased
employee, shall be reimbursed for his or her medical-legal expenses
and reasonably, actually, and necessarily incurred, except as
provided in Section 4064. The reasonableness of, and necessity for,
incurring these expenses shall be determined with respect to the time
when the expenses were actually incurred. Costs for medical
evaluations, diagnostic tests, and interpreters' services incidental
to the production of a medical report shall not be incurred earlier
than the date of receipt by the employer, the employer's insurance
carrier, or, if represented, the attorney of record, of all reports
and documents required by the administrative director incidental to
the services. This subdivision is not applicable unless there has
tTI::#r1ffi.xJt[i"iJ:lrlt'8ion 

(c) and sections 4061 and
4062, no comprehensive medical-legal evaluations, except those at the
request of an employer, shall be performed during the first 60 days
after the notice of claim has been filed pursuant to Section 5401,
and neither the employer nor the emplo'yee shall be liable for any
expenses incurred for comprehensive medical-legal evaluations
performed within the first 60 days after the notice of claim has been
filed pursuant to Section 5401.

(c) Comprehensive medical-legal evaluations may be performed at
any time after the claim form has been filed pursuant to Section 5401
if the employer has rejected the claim.

(d) Where, at the request of the employer, the employer's
insurance carrier, the administrative director, the appeals board, or
a referee, the employee submits to examination by a physician, he or
she shall be entitled to receive, in addition to all other benefits
herein provided, all reasonable expenses of transportation, meals,
and lodging incident to reporting for the examination to the same
extent and manner as provided for in Section 4600.

4622. All medical-legal expenses for which the employer is liable
shall, upon receipt by the employer of all reports and documents
required by the administrative director incident to the services, be
paid to whom the funds and expenses are due, as follows:

(a) (1) Except as provided in subdivision (b), within 60 days
after receipt by the employer of each separate, written billing and
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report, and if payment is not made within this period, that portion
of the billed sum then unreasonably unpaid shall be increased by 10
percent, together with interest thereon at the rate of 7 percent per
annum retroactive to the date of receipt of the bill and report by
the employer. lf the employer, within the 60-day period, contests the
reasonableness and necessity for incurring the fees, services, and
expenses using the explanation of review required by Section 4603.3,
payment shall be made within 20 days of the service of an order of
the appeals board or the administrative director pursuant to Section
4603.6 directing payment.

(2) The penalty provided for in paragraph (1) shall not apply if
both of the following occur:

(A) The employer pays the provider that portion of his or her
charges that do not exceed the amount deemed reasonable pursuant to
subdivision (e) within 60 days of receipt of the report and itemized
billing.

(B) The employer prevails.
(b) (1) lf the provider contests the amount paid, the provider may

request a second review within 90 days of the service of the
explanation of review. The request for a second review shall be
submitted to the employer on a form prescribed by the administrative
director and shall include all of the following:

(A) The date of the explanation of review and the claim number or
other unique identifying number provided on the explanation of
review.

(B) The party or parties requesting the service.
(C) Any item and amount in dispute,
(D) The additional payment requested and the reason therefor.
(E) Any additional information requested in the original

explanation of review and any other information provided in support
of the additional payment requested.

(2) lf the provider does not request a second review within 90
days, the bill will be deemed satisfied and neither the employer nor
the employee shall be liable for any further payment.

(3) Within 14 days of the request for second review, the employer
shall respond with a final written determination on each of the items
or amounts in dispute, including whether additional payment will be
made.

(4) lf the provider contests the amount paid, after receipt of the
second review, the provider shall request an independent bill review
as provided for in Section 4603.6.

(c) lf the employer denies all or a portion of the amount billed
for any reason other than the amount to be paid pursuant to the fee
schedules in effect on the date of service, the provider may object
to the denial within 90 days of the service of the explanation of
review. lf the provider does not object to the denial within 90 days,



neither the employer nor the employee shall be liable for the amount
that was denied. lf the provider objects to the denial within 90
days of the service of the explanation of review, the employer shall
file a petition and a declaration of readiness to proceed with the
appeals board within 60 dayi of service of the objection. lf the
employer prevails before the appeals board, the appeals board shall
order the physician to reimburse the employer for the amount of the
paid charges found to be unreasonable.

(d) lf requested by the employee, or the dependents of a deceased
employee, within 20 days from the filing of an order of the appeals
board directing payment, and where payment is not made within that
period, that portion of the billed sum then unpaid shall be increased
by 10 percent, together with interest thereon at the rate of 7
percent per annum retroactive to the date of the filing of the order
of the board directing payment.

(e) (1) Using the explanation of review as described in Section
4603.3, the employer shall notify the provider of the services, the
employee, or if represented, his or her attorney, if the employer
contests the reasonableness or necessity of incurring these expenses,
and shall indicate the reasons therefor.

(2) The appeals board shall promulgate all necessary and
reasonable rules and regulations to insure compliance with this
section, and shall take such further steps as may be necessary to
guarantee that the rules and regulations are enforced.

(3) The provisions of Sections 5800 and 5814 shall not apply to
this section.

(f) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to create
a rebuttable presumption of entitlement to payment of an expense
upon receipt by the employer of the required reports and documents.
This section is not applicable unless there has been compliance with
Sections 4620 and 4621.

4625. (a) Notwithstanding subdivision (d) of Section 4628, all
charges for medical-legal expenses for which the employer is liable
that are not in excess of those set forth in the official
medical-legal fee schedule adopted pursuant to Section 5307.6 shall
be paid promptly pursuant to Section 4622.

(b) lf the employer contests the reasonableness of the charges it
has paid, the employer may file a petition with the appeals board to
obtain reimbursement of the charges from the physician that are
considered to be unreasonable.

4626. All charges for X-rays, laboratory services, and other



diagnostic tests provided in connection with an industrial
medical-legal evaluation shall be billed in accordance with the
official medicalfee schedule adopted by the administrative director
pursuant to Section 5307.1 and shall be itemized separately in
accordance with rules promulgated by the administrative director.

4627. The board and the administrative director may promulgate such
reasonable rules and regulations as may be necessary to interpret
this article and compel compliance with its provisions.

4628. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (c), no person, other
than the physician who signs the medical-legal report, except a nurse
performing those functions routinely performed by a nurse, such as
taking blood pressure, shall examine the injured employee or
participate in the nonclerical preparation of the report, including
all of the following:

(1) Taking a complete history.
(2) Reviewing and summarizing prior medical records.
(3) Composing and drafting the conclusions of the report.
(b) The report shall disclose the date when and location where the

evaluation was performed; that the physician or physicians signing
the report actually performed the evaluation; whether the evaluation
performed and the time spent performing the evaluation was in
compliance with the guidelines established by the administrative
director pursuant to paragraph (5) of subdivision (j) of Section
139.2 or Section 5307.6 and shall disclose the name and
qualifications of each person who performed any services in
connection with the report, including diagnostic studies, other than
its clerical preparation. lf the report discloses that the evaluation
performed or the time spent performing the evaluation was not in
compliance with the guidelines established by the administrative
director, the report shall explain, in detail, any variance and the
reason or reasons therefor.

(c) lf the initial outline of a patient's history or excerpting of
prior medical records is not done by the physician, the physician
shall review the excerpts and the entire outline and shall make
additional inquiries and examinations as are necessary and
appropriate to identify and determine the relevant medical issues.

(d) No amount may be charged in excess of the direct charges for
the physician's professional services and the reasonable costs of
laboratory examinations, diagnostic studies, and other medical tests,
and reasonable costs of clerical expense necessary to producing the



report. Direct charges for the physician's professional services
shall include reasonable overhead expense.

(e) Failure to comply with the requirements of this section shall
make the report inadmissible as evidence and shall eliminate any
liability for payment of any medical-legal expense incurred in

connection with the report.
(f) Knowing failure to comply with the requirements of this

section shall subject the physician to a civil penalty of up to one
thousand dollars ($1,000) for each violation to be assessed by a
workers' compensation judge or the appeals board. All civil penalties

collected under this section shall be deposited in the Workers'
Compensation Administration Revolving Fund.

(g) A physician who is assessed a civil penalty under this section
may be terminated, suspended, or placed on probation as a qualified

medical evaluator pursuant to subdivisions (k) and (l) of Section
139.2.

(h) Knowing failure to comply with the requirements of this
section shall subject the physician to contempt pursuant to the
judicial powers vested in the appeals board.

(i) Any person billing for medical-legal evaluations, diagnostic
procedures, or diagnostic services performed by persons other than
those employed by the reporting physician or physicians, or a medical

corporation owned by the reporting physician or physicians shall
specify the amount paid or to be paid to those persons for the
evaluations, procedures, or services. This subdivision shall not
apply to any procedure or service defined or valued pursuant to
Section 5307.1.

O The report shall contain a declaration by the physician

signing the report, under penalty of perjury, stating:
il detlare under penalty of perjury that the information contained

in this report and its attachments, if any, is true and correct to
the best of my knowledge and belief, except as to information that I

have indicated I received from others. As to that information, I

declare under penalty of perjury that the information accurately
describes the information provided to me and, except as noted herein,

that I believe it to be true."
The foregoing declaration shall be dated and signed by the

reporting physician and shall indicate the county wherein it was
signed.

(Xy ffre physician shall provide a curriculum vitae upon request by

a party and include a statement concerning the percent of the
physician's total practice time that is annually devoted to medical
treatment.
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$ 9793. Definitions

As used in this article:

(a) "Claim" means a claim for compensation as evidenced by either the filing of a claim form pursuant to Section
5401 ofthe Labor Code or notice or knowledge ofan injury under Section 5400 or 5402 ofthe Labor Code.

(b) "Contested claim" means any of the following:

(l) where the claims administrator has rejected liability for a claimed benefit.

(2) Where the claims administrator has failed to accept liability for a claim and the claim has become presumptively
compensable vnder Section 5402 ofthe Laior Code.

(3) Where the claims administrator has failed to respond to a demand for the payment of compensation after the
expiration of any time period fixed by statute for the payment of indemnify benefits, including whire the claims
administrator has failed to either commence the payment of temporary disability indemnity or issue a notice of delay
within l4 days after knowledge of an employee's injury and disability as provided in Section 4650 of the Labor Code.

(4) Where the claims administrator has accepted liability for a claim and a disputed medical fact exists.

(c) "Comprehensive medical-legal evaluation" means an evaluation of an employee which (A) results in the
preparation ofa narrative medical report prepared and attested to in accordance with Section 4628 ofthe Labor Code,
any applicable procedures promulgated under Section 139.2 of the Labor Code,and therequir.-.ni, of Section 10606
and (B) is either:

(1) performed by a Qualified Medical Evaluator pursuant to subdivision (h) of Secrion I j9.2 of the Labor Code, or

(2) performed by a Qualified Medical Evaluator, Agreed Medical Evaluator, or the primary treating physician for

7
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the purpose of proving or disproving a contested claim, and which meets the requirements of paragraphs (1) through (5),
inclusive, of subdivision (h).

(d) "Claims Administrator" means a self-administered insurer providing security for the payment of compensation
required by Divisions 4 and 4.5 of the Labor Code, a self-administered self-insured employer, a group self-insurer, or a
third-party claims administrator for a self-insured employer, insurer, legally uninsured employer, group self-insurer, or
joint powers authority.

(e) "Disputed medical fact" means an issue in dispute, including an objection under Section 4062 of the Labor Code
to a medical determination made by a treating physician concerning: (l) the employee's medical condition, (2) the cause

oftheemployee'smedicalcondition,(3)ForinjuriesthatoccurredbeforeJanuary l,2013,concerningadisputeovera
utilization review decision if the decision is communicated to the requesting physician on or before June 30, 2013,
treatment for the employee's medical condition; (4) the existence, nature, duration or extent of temporary or permanent

disability caused by the employee's medical condition; or (5) the employee's medical eligibility for rehabilitation
services.

(1) "Explanation of review" means the document described in Labor Code sections a68.3(a) and 4622 thatis
provided to a Qualified Medical Evaluator, Agreed Medical Evaluator, or the primary treating physician when the
claims administrator has objected to the cost of a medical-legal expense.

(g) "Follow-up medical-legal evaluation" means an evaluation which includes an examination of an employee

which (A) results in the preparation of a narrative medical report prepared and attested to in accordance with Section

4628 ofthe Labor Code, any applicable procedures promulgated under Section 139.2 ofthe Labor Code, and the

requirements of Section 10606, (B) is performed by a qualified medical evaluator, agreed medical evaluator, or primary

treating physician within nine months following the evaluator's examination of the employee in a comprehensive

medical-legal evaluation and (C) involves an evaluation of the same injury or injuries evaluated in the comprehensive

medical- legal evaluation.

(h) "Medical-legal expense" means any costs or expenses incurred by or on behalf of any party or parties, the

administrative director, or the appeals board for X-rays, laboratory fees, other diagnostic tests, medical reports, medical

records, medical testimony, and as needed, interpreter's fees, for the purpose of proving or disproving a contested claim.
The cost ofmedical evaluations, diagnostic tests, and interpreters is not a medical-legal expense unless it is incidental to
the production of a comprehensive medical-legal evaluation report, follow-up medical-legal evaluation report, or a
supplemental medical-legal evaluation report and all of the following conditions exist:

(1) The report is prepared by a physician, as defined in Section j209.3 ofthe Labor Code.

(2) The report is obtained at the request ofa party or parties, the administrative director, or the appeals board for the

purpose of proving or disproving a contested claim and addresses the disputed medical fact or facts specified by the

party, or parties or other person who requested the comprehensive medical-legal evaluation report. Nothing in this
paragraph shall be construed to prohibit a physician from addressing additional related medical issues.

(3) The report is capable ofproving or disproving a disputed medical fact essential to the resolution ofa contested

claim, considering the substance as well as the form ofthe report, as required by applicable statutes, regulations, and

case law.

(a) The medical-legal examination is performed prior to receipt of notice by the physician, the employee, or the

employee's attorney, that the disputed medical fact or facts for which the report was requested have been resolved.

(5) In the event the comprehensive medical-legal evaluation is served on the claims administrator after the disputed

medical fact or facts for which the report was requested have been resolved, the report is served within the time frame

specified in Section 139.2(j)(l) ofthe Labor Code.

:* .,. 8
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(i) "Medical-legal testimony,, means expeft testimony provided by a physician at a deposition or workers'

compensation appeals board hearing, regarding the medical opinion submitted by the physician'

O ',Medical research,, is the investigation of medical issues. It includes investigating and reading medical and

scieniific.lou.nals and texts. ,'Medical research" does not include reading or reading about the Guides for the Evaluation

of permanent Impairment (any edition), treatment guidelines (including guidelines of the American College of

Occupational and Environmental Medicine), the Labor Code, regulations or publications of the Division of Workers'

compensation (including the Physicians' Guide), or other legal materials.

(k) "primary treating physician" is the treating physician primarily responsible for managing the care of the injured

worker in accordance with subdivision (a) of Section 9785.

(l) "Reports and documents required by the administrative director" means an itemized billing, a copy of the

medical-legal evaluation report, and any verification required under Section 9795(c).

(m) ,'Supplemental medical-legal evaluation" means an evaluation which (A) does not involve an examination of

the patient, (B) is based on the physician's review of records, test results or other medically relevant information which

was not available to the physician at the time of the initial examination, or a request for factual correction pursuant to

Labor Code section 4061 (d), (C) results in the preparation of a narrative medical report prepared and attested to in

accordance with Section 4628 ofthe Labor Code,any applicable procedures promulgated vnder Section lj9'2 ofthe

Labor Code, and the requirements of Section 10606 and (D) is performed by a qualified medical evaluator, agreed

medical evaluator, or primary treating physician following the evaluator's completion of a comprehensive medical-legal

evaluation.

AUTHORITY:

Note: Authority cited: Sections 133,4622,4627,5307.3 and5307.6, LaborCode. Reference: Sections 4061' 4061'5'

4062, 46 1 0. 5, 4620, 462 1, 4622, 462 5, 4628, 4650, 5 307 6 and 5402, Labor Code'

HISTORY:

L New article 5.6 (sections g7g3-g795)filed l-10-85; designated effective 3-1-85 (Register 85, No. 2)'

2. Change without regulatory effect filed 7-11-86; effective upon filing (Register 86, No' 28)'

3. Repealer and new section filed 8-3-93; operative 8-3-93. Submitted to OAL for printing only pursuant to Government

Code section 1135l (Register 93, No. 32).

4. Amendment of articie heading, section and Note frled l2-31-93; operative l'1-94. Submitted to OAL for printing

only pursuant to Government Code section /.1351 (Register 93, No' 53)'

5. Change without regulatory effect amending subsections (f) and (i) filed 6-12-2002 pursuant Io section 100' title I'

California Code of Regulaliors (Register 2002, No' 24)'

6. Amendment of subsections (a) and (bX3), new subsection (i), subsection relettering and amendment of newly

designated subsection (i) filed 6-30-2006; operative 7-l-2006. Submitted to OAL for flling with the Secretary of State

and printing only pursuant to Government code section 11340.9(g) (Register 2006, No. 26).

7. Amendment of subsection (e), new subsection (f), subsection relettering, amendment of newly designated subsection

(m) and amendment of Note filed l2-3 l-20 12 as an emergency; operative l-l-2013 pursuant to Government Code

section I I 346. t (d) (Register 2013, No. l). A Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL by 7- l-2013 or
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emergency language will be repealed by operation of law on the following day.

8. Amendment of subsection (e), new subsection (f), subsection relettering, amendment of newly designated subsection

(m) and amendment of Note refrled 7-1-2013 as an emergency; operative 7'1-2013 (Register 2013, No. 27). A

Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL by 9-30-2013 or emergency language will be repealed by

operation of law on the following day.

9. Amendment of subsection (e), new subsection (f), subsection relettering, amendment of newly designated subsection

(m) and amendment of Note refiled 9-30-2013 as an emergency; operative 10-l-2013 (Register 2013, No. 40)' A

Certificate of Compliance must be transmitted to OAL by l2-30-2013 or emergency language will be repealed by

operation of law on the following day'

10. Certificate of Compliance as to 9-30-2013 order, including amendment of subsections (c)(2) and (e), transmitted to

OAL lZ-30-2013 and frled2-12-2014; amendments effective 2-12-2014 pursuant to Government Code section

I 1313.4(b)(3) (Register 2014, No. 7).

NOTES:
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$ 9795. Reasonable Level of Fees for Medical-Legal Expenses, Follow-up, Supplemental and Comprehensive

Medical-Legal Evaluations and Medical-Legal Testimony

(a) The schedule of fees set forth in this section shall be prima facie evidence of the reasonableness of fees charged for

medical-legal evaluation reports, and fees for medical-legal testimony'

Reports by treating or consulting physicians, other than comprehensive, follow-up or supplemental medical-legal

evaluations, regardless of whether liability for the injury has been accepted at the time the treatment was provided or the

report was prepared, shall be subject to the Official Medical Fee Schedule adopted pursuant to Labor Code Section

5307.1 rather than to the fee schedule set forth in this section.

(b) The fee for each evaluation is calculated by multiplying the relative value by $ 12.50, and adding any amount

applicable because of the modifiers permitted under subdivision (d). The fee for each medical-legal evaluation

proc.au.e includes reimbursement for the history and physical examination, review of records, preparation of a

medical-legal report, including typing and transcription services, and overhead expenses. The complexity of the

evaluation is the dominant factor determining the appropriate level of service under this section; the times to perform

procedures is expected to vary due to clinical circumstances, and is therefore not the controlling factor in determining

the appropriate level ofservice.

(c) Medical-legal evaluation reports and medical-legal testimony shall be reimbursed as follows:

PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

Missed Appointment for a Comprehensive or Follow-Up Medical

-Legal Evaluation. This code is designed for communication

purposes only. It does not imply that compensation is

necessarily owed.

CODE B.R.

MLIOO
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PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

Follow-up Medical-Legal Evaluation. Limited to a follow-up

medical-legal evaluation by a physician which occurs within

nine months of the date on which the prior medical-legal

evaluation was performed. The physician shall include in

his or her report verification, under penalty of perjury,

of time spent in each of the following activities: review

of records, face-to-face time with the injured worker, and

preparation of the report. Time spent shall be tabulated

in increments of l5 minutes or portions thereof, rounded to

the nearest guarter hour. The physician shall be reimbursed

at the rate ofRV 5, or his or her usual and customary fee,

whichever is less, for each quarter hour.

PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

Basic Comprehensive Medical-Legal Evaluation. Includes all

comprehensive medical-legal evaluations other than those

included under ML 103 or ML 104.

PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

Complex Comprehensive Medical-Legal Evaluation- Includes

evaluations which require three of the complexity factors

set forth below.

In a separate section at the beginning ofthe report, the

physician shall clearly and concisely specify which ofthe

following complexity factors were required for the

evaluation, and the circumstances which made these

complexity factors applicable to the evaluation.

An evaluator who specifies complexity factor (3) must also

provide a list of citations to the sources reviewed, and

excerpt or include copies ofmedical evidence relied upon:

(1) Two or more hours of face-to-face time by the physician

with the iniured worker;

(2) Two or more hours of record review by the physician;

(3) Two or more hours of medical research by the physician;

(4) Four or more hours spent on any combination of two of

the complexity factors (1)-(3), which shall count as two

complexity factors. Any complexity factor in (l), (2),

a,

RV

50

RV
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or (3) used to make this combination shall not also be used

as the third required complexity factor;

(5) Six or more hours spent on any combination of three

complexity factors (l)-(3), which shall count as three

complexity factors;

(6) Addressing the issue of medical causation, upon written

request ofthe party or parties requesting the report;

(7) Addressing the issue of apportionment, when

determination of this issue requires the physician to

evaluate the claimant's employment by three or more

employers, three or more injuries to the same body system

or body region as delineated in the Table ofContents of

Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment (Fifth

Edition), or hryo or more or more injuries involving two or

more body systems or body regions as delineated in that

Table of Contents. The Table of Contents of Guides to the

Evaluation of Permanent Impairment (Fifth Edition)'

published by the American Medical Association, 2000, is

incorporated by reference.

(8) A psychiatric or psychological evaluation which is the

primary focus of the medical-legal evaluation'

(9) Where the evaluation is performed for injuries that

occurred before January 1,2013, conceming a dispute over

a utilization review decision ifthe decision is

communicated to the requesting physician on or before June

30 2013, addressing the issue of denial or modification of

treatment by the claims administrator following utilization

review under Labor Code section 4610'

PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

Comprehensive Medical-legal Evaluation Involving

Extraordinary Circumstances. The physician shall be

reimbursed at the rate ofRV 5, or his or her usual and

customary hourly fee, whichever is less, for each quarter

hour or portion thereof, rounded to the nearest quafier

hour, spent by the physician for any of the following:

(1) An evaluation which requires four or more of the

.n
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complexity factors listed under ML 103; In a separate

section at the beginning ofthe report, the physician shall

clearly and concisely specify which four or more of the

complexity factors were required for the evaluation, and

the circumstances which made these complexity factors

applicable to the evaluation. An evaluator who specifies

complexity factor (3) must also provide a list of citations

to the sources reviewed, and excerpt or include copies of

medical evidence relied upon.

(2) An evaluation involving prior multiple injuries to the

same body part or parts lbeing evaluated, and which

requires three or more of the complexity factors listed

under ML 103, including three or more hours of record

review by the physician;

(3) A comprehensive medical-legal evaluation for which the

physician and the parties agree, prior to the evaluation,

that the evaluation involves extraordinary circumstances.

When billing under this code for extraordinary

circumstances, the physician shall include in his or her

report (i) aclear, concise explanation ofthe

extraordinary circumstances related to the medical

condition being evaluated which justifies the use of this

procedure code, and (ii) verification under penalty of

perjury of the total time spent by the physician in each

ofthese activities: reviewing the records, face-to-face

time with the injured worker, preparing the report and, if
applicable, any other activities.

PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

Fees for medical-legal testimony. The physician shall be

reimbursed at the rate of RV 5, or his or her usual and

customary fee, whichever is less, for each quarter hour or

portion thereof, rounded to the nearest quarter hour, spent

by the physician. The physician shall be entitled to fees

for all itemized reasonable and necessary time spent

related to the testimony, including reasonable preparation

and travel time. The physician shall be paid a minimum of

<,
AI
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one hour for a scheduled deposition.

RV PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION

5 Fees for supplemental medical-legal evaluations.

The physician shall be reimbursed at the.rate of RV 5, or

his or her usual and customary fee, whichever is less, for

each quarter hour or portion thereof, rounded to the

nearest quarter hour, spent by the physician. Fees will not

be allowed under this section for supplemental repofts

following the physician's review of (A) information which

was available in the physician's office for review or was

included in the medical record provided to the physician

prior to preparing the initial report or (B) the results

of laboratory or diagnostic tests which were ordered by the

physician as part ofthe initial evaluation'

(d) The services described by Procedure Codes ML101 through MLl06 may be modified under the circumstances

described in this subdivision. The modifoing circumstances shall be identified by the addition of the appropriate

modifier code, which is reported by a two-digit number placed after the usual procedure number separated by a hyphen'

The modifiers available are the following:

-92 performed by a primary treating physician. This modifier is added solely for identifrcation purposes, and does

not change the normal value of the service.

-93 Interpreter needed at time of examination, or other circumstances which impair communication between the

physician and the injured worker and significantly increase the time needed to conduct the examination. Requires a

description of the circumstance and the increased time required for the examination as a result. where this modifier is

applicable, the value for the procedure is modified by multiplying the normal value by I .1. This modifier shall only be

applicable to ML 102 and ML 103.

-94 Evaluation and medical-legal testimony performed by an Agreed Medical Evaluator. Where this modifier is

applicabte, the value of the procedure is modified by multiplying the normal value by 1 '25 ' If modifier -93 is also

applicable for an ML-102 or ML-103, then the value of the procedure is modified by multiplying the normal value by

1.35.

-95 Evaluation performed by a panel selected Qualified Medical Evaluator. This modifier is added solely for

identification purposes, and does not change the normal value ofany procedure.

(e) Requests for duplicate reports shall be in writing. Duplicate reports shall be separately reimbursable and shall be

reimbursed in the same manner as set forth in the Official Medical Fee Schedule adopted pursuant to Labor Code

Section5307.l.

(fl This section shall apply to medical-legal evaluation reports where the examination occurs on or a{ler the

effective date of this section. The 2006 amendments to this section shall apply to: (l) medical-legal evaluation reports

where the medical examination to which the report refers occurs on or after the effective date of the 2006 amendments;

(2) medical-legal testimony provided on or after the effective date of the 2006 amendments; and (3) suppiemental

{l:
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Chevron Texaco Products Company/Chevron Corporation, Petitioner v, Workers'
Compensation Appeals Board, Thomas A. Curtis, (Ismael M, Gonzales),

Respondents

Civil No. F041884--

Court of Appeal, Fifth Appellate District

68 Cal. Comp. Cuses 765;2003 CUL lfrk. Comp. LEXIS 302

April29, 2003

PRIOR HISTORY: [**1] W.C.A.B. No. BAK
0129542--WCJ Barbara A. Stevens (BAK); WCAB
Panel: Commissioner Cuneo, Chairman Rabine,

Commissioner Brass (concurring, but not signing)

DISPOSITION: Petition for writ of review denied

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES
HEADNOTES

Liens--Medical Legal Expenses--Psychiatric
Injuries--WCAB held defendant was liable for
applicant's medical legal expenses under Labor Code $
4622,when applicant claimed specific and cumulative
psychiatric injuries AOE/COE, applicant saw

physician to "prove or disprove contested claim"
within meaning of Labor Code $ 4622, parties reached

compromise and release agreement that contained
finding pursuant to Thomas v. Sports Chalet, Inc.
(1977) 42 CaL Comp. Cases 625 (WCAB en banc), and
WCAB found that facts that applicant sought benefits
for injuries to psyche AOE/COE and was required to
prove injuries AOE/COE using standards for
psychiatric injury I*7661 found in Labor Code $
3208.3 did not negate defendant's obligation to pay

applicant's medical legal costs. [See generally Hanna,

Cal. Law of Emp. Inj. and Workers' Comp. 2d $ $
1.02[3], a.69[s][c], 5.04[2J, 22.06[8], 22.09F1, [2],
30.05.)

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

SUMMARY

Applicant claimed he suffered a specific [**2]
psychiatric industrial injury on 417199, while working for
Defendant as an oilfield operator "A." He later also

claimed a CT industrial injury to his psyche from 1986

through 417199. The WCJ held an MSC, left discovery

open, and took the matter off calendar. The parties then

resolved the claims with a C&R that included a Thomas

finding (see Thomas t. Sports Chalet, Inc. (1977) 42 Cal.

Comp. Cases 625 (WCAB en banc) that there was a good

faith issue that if resolved in Defendant's favor would
defeat Applicant's right to all workers' compensation

benefits).

Applicant saw Thomas A. Curtis, M.D., for a

medical legal psychiatric evaluation related to his

industrial iniury claims. Dr. Curtis submitted his bill to
Defendant for payment but Defendant refused to pay Dr.

-rj ij ii :" 6
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Curtis's bill. Dr. Curtis then filed a lien in Applicant's

workers' compensation case for $2,399.

The WCJ held a hearing on Dr. Curtis's lien and

decided the matter on the medical reports and oral

arguments. The WCJ issued an F&O' ordering Defendant

to pay Dr. Curtis's lien as a medical legal cost under

Labor Code S 4622.

Defendant filed a Petition for Reconsideration of the

F&O. It contended in relevant respects [**3] that

Applicant was claiming psychiatric injuries and that the

WCJ did not make the findings required under Labor

Code $ 3208.3 as to the predominant cause of Applicant's

claimed injuries and whether Applicant's injuries were

caused by Defendant's good faith personnel actions'

Defendant also contended the evidence supported a

finding of no compensable injury and, if Applicant's

injuries were not compensable under Labor Code S

3208.3, Defendant had no obligation for Applicant's

medical legal expenses. Finally, Defendant contended

that the Legislature established a higher threshold for

psychiatric injury cases and, absent an Appeals Board

finding of compensability, Applicant was not entitled to

any benefits, including medical legal expenses.

The WCJ recommended that petition for

reconsideration be denied. The WCJ stated: "Petitioner

essentially contends that inasmuch as Labor Code 3208'3

sets a higher threshold for psychiatric injury, Dr' Curtis'

. medical-legal costs are not reimbursable inasmuch as he

fails to specifically address the issue of apportionment as

between industrial and non-industrial factors, under L'C'

3208.3."

The WCJ reasoned:

"The opinion of Dr. Curtis of July [**4]
31,2000 fails to differentiate whether

applicant sustained a cumulative trauma

injury or a specific injury resulting in his

psychiatric hospital ization. "

"The WCJ advised applicant's counsel to

clariff the record and the opinion of Dr.

Curtis. [*7671 "

"Apparently this was never done due to

the fact that the parties entered into a

Compromise and Release."

"Petitioner now seeks to obtain the

benefit of the Compromise and Release

with Thomas and the lack of
supplementation of applicant's QME
opinion by contending that said apparent

uncorrected deficiency from the January

17, 20OZ MSC relieves Petitioner of
liability for payment. "

"Petitioner failed to state any case law,

statutory basis or regulation supporting its

position."

"Further, Labor Code 4622

medical-legal costs are the liability of
defendant when incurred to "prove or

disprove a contested claim.""

"Although the parties' settlement by

Compromise and Release with Thomas

obviated applicant's need to conform Dr.

Curtis' report to the Labor Code 3208.3

evidentiary standard, the opinion of Dr.

Curtis was and remains sufficient prima

facie evidence of entitlement to benefits

[**5] although supplementation of his

report would have been inevitablY

required, as was the apparent amendment

of the pleading subsequent to the January

17, MSC."

.,: {r"l:]'.J., - i



The WCAB denied reconsideration, and adopted and
incorporated the WCJ's reconsideration repoft without
further comment.

Defendant filed a Petition for Writ of Review, again
contending in pertinent part that it was liable for
Applicant's medical legal expense when Labor Code $
3208.3 was at issue only if the Appeals Board found the
claimed injury was a compensable psychiatric injury
meeting threshold requirements of Labor Code $ 3208.3.

The WCAB responded to the Petition for Writ of
Review by sending an informal answer letter to the Court
of Appeal and the parties, stating:

"The Board would respectfully note,

however, that unlike medical treatment, a

defendant may be liable for a

medical-legal billing, an expense incurred
"for the purpose ofproving or disproving a

contested claim" (Lab. Code $ a620(a)),
even where it is ultimately determined that
there is no industrial injury or that the
employee's claim is barred by the statute

of limitations. (See, €.g., Subsequent
Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acc. Com.

(Roberson) I**61 (1963) 59 Cal. 2d 842,

843 [3] Cal. Rpt. 477, 382 p.2d 597, 28
Cal. Comp. Cases l39J; Beverly Hills
Multispecialty Group, Inc. y. Vl/orkers'
Comp. Appeals Bd. (Pinkney) (1994) 26
CaL App. 4th 789, 802 [32 Cal. Rptr. 2d
293, 59 Cal. Comp. Cases 46ll; Turudich
v. Industrial Acc. Com. (1965) 237 CaL

App. 2d 455, 457-459 [47 CaL Rptr. 21,

30 CaL Comp. Cases jl6J.) Moreover,
there is no authority for petitioner's
contention that the higher threshold for
finding a psychiatric injury compensable
under Labor Code section 3208.3 has
changed this longstanding precedent of
recov- [*768] ery for medical-legal (as

opposed to medical treatment) costs,

where an alleged injury is nonindustrial or

Page 3

otherwise non-compensable. "

"Furthermore, as the present matter was
settled by Compromise and Release

agreement, there was no determination
with respect to the industrial nature of the
psychiatric injury in question, an issue the
trier of fact does not have to reach in
deciding reimbursement for medical-legal
costs.ll4tCAB's footnote reads as follows:
Had Dr. Cuftis, the real party in interest
herein, instead provided and sought
reimbursement for medical treatment, a

determination [**71 on the issue of
industrial injury would have been

necessary, with the burden on Dr. Curtis to
prove same to be entitled to recovery. (See

Lab. Code, I 3202.5.)) Therefore, while
the amendments to Labor Code section
3208.3 did raise the standard for an injured
worker to prove compensability of a

psychiatric injury, and thus his or her
entitlement to temporary disability,
permanent disability, medical treatment,
etc., nowhere is it provided that the
alleged injury must ultimately be found
compensable for a physician to recover the
costs of the reports elicited to prove the
contested claim (or the very issue of
compensability). Indeed, petitioner's
interpretation would have an unwarranted
chilling effect on the filing of legitimate
psychiatric injury claims."

WRIT DENIED April 29,2003. I*7691

COUNSEL: For petitioner--Clopton, Penny & Brenner,
by Ronald R. Kollitz, Robert Borsky

For respondent WCAB--Vincent Bausano, Assistant
Secretary, WCAB

68 Cal. Comp. Cases 765, *767;2003 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 302, **5
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Mercury Die & container, Petitioner v. workers compensation Appeats Board of

the State of California and Senobio Amaya, Respondents

8037420

Court of Appeal, Second Appellate District, Division 2

54 Cal. Comp. Cases 8; 1989 Cal. Wrk. Comp' LEXIS 2253

January 5, 1989

liens of four doctors. Apparently, it became clear at the

hearing that Amaya gave the reporling doctors false

histories.

The Appeals Board granted Mercury's petition for

reconsideration in so far as the judge had allowed liens

for costs incurred by two physicians in treating Amaya

but agreed with the judge that Amaya was allowed

medical-legal costs. The [**2] Board stated that the fact

that Amaya was found to be the initial aggressor did not

preclude his right to recover medical-legal costs' The

Board further stated that medical-legal costs will be

allowed ifa claim is reasonable and that thejudge did not

find that Amaya's claim was unreasonable' The Board

noted that the initial aggressor issue is often a close

question of fact. The Board also stated that it disallows

costs only when the injured worker has given a history

that is so false that the doctor's report is worthless,

observing that in this case, the question ofwhether or not

the reports were worthless was never reached.

In seeking a writ of review, petitioner contended that

the fact that the judge determined that respondent was the

initial aggressor and the fact that respondent gave false

histories to the reporting doctors precluded recovery of

medical-legal costs.

PRIOR HISTORY: [**11 W.C.A.B' No. 84 BGN

87930--WCAB Judge

DISPOSITION: Petition for writ of review denied

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

HEADNOTES

Medical-Legal Procedure--Reimbursement for

Reports--Neither the workers' compensation judge's

denial of applicant's claim for compensation, based on the

judge's finding that applicant was the initial aggressor'

nor the fact that applicant gave a false and misleading

history to the reporting physicians, precluded applicant

from recovering his medicat-legal costs. [See generally

Hanna, Cal. Law Emp' Inj' and Workmen's Comp'' Vol'

1, $ 12.03[7].1

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

SUMMARY

The workers' compensation judge found that Senobio

Amaya did not sustain an injury in the course of his

employment with Mercury Die & Container because his

injuries arose out of an altercation in which he was the

initial aggressor. However, the judge found that Amaya

reasonably incurred medical-legal costs and allowed the

tr){.,



WRIT DENIED January 5, 1989. [*91

COUNSEL: For petitioner--Ernest A. Canning

Page2

For respondent lien claimant Michael D. Roback,

M.D.--Barry Satzman

r, f\
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SUBSEQUENT INJURIES FUND, Petitioner, v' INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT

COMMISSION and ALLEN ROBERSON, Respondents

28 Cal. Comp. Cases l39i

L. A. No. 27313

Supreme Court of California

1963 Cal. llrk. Comp. LEXIS 207; 59 Cul' 2d 842;382 P'2d

597;31Cal. RPtr.477

June 18. 1963

PRIOR HISTORY: [**11 PROCEEDING to review

an order of the Industrial Accident Commission awarding

medical costs to an unsuccessful claimant against the

Subsequent Injuries Fund.

DISPOSITION: Award affirmed.

COUNSEL: Stanley Mosk, Attorney General, Edward

M. Belasco and Herbert Davis, Deputy Attomeys

General, for Petitioner.

Everett A. Corten and Edward A' Sarkisian for

Respondents.

OPINION BY: GIBSON

OPINION

[*1391 [***8431 Allen Roberson' while

employld at Fidler's Manufacturirig Co', Inc', sustained

an injury to his left hand which caused permanent

disability of 40 per cent, for which he received normal

workmen's compensation benefits. He had a previous

permanent disability which, added to his industrial injury'

resulted in a permanent disability rating of 60 314 per

cent. Since the combined effect was a permanent

disability of less than 70 per cent, Roberson was not

eligible for benefits from the Subsequent Injuries Fund' I

Thi Industrial Accident Commission awarded Roberson

S 130 for medical costs incurred inhis unsuccessful effort

to prove his claim against the Fund, and in this

proceeding the Fund seeks to annul that award' [**21

[eorron;s NorE: TEXT wITHIN THESE SYMBoLS

iOr.Ol IS OVERSTRUCK IN THE SOURCE.I

I Section 4751 of the Labor Code provides: "If
an employee who is permanently partiaily

disabled receives a subsequent compensable

injury resulting in additional permanent partial

disability so that the degree of disability caused

by the combination of both disabilities is greater

than that which would have resulted from the

subsequent injury alone, and the combined effect

of the last injury and the previous disability or

imPairment,is a permanent disability equal to 70

percent or more of total, he shall be paid in

addition to the compensation due under this code

for the permanent partial disability caused by the

last injury compensation for the remainder of the

combined permanent disability existing after the

last iniury as provided in this article; ' ' '"

a1
r. I
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28 Cal. Comp. Cases 139, *139; 1963 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 207,**Z;
59 Cal. 2d 842,'&*'&843. 3BZ p.2d 597

The sole issue presented is whether under section a600 oJ
the Labor Code, construed in the light of the 1959
amendment of that section, certain specified costs may be
awarded an unsuccessful claimant against the Fund.
Section 4600 provides in part (words deleted by the 1959
amendment are crossed out and words added by that
amendment are italicized): "ln accordance with the rules
of practice and procedure of the commission, the
employee shall be reimbursed for expenses
reasonably, actually, and necessarily incurred for X-rays,
laboratory fees, [O> and <O] medical reports, and
medical testimony [O> required <O] to [O> successfully
<O] prove a contested claim. The reasonableness of and
necessity for incurring such expenses to prove a
contested claim shall be determined with respect to the
time when such expenses were actually incuted.
Expenses of medical testimony shall be presumed
reasonable if l***8441 in conformity with the fee
schedule charges providedfor impartial medical experts
appointed by the commission."

Prior to 1959 the section clearly provided that only
[**31 a successful claimant was entitled to be reimbursed
for expenses incurred for medical services. In the section
as amended the [*140] word "successfully" was deleted.
Where the amendment of a statute consists of the deletion
of an express provision, the presumption is that a

substantial change in the law was intended. ( Clements v.

T. R. BechtelCo., 43 CaL2d 227, 231 [273 P.2d 5].)The
Fund argues in effect that the deletion of the word
"successfully" merely removed a redundancy since the
section required (and still requires) that the expense be
incurred "to prove" a contested claim. Although one

Page2

meaning of "to prove" is "to establish a fact or hypothesis
as true by satisfactory and sufficient evidence', (Black's
Law Dictionary (4th ed. 1951)), another meaning is ,'to

try, or to ascertain.,. . to test" (Webster's New Intemat.
Dict. (2d ed. 1958)). It was unnecessary to make the
amendment unless a change in the law was intended, and
we find no indication that the Legislature intended by the
deletion merely to remove a redundancy. The purpose
obviously was not to clarify the law because the language
of the section was already clear.

[**41 The Fund also argues that allowing such
awards to be made to unsuccessful claimants might result
in the filing of frivolous claims since an employee,
regardless of the merit of his claim, would be entitled to
receive a free medical examination. However, the
requirement in section 4600 that the expenses be

"reasonably" and "necessarily" incurred is a safeguard
against such abuse.

We are of the view that the statute provides that a

claimant, whether successful or not, is entitled to be
reimbursed for expenses reasonably and necessarily
incurred for the specified medical services. This
construction is in accord with the policy of the law
enjoined by both statute and precedent directing that
workmen's compensation laws be liberalty construed in
favor of extending their benefits. (Subsequent Injuries
Fund v. lndustrial Acc. Com., 39 Cal.2d 83, gt [241 P.2d
88e1.)

The award is affirmed.

ttq
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WORIGRS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Case No. ADJ80222L (SJO 0258370)WARREN BROWER,

Applicant,

vs.

DAVID JONES CONSTRUCTION; STATE
C OMPENSATION INSURANCE FLIi\D,

permanent

entitlement

OPINION AND DECISION
AF'TER RECONSIDERATION

(EN BANC)

Defendants.

The Workers' Compensation Appeals Board (Appeals Board) previously granted defendant's and

applicant's Petitions for Reconsideration of the February l,2Ol3 Findings and Award to further study the

factual and legal issues. Thereafter, to secure uniformity of decision in the future, the Chairwoman of the

Appeals Board, upon a majority vote of its members, assigned this case to the Appeals Board as a whole

for an en banc decision. I

In the February 1,2013 Findings and Award, the workers'compensation administrative law judge

(WCJ) found that applicant's admitted December 20,2OO5 injury to his low back, psyche and right knee

caused temporary total disability from December 20, 2OO5 through October 6, 2}ll and caused

total disability (100%). Although under Labor code section 4656(c)(l)2 applicant,s

to temporary total disability indemnity payments ceased on December 20,2007 (i.e., after

104 weeks of payment), the WCJ awarded permanent total disability indemnity commencing

t En banc decisions of the Appeals Board are binding precedent on all Appeals Board panels and WCJs. (Cal.
Code Regs., tit.8, $ 10341; Signature Fruit Co. v. Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (Ochoa) (2006) l42Cal.App.4th
790,796, fn.217l Cal.Comp.Cases 10441 (Ochoa); Gee v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (2002) eO Cal.epp.+ttr
1418, 1425, fn. 6 167 Cal.Comp.Cases 2361.) In addition to being adopted as a precedent decision in accordance
with Labor Code section 115 and Appeals Board Rule 10341, this en banc decision is also being adopted as a
precedent decision in accordance with Govemment code section 11425.60(b).

' All further statutory references are to the Labor Code.

nr)
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October 6,21ll, which was when applicant became permanent and stationary.3 Accordingly, the WCJ's

award resulted in a nearly four year gap between the last payment of temporary total disability indemnity

and the first payment of permanent total disability indemnity. The WCJ also ordered defendant to

reimburse applicant $600.00 for a medical-legal report from his treating physician, Dr. Russell.

Applicant contends that his permanent total disability payments should have commenced as of

December Zl,ZO07 and not October 6,2011, arguing that pursuant to section 4650(b), permanent total

disability payments should commence on the day after the last payment of temporary total disability.

Applicant also contends he is entitled to annual cost of living adjustments (COLAs) commencing on

January 1, 2008 pursuant to section 4659.

Defendant contends that applicant did not sustain 100% permanent disability, arguing that the

award is based on speculation rather than substantial medical evidence and that applicant is vocationally

feasible and therefore not permanently totally disabled under ogilvie v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd'

(2011) 1g7 Cal.App.4th 1262 [76 Cal.Comp.cases 624]. Defendant also contends the wcJ ened in

ordering defendant to reimburse applicant $600 for Dr. Russell's medical-legal report, arguing that

applicant should not be allowed to obtain a medical-legal report from a treating physician when there is

an agteed medical evaluator (AME) in the relevant specialty'

Based on our review of the relevant statutes, regulations, and case law, we hold:

(1) When a defendant stops paying temporary disability indemnity pursuant to section

a656(c) before an injurecl worker is determined to be permanent and stationary,

the defendant shall commence paying permanent disability indemnity based on a

reasonable estimate of the injured worker's ultimate level of permanent disability'

(2) When an injured worker who is receiving permanent pa(ial disabilify payments

pursuant to section 4650(bxl) becomes permanent and stationary aird is

determined to be permanently totally disa.bled, the defendant shall pay permanent

total disability indemnity retroactive to the date its statutory obligation to pay

3 Defendant was entitled to stop paying temporary disability indemnity on

paying tempcrary disability indemnity through January 31, 2008'

BROWER, Warren
r-t
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temporary disability indemnity terminated'

(3) COLAs begin on the frrst day in January after an injured worker becomes entitled

to receive permanent disability indemnity pursuant to sections a650(b)(1) or

(bx2).

For the reasons set forth below, we will also affirm the WCJ's cleterminations that applicant is

permanently totally disabled and entitled to medical-legal costs for Dr. Russell's report'

I. BACKGROUND

While employed as an ironworker foreman on Decemb er 20, 2005, applicant sustained an

industrial injury to his low back, left knee, and psyche'

Applicant was evaluated by agreed medical evaluator (AME) Fredric Newton, M.D. in the field

of neurology. After his initial evaluation, Dr. Newton reported: "This patient suffered a major lumbar

spinal injury, far more significant than those routinely seen in the workers' compensation patient

population. He literally blew out his L3-4 disc, resulting in a complete myelographic block with

compression of the cauda equina." (Exh. QQ, September 23,2006 report, p. 7')

pursuant to section 4656(c)(l), applicant was entitled to 104 weeks of total temporary disability

indemnity, ending on Decemb et 20, 2007. However, defendant continued paying applicant total

temporary disability indemnity at $675.65 per week until January 31,20C8 when defendant began

advancing permanent disability at $270 per week, the statutory maximum weekly permanent disability

indemnity rate for a z0o5 injury causing permanent disability from 70 through 99%%' Applicant

requested that permanent disability advances be paid at the permanent total disability indemnity rate,

arguing that although he was not yet permanent and stationary, the medical reporting indicated that he

would be 100%.

After a ]May 7,200g trial, the WCJ issued a decision wherein he found that it was "premature to

determine the extent of Applicant's permanent disability." In his opinion on Decision' the wcJ

indicated that the applicant had not yet reached maximum medical improvement'

Applicant sought reconsideration of the May 7, 2OO8 Finclings and Order' We denied

reconsideration on JulY 29, 2008.

:5BROWER, Warren
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In his initial permanent and stationary report, Dr. Newton reported: "Applicant underwent three

decompressive procedures on his spine. He remains at risk for further disc hemiation." (Exh' LL,

November 14, 2008 report, p. 13.) Applicant developed an altered gait and injured his right knee as a

compensable consequence of his back injury. (Ibid.) Dr. Newton opined: "The patient would not be able

to return to work as an ironworker. Whether he could return to the open labor market in any fashion is

open to serious question. He has been found disabled on a neuromusculoskeletal basis alone. Added to

this would be disability from his knee and the residuals of a Major Depressive Disorder. Also, he

requires chronic narcotic usage. When all of this is considered in concert, it seems to me that he would

best be considered permanently and totally disabled." (Id. at p. l4')

Subsequently, Dr. Newton more definitely opined that applicant could not return to work in any

capacity. "The combination of his spinal problems, knee problems, and psychiatric problems would

.render him permanently and totally disabled." (Exh. KK, May 7,2009 report, p. 4') While Dr. Nelvton

would tlefer to a vocational expert regarding earning capacity, he stated: "I am fully capable of offering

opinions on work capacity from a medical perspective. This, of course, does not take into account the

'three-prong test' of vocational experts. Nevertheless, it is something I am called upon to do routinely in

\4,orkers' compensation cases. After all, if I am describing impairment, I am no less able to indicate that

that impairment may be sufficient to preclude employment." (Exh. DD, June 13,2012 report, p. 4.)

Dr. Nervton reiterated his opinion that applicant is permanently totally disabled in numerous

reports. (Exh. FF, April l1,2Ol2 report, p.4; Exh. EE, May 14,2012 report, p.2; Exh. DD, June 13,

2012 rcport, p. 4; Exh. CC, July 23,2012 report, p. 3.)

The parties selected Robert Perez, Ph.D., as the AME in psychology. After initially finding the

applicant to be temporarily totally disabled, Dr. Perez opined that applicant reached permanent and

stationarystatuson luly23,200gandthatapplicanthad}%owholepersonimpairmentasaresultofhis

psychiatric injury. (Exh. SS, July 23,2009 report,p.72.) At his deposition, Dr. Perez explained: "I'm

hard pressed to imagine a work environment that this gentleman would be able to do. But in essence if

he was placed in an environment where he has the pressure to perform, to put out, give an output for

eight hours a day, to the extent his pain burden increases, to the extent the stress increases, I would
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assume that my current very positive statements about his psychological status, psychiatric status very

well could be out the window." (Exh. VV, February 1 l, 2011 deposition, p. 1417'14:25')

Applicant's treating psychologist, Peter R. Russell, Ph.D., disagreed with Dr. Perez' assessment

of applicant's whole person impairment.

o,After reading Dr. Perez's report from 09/03/10, I do not believe that a
GAF rating of 75 is consistent with my ongoing observations of
Mr. Brower and his ability to function. Apparently Dr. Perez appeared to

be rating only his mood and anxiety conditions and how Mr. Brower was

on the day that he saw him on 09103110. However, on one occasion

Dr. Perez described Mr. Brower as walking with no difficulty although

Mr. Brower had a brace on his right leg and was constantly using a cane. I
do not believe that Dr. Perez has adequately addressed the psychological

diagnosis of Chronic Pain Disorder, associated with psychological factors

and medical conditions. This is a very important area to address when

describing an individual's disability. As I stated earlier, there is a definite

interaction effect between patients' mood and their pain and also between

their pain and their mood. Mr. Brower is currently taking Cymbalta which

has the effect of not only improving and stabilizing mood but also has an

effect on neuropathic pain. Another important effect of Cymbalta is that

because it is effective as a dual reuptake inhibitor, it also improves the

patient's mood and therefore he is better able to tolerate some level of
pain. Unfortunately, Mr. Brower is in a situation where if he attempts to

do too much physical activity related to his activities of daily living, both

his pain and his mood symptoms will become more severe which occur on

a regular basis.

"Based on my continuous treatment of Mr. Brower and my opportunity to

observe him on a longitudinal basis and especially considering the

diagnosis of Chronic Pain Disorder, associated with psychological factors

and general medical conditions, it is my opinion that a more accurate GAF

*orld be 41 reflecting serious impairment in ability to perform activities

of daily living, multiple vegetative disturbances such as fatigue and

insomnia, and ongoing moderate to severe pain levels in spite of analgesic

medication and Cymbalta. The patient also depending on his presentation

at any given time could have a lower GAF when his pain becomes

overwhelming. For example, there are times when he needs to lie down

and have bed rest nearly a complete day when his pain becomes

overwhelming. Therefore I believe that a GAF of 4l would reflect Mr.

Brower on o* of his better days." (Exh' l, July 1, 2012 report, p' 4')

parties selected Charles Borgia, M.D., as the AME in orthopedic surgery to evaluate

knee injury. Dr. Borgia's December 14, 2lll report found that applicant's knee injury

The

applicant's

,-f ngl
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caused l2o/o whole person impairment and reached maximum medical improvement on October 14,

201L (Exh. AA, December 14, 201I report, pp. 7-8.)

In addition to the medical reporting in this case, applicant offered a report from vocational expert

Scott Simon. Mr. Simon, after reviewing applicant's work restrictions, opined that applicant had lost

100% of his future earning capacity. (Exh.4, July 17, 2012report,p.26.) Defendant's vocational expert,

Ira Cohen, opined that applicant could be retrained to perform a sedentary occupation. (Exh. A,

September 24,2012 report, p.29.)

At trial on December 10, 2012,the parties submitted the issues of permanent disability, the date

on which permanent total disability indemnity should commence, the start date of COLAs, attorney's

fees, and reimbursement of medical-legal expenses. The parties deferred the issues of injured body parts,

vocational rehabilitation expenses, and self-procured home health care reimbursement. (Minutes of

Hearing and Summary of Evidence, December 10,2012, pp. 3-4.)

The WCJ awarded permanent total disability "based upon the AME reports of Dr. Newton

(particularly Joint Exhibits CC, DD, and EE) and upon the reports of the treating psychologist,

Dr. Russell (particularly Applicant's Exhibits I and 2)." (Report and Recommendation on Petition for

Reconsideration , p. 3.)

As mentioned above, the WCJ awarded permanent total disability indemnity commencing on

October 6,2011, which the WCJ implicitly found to be applicant's permanent and stationary date.a The

WCJ interpreted our July 29,2008 decision to preclude an award of permanent disability indemnity prior

to permanent and stationary status. (Report, p. 8.)

II. DEFENDANT'S PETITION

As a preliminary matter, we affirm the WCJ's finding of permanent total disability and his

allowance of costs associated with Dr. Russell's medical-legal report.

It is, of course, well settled that all decisions by the WCAB must be supported by substantial

evidence. (Lamb v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd. (1974) 11 Cal.3d 274,281[39 Cal.Comp.Cases 310];

o It appears that the permanent and stationary date should actually be October 14, 2011 based on Dr. Borgia's

December 14,2}ll report. (Exh. AA, p. 7.) However, neither party is disputing the implicit October 6, 2011

permanent and stationary date.
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LeVesque v. I4/orkmen's Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 1 Cal.3d 627, 635 [35 Cal.Comp.Cases 16].) A

medical opinion does not constitute substantial evidence if it is based upon surmise, speculation,

conjecture or guess, based upon facts no longer gerrnane, based upon incorrect legal theory, or based

upon an inadequate medical history andlor examination. (Hegglin v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd.

(1971) 4 Cal.3d 162, 169 [36 Cal.Comp.Cases 93].) Where the reports of one or more physicians

constitute substantial evidence, the WCAB may rely on those reports even if other physicians disagree

with their conclusions . (Jones v. Ih'orkers' Comp: Appeals Bd. (1986) 68 Cal.Zd 476, 47g 133

Cal.Comp.Cases 2211.)

In this case, the opinion of Dr. Newton, the AME in neurology, that applicant is permanently

totally disabled is substantial evidence and would, by iiself, be sufficient to support the WCJ's decision.

Furthermore, Dr. Newton's conclusion is supported by the reporting of applicant's treating psychologist

Dr. Russell, who opined that applicant's GAF score was 41 "reflecting serious impairment in ability to

perform activities of daily living, multiple vegetative disturbances such as fatigue and insomnia, and

ongoing moderate to severe pain levels in spite of analgesic medication and Cymbalta." (Exh. 1, July 1,

2012 rcport, p. 4.) The WCJ correctly relied on the medical evidence as well as the considered report of

applicant's vocational expert Scott Simon to find permanent total disability.

With respect to defendant's contention that it should not be required to reimburse applicant's

costs for Dr. Russell's report, defendant offered no legal authority for the proposition that applicant was

not entitled to request a medical-legal report from his treating psychologist. (Defendant's Petition for

Reconsideration, p. 8.) Moreover, a medical-legal expense is ordinarily allowable if it is capable of

proving or disproving a contested claim, if the expense was reasonably necessary at the time incurred,

and if the cost incurred was reasonable. ($$ 4620 et seq.,5307.6.) The mere factthat the parties had

agreed to an AME in a particular specialty does not mean that a party cannot reasonably obtain a

comprehensive medical-legal report from a treating physician in the same or similar specialty. We

recognize that the WCAB will ordinarily follow the opinion of an AME because it is presumed the AME

was chosen by the parties because of his or her expertise and neutrality. (Power v. Workers' Comp.

Appeals Bd. (1986) 179 Cal.App.3d 775, 782 l5l Cal.Comp.Cases 1 141.) Nevertheless, it is the WCAB,
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and not the AME, that is the ultimate trier-of-fact. (See Klee v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1989) 2ll

Cal.App.3d l5 19, I 522 154 Cal.Comp.Cases 25 ll; Robinson v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1987) 194

Cal.App.3d 784,792-793 152 Cal.Comp.Cases 4191.) Therefore, the WCAB is not bound by the opinion

of an AME; rather, its only obligation is to give consideration to the AME's opinion (llestern Growers

Ins. Co. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Austin) (1993) l6 Cal.App.4th 227,241 158 Cal.Comp'Cases

3231 (Austin)) and the WCAB may decline to follow an AME's opinion if it finds the opinion to be

unpersuasive. (E.g., Rodriguez v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1994) 21 Cal.App.4th 1747,1758-1759

[59 Cal.Comp.Cases l4].) Accordingly, we affirm the WCJ's award of the medical-legal expense.

III. APPLICANT'S PETITION

A. STATUTES AFFECTING TIMING OF DISABILITY PAYMENTS

The provisions of a statute "must [be] consider[ed] in the context of ... the statutory scheme of

which it is a part" and "the various parts of a statutory enactment must be harmonized by considering the

particular clause or section in the context of the statutory framework as a whole." (DuBois v. Workers'

Comp. Appeals Bd. (1993) 5 Cal.4th 382, 388 [58 Cal.Comp.Cases 286]; see also Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v.

Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Steele) (1999) 19 Cal.4th ll82,ll94164 Cal.Comp.Cases 1l ("The words

of the statute must be construed in context ... and statutes or statutory sections relating to the same

subject must be harmonized, both intemally and with each other, to the extent possible.").)

The Labor Code sections that are relevant here are 4650, 4656, 4659, and 4661which are all part

of Article 3, "Disability Payments."

Before,l949, section 4661 provided that an injured worker was not entitled to both permanent and

temporary disability benefits, but only to the greater of the'two. (Sea-Land Service, Inc. v. Workers'

Comp. Appeals Bd. (Lopez) (1996) 14 Cal.4th 76,88 [6] Cal.Comp.Cases 1360].) Priorto 1949,
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section 4650 addressed the timing of either temporary or perrnanent disability payments.s

In 1949, sections 4650 and 4661 were amended. Since 1949, section 4661 has provided that:

"Where an injury causes both temporary and permanent disability, the injured employee is entitled to

compensation for any permanent disability sustained by him in addition to any payment received by such

injured employee for temporary disability." Since 1949, section 4650 has provided for the coordination

of temporary and permanent disability payments,6 In 2004,in Senate Bill 899 (SB 899), the Legislature

made sweeping changes to the entire workers' compensation system, including adding a 104-week cap

on temporary disability indemnity for injuries occurring on or after April 19, 2004. (Stats.2OO4, ch. 34;

$ a656(c).) As amended, section 4650(b) [now, $ 4650(bXl)] states:

"If the injury causes permanent disability, the first payment shall be made
within 14 days after the date of last payment of temporary disability
indemnity. When the last payment of temporary disability indernnity has

been made pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 4656, and regardless of
whether the extent of permanent disability can be determined at that date,

the employer nevertheless shall commence the timely payment required by
this subdivision and shall continue to make these payments until the
employer's reasonable estimate of permanent disability indemnity due has

' From 1929 to 1947, section 4650 stated: "If an injury causes temporary disability, a disability payment shall be
made for one week in advance as wages on the eighth day after the injured employee leaves work as a result of the
injury. If the injury causes permanent disability, a disability payment shall be made for one week in advance as

wages on the eighth day after the injury." ln 1947, the section was amended to add "becomes permanent" to the
last sentence. In 1949, the section was amended to read as follows: "If an injury causes temporary disability, a
disability payment shall be made for one rveek in advance as wages on the eighth day after the injured employee
leaves work as a result of the injury; provided, that in case the injury causes disability of more than 49 days, the
disability payment shall be made from the first day the injured employee leaves work as a result of the injury. If
the injury causes permanent disability, a disability payment shall be made for one week in advance as wages on the

fourth day after the injury becomes permanent or the date of last payment for temporaty disability, whichever date

first occurs."

u After minor revisions in 1959, l97l , and 1973, section 4650 was repealed and replaced for injuries occurring on

or after January 1, 1990. The 1990 revision included subsection (b) rvhich stated: "Ifthe injury causes permanent

disability, the first payment shall be made within 14 days after the date of last payment of temporary disability
indemnity. Where the extent of permanent disability cannot be determined at the date of last payment of temporary
disability indemnity, the employer nevertheless shall commence the timely payment required by this subdivision
and shall continue to make these payments until the employer's reasonable estimate of permanent disability
indemnity due has been paid, and if the amount of permanent disability indemnity due has been determined, until
that amount has been paid." Senate Bill No. 899 (2003-2004 Reg. Sess.) amended section 4650 to require that
permanent disability commence "[w]hen the last payment of temporary disability indemnity has been made
pursuant to subdivision (c) ofSection 4656."
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been paid, and if the amount of permanent disability indemnity due has

been determined, until that amount has been paid'"

Effective January l,2Ol3,the Legislature amended section 4650(b) to clariff that an employer is

not required to commence permanent disability indemnity after the last payment of temporary disability

if the employee has returned to work or been offered work at certain wage thresholds. 7 If the employee

is eventually awarded permanent disability, 'the amount then due shall be calculated from the last date

for rvhich temporary disability indemnity was paid, or the date the employee's disability became

permanent and stationary, whichever is earlier." ($ 4650(b)(2) [italics added].)

Prior to enacting SB 899, the Legislature amended section 4659 to provide that, for injuries

occurring on or after January 7, 2003, permanent total disability indemnity payments are increased

annually commencing January 1,2004 in an amount equal to the percentage increase in the state average

weekly wage. Section 4659(c) provides, in full:

,,For injuries occurring on or after January 1, 2003, an employee who

become.s entitled to receive a life pensi6n[8] s1 total permanent disability

indemnity as set forth in subdivisions (a) and (b) shall have that payment

increased annually commencing on January 7, 2004, and each January 1

thereafter, by an amount equal to the percentage increase in the 'state

average *..tly wage' as compared to the prior year. For purposes of this

subdivision, 's-tate arerage weekly wage' means the average weekly wage

paid by employers to employees covered by unemployment insurance as

(Underlining denotes amendment. )
8 An applicant is entitled to a life pension if he or she sustains an injury that caused permanent disability from 70

through 99%%. ($ a6s9(a).)

r)o
rre

7 Effective January l,2Ot3,Senate Bill 863 (Stats. 2012 ch. 363) amended subdivision (b) as follows:

,(bX 1) If the injury causes permanent disability, the first paym:nj shall be made within 14 days after the date of

t"rf puy*"rt of t"rnpo.u.y hisability indemniti. except as prov,ilqd. in paregraP! (2). w!:n the last payment of

i;,";".ydisabilityinae,mnityt,u',u@sion1cfofSection4656,andregardlessof
whether the extent of p"r.un"nt disability .u, b" determined at that date, the employer nevertheless .shall
commence the timely piyment required by this subdivision and shall continue to make these payments until the

".nploy.r,, 
,"urorubl. estimate oi p.r*un"rt disability indemnity due has been paid, and if the amount of

p.r*ur.nt disability indemnity due has been determined, until that amount has been paid'

stationary. whichever is earlier'"
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reported by the United States Department of Labor for California for the

tj months ending March 3l of ihe calendar year preceding the year in

which the injury occurred."

In Baker v. workers' comp. Appeols Bd. (2011) 52 Cal.4th 434,435176 Cal'Comp'cases 7011

(Baker), the Supreme Court held "the Legislature intended that COLA be calculated and applied

prospectively commencing on the January 1 following the date on which the injured worker first

becomes entitled to receive, and actually begins receiving, such benefit payments" ' '"

B. WIIEN A DEFENDANT STOPS PAYING TBMPORARY DISABILITY

II\DEMNITY PIIRSUANT TO SECTION 4656(c) BEFORE AN INJURED

WORKBR IS DETERMINED TO BE PERMANENT AND STATIONARY'

THE DEFENDANT SHALL COMMENCE PAYING PERMANENT

DISABILITY INDEMNITY BASED ON A REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF

THE INJURED WORKER'S IILTIMA E LEVEL OF PERMANENT

DISABILITY.

permanent disability and temporary disability are separate and distinct benefits,

compensate for different losses. (See $ 4661; Lopez, sttpro, 14 Cal.4th at p' 87; Granado v'

Comp.AppealsBd,(1g6s)69Ca1.2d399,405[33Cal'Comp'Cases6471.)

,,Temporary disability is an impairment reasonably expected to be cured or improved with proper

medical treatment." (Ochoa, supra, 142 CaLApp'4th at p' 801')

ln contrast, permanent disability is the irreversible residual of a work-related injury that causes

impairment in earning capacity, impairment in the normal use of a member or a handicap in the open

labor market. (Brodie v. workers' comp. Appeals Bd. QaIT 40 cal'4th 1313' l32O 172

cal.comp.cases. 565].) Although an applicant's level of permanent disability can only be determined

designed to

Workmen's

after the applicant reaches maximum medical improvement, permanent disability may

maximum medical improvement occurs. (Genlyte Group, LLC v' Workers' Comp' Appeals

(2008) 158 Cal.App .4th705,718173 Cal.Comp.cases 6l; zenith Ins. co' v' workers' comp'

(Cugini)(2008) 159 Cal.App.4th 483, 496173 Cal'Comp'Cases 811')

prior to the passage of SB 899, the injured worker's entitlement to temporary disability indemnity

terminated when the injured worker either became permanent and stationary or improved sufficiently to
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return to work. (County of Los Angeles v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (King) (1980) 104 Cal..App.3d

g33, g3g [45 Cal.Comp.Cases 248].) Historically, permanent disability benefits were not payable until

the employee had reached permanent and stationary status. (City of Martinez v'. Workers' Comp' Appeals

Bd. (Bonito) (2000) 85 Cal.App.4th 601, 608-609 [65 Cal.Comp.Cases 1368]; Kopitske v. Workers'

comp. Appeals Bd. (lggg) 74 cal.App.4th 623,630-631 [64 Cal.Comp.Cases 972f; Austin, supra, 16

Cal.App.4th atp.235.)

SB 899 amended section a656(c) [now, $ a656(cXl)] to provide for a 1O4-week cap on temporary

disability. Thus, injured workers like Mr. Brower could remain temporarily disabled after receiving 104

weeks of temporary disability payments and yet not be entitled to collect temporary disability indemnity.

Concurrently, the Legislature also amended section 4650(b) [now, $ 4650(bXl)] to require that permanent

disability commence "[w]hen the last payment of temporary disability indemnity has been made pursuant

to subdivision (c) of Section 4656."

As amended by SB 899, section 4650 requires a defendant to pay permanent disability indemnity

to an applicant who may be temporarily disabled. However, article XIV, section 4 of the California

Constitution vests the Legislature with plenary power to create a complete system of workers'

compensation(Charles J. Vacanti, M.D., Inc. v. State Comp. Ins. Fund (2001) 24Cal. th 800,810 [65

Cal.Comp.Cases 1402]; Steele, supra,l9 Cal.4th at p. 1189; see also DuBois, supra,5 Cal.4th at p' 388

(,,[t]he right to workers' compensation benefits is wholly statutory")) and, as a matter of policy, the

Legislature has capped an applicant's entitlement to temporary disability indemnity benefits at 104

weeks. but preserved the transition from one species of benefit to another, thereby providing "an

uninterrupted flow of timed benefits during the transition" from temporary disability indemnity to

permanent disability indemnity. (Gangwish v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (2001) 89 Cal.App.4th 1284,

1293-1294 [66 Cal.Comp.Cases 5 84].)

Because an applicant's level of permanent disability cannot be determined until the applicant

reaches maximum medical improvement and is no longer temporarily disabled, a defendant paying

permanent disability indemnity to a temporarily disabled applicant is required to pay a

estimate." ($ 4650(b).) Indeed, in this case, we affrrmed the WCJ's May 7,2008 decision
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premature to determine that applicant was permanently totally disabled.

C. WHEN THE INJURED WORKER BECOMES PERMANENT AND
STATIONARY AI\D IS DETERMINED TO BE PERMANENTLY
TOTALLY DISABLED, THE DEFENDAI\T SHALL PAY PERMANENT
TOTAL DISABILITY INDEMNITY RETROACTIVE TO THE DATE ITS
STATUTORY OBLIGATION TO PAY TEMPORARY DISABILITY
II\DEMNITY TERMINATED.

Once "the amount of permanent disability indemnity due has been determined," defendant must

continue to pay permanent disability indemnity "until that amount has been paid." ($ 4650(bxl).)e For

an applicant who is less than 100% disabled, the percentage of permanent disability corresponds to a

fixed number of weeks of indemnity at a fixed dollar amount. ($ 4658.) An applicant who sustained at

leastT1Yo but less than 100% permanent disability is entitled to a life pension after paynent of the

number of weeks specified in section 4658 has been made. For example, if Mr. Brower had sustained

49%o permanent disability as a result of his December 20,2OO5 injury, he would be entitled to 264 weeks

of inclemnity at $220.00 per week or $58,080.00. If applicant had sustained 85% permanent disability, he

would be entitled to 673.25 weeks of indemnity at $270.00 per week or $181,777.50 and a life pension

thereafter. Unlike an applicant with a lesser degree of disability, a permanently totally disabled applicant

is not entitled to a fixed amount, but is entitled to permanent disabiliry indemnity payments at the

temporary total disability rate for life. (S$ 4659(b),4453(a).)

A consequence of advancing permanent disability indemnity to a temporarily disabled injured

worker is that an employer's reasonable estimate may not match an injured worker's actual permanent

disability. In cases such as this, where an applicant moves from being temporarily totally disabled

to permanently totally disabled, the applicant's actrial level of disability was and is total. The difference

betll,een temporarily and permanently disabled in this case is solely the difference between applicant's

condition having the potential for improvement and permanent and stationary status.

An injured worker is "entitled to compensation for any perrnanent disability sustained by him in

e As explained above, a defendant is not required to pay pre-award permanent disability indemnity in certain

circumstances, but, upon an award of permanent disability, "the amount then due shall be calculated from the last

date for which temporary disability indemnity was paid, or the date the employee's disability became permanent

and stationary, whichever is earlier." ($ 4650(bX2).)
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addition to any payment received by such injured employee for temporary disability." ($ 4661.)

Construing sections 4650 and 4661 together, if a defendant paid permanent partial disability payments to

an applicant who becomes permanently totally disabled, the defendant must retroactively adjust the

permanent disability payments to the correct rate.10 Th" indemnity pal, nents made at the $270 per week

rate did not adequately compensate applicant for the permanent disability sustained by him and

accordingly must be adjusted retroactively to the permanent total disability rate.

D. COLAS BEGIN ON TITE FIRST DAY IN JANUARY AFTER AI\
INJURED WORKER BECOMES ENTITLED TO RECEIVE
PERMANENT DISABILITY INDEMNITY PURSUANT TO SECTIONS
46s0(bx1) oR (b)(2).

Section 4659(c) provides that tbr injuries occurring on or after January l,2003,life pension and

total permanent disability indemnity payments shall be "increased annually commencing on January 1,

2004, and each January I thereafter, by an amount equal to the percentage increase in the 'state average

weekly wage' as compared to the prior year." In Baker, supra, 52 Cal. th at p. 438, the Supreme Court

stated: ,.[T]he Legislature intended that COLA's be calculated and applied prospectively contmencing on

the January 1 following the date on which the injured worker first becomes entitled to receive, and

actually begins receiving, such benefit payments, i.e., the permanent and stationary date in the case of

total permanent disability benefits." However, the Baker Court expressly excluded post-SB 899 injuries

from its holding:

"Our discussion of total permanent disability benefits pertains only to those

payable for injuries occurring before April 19, 2004. For later injuries, it
may be that an injured worker would become entitled to total permanent

Oisibitity payments, and corresponding COLA's, before the worker's

medical .ondition is permanent and stationary. (See $$ 4650, subd. (b),

4656, subd. (c).) we express no view on that question, which is not

presented under the facts of this case." (Baker, supra, 52 Cal.4th at p. 439,

fn.2.)

ro This interpretation is consistent with the Legislature's recent amendment to section 4650 which explicitly

provides for ritroactive payment of permanent aisiUitity indemnity. Section 4650(bX2) norv provides that in cases

*hrr. u.r applicant retums to work, ihe award of permanent disability indemnity shall be calculated "from the last

date for *hi"h t"rnporary disability indemnity was paid, or the date the employee's disability became permanent

and stationary, whichevlr is earlier." ($ 4650(bX2).) While section 4650(b)(2) deals with a gap in permanent

disability payments rather than payments made at the incorrect rate, the situations are analogous.

BROWER, Warren
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Considering the changes to section 4650 made by SB 899 and SB 863, permanent and stationary

status is no longer required for an injured worker to be entitled to receive permanent disability indemnity'

($ 4650(bX1), (bX2).) A consequence of paying permanent disability advances before permanent and

stationary status is that the date an injured worker becomes entitled to receive permanent disability

indemnity may differ from the date an injured worker actually begins receiving permanent disability

indemnity. In fact, with SB 863, the Legislature provided that, for some injured workers, permanent

disability would not be due until an award and "the amount then due shall be calculated from the last date

for which temporary disability indemnity was paid, or the date the employee's disability became

permanent and stationary, whichever is earlier'" ($ 4650(bX2)')

Actual receipt of permanent total disability indemnity is dependent on a number of factors,

including whether a case is denied, whether the applicant returns to work, whether a defbndant begins

issuing payments on the correct date and how quickly an applicant reaches perrnanent and stationary

status. In some cases, actual receipt may be based on arbitrary factors or exigencies beyond the control

of either applicant or defendant.

In contrast, the date on which an injured worker becomes entitled to receive permanent disabilify

indemnity is fixed by sections 4650(bxl) and 4650(bX2). This provides the most uniform and fair date

from which to calculate an applicant's col-As. Accordingly, we hold that an injured worker's colAs

commence on the January 1 after the injured worker became entitled to receive permanent disability

indemnity without regard to the indemnity rate or whether the employer actually paid permanent

disability.

In this case, defendant overpaid temporary total disability indemnity from December 21,2007

through January 31, 200g. Nevertheless, it ultimately orved applicant permanent total disability at the

same weekly rate. Accordingly, we will exercise our discretion to allow defendant a credit for all

indemnity benefits previously paid because the allowance of a credit of overpayment of temporary

disability against liability for permanent total disability will not be disruptive of the purpose of the

second benefrt. (Maples v. Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (1980) 111 Cal'App'3d827' 834' 836-837 [45

cal.comp.cases 1106f; Ryerson connete co. v. l(orlcrnen's comp. Appeals Bd. (Pena) (1973) 34

41
JI
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Cal.App.3d 685, 689 [38 Cal.Comp.Cases 649).)

IV: CONCLUSION

The WCJ's decision that applicant is permanently totally disabled is well supported by the record

and we affirm the WCJ's award of permanent total disability. We also affirm the $600 award of medical-

legal expenses for Dr. Russell's report.

Pursuant to section 4650(b), applicant became entitled to receive permanent total disability on

December 21,2007. Pursuant to section 4659(c), applicant is entitled to COLAs commencing January l,

2008. Because the commencement date of applicant's COLAs affects the value oIapplicant's permanent

disability award, we will defer the issue of applicant's attorney's fee, with jurisdiction reserved at the

trial level.

For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Workers' Compensation Appeals

Board that the February l, 2Ol3 Findings and Award is RESCINDED and the following is

SUBSTITUTED in its place:

FINDINGS OF FACT

l. warren Brower, while employed as ironworker foreman on

December 20,2005 at Oakdale, Califomia by David Jones Construction,

insured for workers' compensation liability by State Compensation

Insurance Fund, sustained a specific injury arising out of and in the course

of his employment to low back, psyche, and right knee. Applicant's
claimed injury to his bilateral lower extremities, hypertension, Iow

testosterone, gait and station, and genitourinary tract is deferred with
jurisdiction reserved at the trial level.

2. Applicant's earnings at the time of injury were $1,013.48 per

lveek, producing a temporary total disability rate of $675.65 per week and

a permanent total disability indemnity rate of $675'65 per week'

3. Applicant's injury caused temporary total disability entitling
applicant to temporary total disability indemnity at the rate of $675.65 per

week for the period December 20,2005 through December 20,2007,
rvhich has been fully paid. Defen<iant is entitled to credit for all
overpayments of temporary total disability indemnity against its liability
for permanent total disability indemnity.

BROWER; Warren rle
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4. Applicant's injury cause,l permanetrt disability of 100%, entitling

applicant tt p.rrun"rt total disability indemnity commencing December

zt" zool at the rate of $675.65 per week and continuing for life, subject to

annual cost of living adjustmenis pursuant to Labor Code section 4659(c),

beginning January 1, 2008.

5. Applicant will require further medical treatment to cure or relieve

from the effects of this injury'

6. Applicant is entitled to reimbursement for self-procured medical

treatment i*p"nr" in an amount to be adjusted by the parties, or absent

adjustment io be determined by a workers' compensation judge in

supplemental proceedings on request of the parties.

7. Applicant is entitled to reimbursement for medical-legal expense in

the amount of $600.00 for the reasonable expense of obtaining a report

from Dr. Russell.

8. The reasonable value of the services of applicant's attomey is

deferred, with jurisdiction reserved at the trial level'

AWARD

AWARDISMADEinfavorofWARRENBRowERagainst
STATE COMPENSATION INSURANCE FTIND Of:

a. Permanent total disability indemnity at the rate of $675.65 per

week beginning December 21,2007 and continuing for the remainder of

applicanl,s life, augmented by cost of living increases as-provided by law

ctmmencing Janua:ry l, 200i, less credit to defendant for all sums paid

on account ihereof and less a reasonable attorney's fee against permanent

disability pursuant to Finding of Fact number 8'

b. Further medical treatment reasonably required to cure or relieve

from the effects of this injurY.

BROWER, Warren 4nrrJ
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c. Medical-legal expense in the amount of $600.00 payable to

applicant's attorneY.

WoRKBRS,COMPENSATIONAPPEALSBoARD(ENBAI\C)

/s/ Ronnie G. Canlane
RONNIE G. CAPLANE, Chairwoman

/s/ Frank M. Brass
FRANK M. BRASS, Commissioner

/s/ Deidra E. Lowe
DEIDRA E. LOWE, Cbmmissioner

/s/ Marguerite Sweenev 

-

MARGU E RITE SWE EN EY, C o mmission er

/s/ Katherine A. Zalewski 

-

KATHERINE A, ZALEWSKI' Commissioner

DATED AND FILED AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

512U2014

SERVICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON TIIE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

ADDRESSES SHO\4TI ON THE CURRENT OFFICIAL ADDRESS RECORD.

WARREN BROWER
BUTTS & JOHNSON
STATE COMPENSATION INSURANCE FUND

MWIVbgr
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(l) Workers' Compensation $ 87-Proceedings Before

Workers' Compensation Appeals Board--Findings'

Award and Judgment--Penalty for Delay of

Payment--Benefits Su.bject to Penalties--Medicallegal

Costs, -- --ln imposing on a workers' compensation

insurance carrier the penalty provided by Lab' Code' $

5814, which requires that "when payment of

compensation has been unreasonably delayed ' ' ' the full

amount ofthe order, decision or award shall be increased

by 10 percent," the Workers' Compensation Appeals

Board erred in refusing to apply the statute to

medical-legal costs that were included in the award' Such

costs were clearly a part of the "full amount of the order'

decision or award," and Lab. Code, $ j207,providesthat

ffi LexisNexrff
1 of37 DOCUMENTS

ROBERT L. ADAMS, Petitioner, v. WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS

BoARD,GRANITE&SToLTECONSTRUCTIONCOMPANYetaI''
ResPondents

S.F. No' 23426

Supreme Court of California

t8 cal. 3d 226: 555 P.2tl 303; 133 Cat. Rptr. 517. 1976 CaL LEXIS 347; 41 Cal' comp'

Cases 680

October 25, 1976

DISpOSITION: The decision after reconsideration is benefit or payment conferred by Division 4 upon an

annulled and the cause is remanded to the Workers' injured employee," and that the statutory authority for the

Compensation Appeats Board for further proceedings reimbursement to an applicant of mqdical-legal costs

consistent with the views expressed herein. incurred in prosecuting a claim is provided by Lab Code'

f S 4600,58.1,1, both of which are contained in division 4'

iopinion by Sullivan, J., with Wright, C' J', McComb'

SUMMARY: Tobriner' Mosk and Richardson' JJ'' concurring')

CALIFORNIA OFFICIAL REPORTS SUMMARY

In imposing on a workers' compensation insurer the

penalty provided by Lab- Code' $ 58/4, which requires

that "when payment of compensation has been

unreasonably delayed . . . the full amount of the order,

decision or award shall be increased by 10 percent," the

Workers' Compensation Appeals 'Board, on

reconsideration, refused to apply the statute to

medical-legal costs that were included in the original

award.

The Supreme Court annulled the award and

remanded the cause to the Workers' Compensation

Appeals Board for further proceedings consistent with the

views expressed in the opinion. The court held that the

medical-legal costs were clearly a part of the "full amount

of the order, decision or award," within the meaning of
Lab. Code, 5 5814, and it pointed out that Lab' Code, $
3207, provides that "compensation . ' . includes every

t1:rl
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l8 Cal. 3d 226,*;555 P.2d 303, **;

133 Cal. Rptr.5l7, tr*'*;7976 Cal. LEXIS 347

"compensation includes every benefit or payment

conferred by Division 4 upon an injured employee,"

which division includes Lab. Code, SS 4600,581/, which

provide the statutory authority for the reimbursement to

an applicant of medical-legal costs incurred in

prosecuting a claim. (Disapproving, to the extent they are

inconsistent with the opinion, Hockett v. lndustrial

Accident Commission (1959) 170 Cal.App.2d 155 [338
P.2d 6041, Vogh v. Workmen's Comp. App. Bd' (1968)

264 Cal.App.2d 724 [70 Cal.Rptr. 722], and Ramsey t''

Workmen's Comp. App. Bd. (1969) 2 Cal.App. jd 693 [83

Cal.Rptr.5ll.)

COUNSEL: Eugene C. Treaster for Petitioner.

Dennis J. Hannigan for Respondents.

JUDGES: In Bank. Opinion by Sullivan, J., with Wright,

C. J., McComb, Tobriner, Mosk and Richardson, JJ',

concurring.

OPINION BYI SULLIVAN

OPINION

l*2211 [**3031 [***5171 Petitioner Robert L'

Adams seeks review of a decision of the Workers'

Compensation Appeals Board (Board), following

reconsideration, [*2281 refusing to apply to

medical-legal costs a 10 percent penalty against

respondent carrier, Beaver Insurance Company (Beaver),

for unreasonable delay in paying compensation ' ( Lab'

Code, $ 5814) | We have concluded that the penalty

provided in section 5814 should be so applied'

I Labor Code section 58/4 provides in pertinent

part: "When payment of compensation has been

unreasonably delayed or refused, either prior to or

subsequent to the issuance of an award, the full

amount of the order, decision or award shall be

increased bY l0 Percent."

Hereafter, unless otherwise indicated, 'all

section references are to the Labor Code'

On June 1,1971, petitioner sustained an injury to

the lower portion of his body while employed as a heavy

construction carpbnter by Granite & Stolte Construction

Company. Beaver, the employer's compensation carrier'

provided medical treatment, hospitalization and surgery

which was performed on June 30, 1971. After an

apparently satisfactory recuperation, petitioner [**3041

[;;*518] retumed to work in the middle of September,

but soon experienced further lower body pain and rectal

and urinary difficulties. A long period of diagnosis and

treatment ensued during which petitioner was examined

and treated by a number of physicians, psychiatrists and

chiropractors. He has not worked since November l97l'

On June 25, 1975, the referee filed findings and

award, finding that the injury caused temporary and

permanent disability, and awarding petitioner temporary

disability indemnity for a period of 91 317 weeks in the

total amount of $ 8,000, less credits to the carrier for

payments theretofore made, and less $ 449.50 payable to

the Employment Development Department in satisfaction

of its lien for disability benefits. Petitioner was also

awarded permanent disability indemnity for a period of
222 weeks, in the total sum of $ 11,655' reimbursement

for self-procured medical costs in the sum of $ 2,778'42

and medical-legal costs in the sum of $ 1,229.13' Neither

party sought reconsideration ofthis award.

Beaver delayed payment of the temporary disability

indemnity, self-procured medical costs and medical-legal

costs until at least August 5,1975. Petitioner thereupon

sought to reopen claiming the benefit of seclion 5814' ln

response to a letter from the referee inquiring as to

reasons why a penalty should not be imposed for

unreasonable delay, Beaver's counsel indicated that

payment had been delayed due to the vacation of the

employee responsible for paying benef,rts. On September

18, 1975, the referee issued an order finding that the

carrier had delayed payment of temporary and permanent

disability indemnity set forth in l*2291 the award of

June 25, 1975, and had not shown that the delay was

reasonable. The award was ordered increased by the

amount of$ 566. 2

2 Counsel for petitioner indicated at oral

argument that the penalty award of S 566

represented 10 percent of the balance of the

temporary disability and permanent disability

owing at the time of the award of June 25,1976'

It appears from the record, however, that the S

566 was in fact only 10 percent of the net amount

of temporary disability indemnity owing at the

time of the award, that is $ 8,000, less $ 449'50 to

satisff the lien of the Employment Development

Department plus $ 1,890 previously paid by the

carrier, leaving a balance of $ 5,660'50' The

fr)
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record indicates that payment of permanent

disability indemnity was never delayed' The

referee in his order imposing a penalty and in his

report and recommendation on reconsideration

mistakenly stated that the S 566 penalty

represented l0 percent ofthe permanent disability

indemnity. This mistake was repeated by the

Board in its decision on reconsideration.

Petitioner sought reconsideration on the ground that

the penalty provided in section 5811 also should have

been applied to the self-procured medical costs and

medical-legal costs, payment of which was delayed' The

Board granted reconsideration and rendered its decision

after reconsideration that the penalty should have been

applied to the award of self-procured medical costs but

not to the medical-legal costs. (1) The Board stated that

if it were free to decide the question, it would have

applied section 5814 to delayed medical-legal costs, but it

felt constrained to reach a contrary decision by prevailing

decisions of the Courts of Appeal. (See, e.g', Hockett v'

Industrial Acc. Com. (1959) 170 Cal.App.2d 155' 158

[338 P.2d 604].)

Section 58t4 is explicit and clear. It requires that

"[when] payment of compensation has been unreasonably

delayed . . . the full amount of the order, decision or

award shall be increased by l0 percent'" We have said

that "although denominated a 'penalty,' the section is to

be interpreted liberally, in accordance with the general

purpose of the workmen's compensation laws" of

affording benefits for the protection of injured

employees. ( Kerley v- Workmen's Comp' App Bd'

(1971) 4 Cat.id 223, 227 [93 Cal.Rpt. 192, 481 P'2d

2001.) "The penalty . . . is designed to help an employee

obtain promptly the cure or relief he is entitled to under

the law, and to compel his employer to provide this cure

or relief in timely fashion." ( Davison v' Industrial Acc'

Com. (1966) 241 Cal.App.2d t5' 18 [50 CaLRpt 76]')

The penalty has been applied to virtually all types of
benefits provided by the workers' compensation laws,

including temporary [**305] l***5191 and permanent

disability indemnity, interest on an award and, as the

Board held in this case, amounts awarded as

reimbursement for self-procured medical costs' (See 1

Hanna, Cal. Latw of Employee Iniuries and ll/orkmen's

Compensation (2d ed. t976) S 6.07 l*2301 [2] [b]') We

conclude that section 5814 should be applied to

medical-legal costs as well.

The decision and award of June 25, 1975, expressly

provided for reimbursement of medical-legal costs of $

1,229.13 incurred by petitioner in prosecuting his claim'

It is undisputed that payment of compensation was

delayed until at least 40 days after filing of the award and

that Beaver did not seek reconsideration of the referee's

order of penalty made on September 18, 1975, finding

that Beaver had delayed in making payments of disability

indemnity and also finding that the carrier had not shown'

that the delay was reasonable. Read literally, section

5814 requires imposition of a 10 percent penalty on

medical-legal costs in these circumstances. The section

provides that the "full anount of the order, decision or

award shall be increased by l0 percent" when

compensation has been unreasonably delayed' (Italics

added.) The full decision and award in the instant case

ordered reimbursement of medical-legal costs, and

payment of compensation under the award was

unreasonably delayed. A literal application of section

5814 would accord with the constructional policy of

liberally interpreting workers' compensation laws for the

benefit of injured workers and with the poticy of

encouraging the employer and carrier to provide prompt

medical treatment.

Notwithstanding the fact that the most obvious

interpretation of section 5814 would require application

of a 10 percent penalty to medical-legal costs, decisions

of the Courts of Appeal have held to the contrary' The

initial and leading decision on the issue is Hockett v'

Industrial Acc. Corn., supra, 170 Cal App'2d 155' 158'

There the court concluded that section 58/4 refers to an

award of "compensation" in providing that "the full

amount of the award shall be increased by 10

percent." (ltalics added.) It then held that the 10 percent

penalty was properly not applied to medical-legal costs

because an award of such costs "is not in the nature of
compensation but is in the nature of costs'" 3 This

holding has been followed without question in other

decisions of the Courts of Appeal. (See Ramsey v'

Workmen's Comp. App. Bd. (1969) 2 Cal'App jd 693'

697 [53 Cal.Rptr. 5l]; Vogh v. Workmen's Comp' App'

Bd. (1968) 264 Cal.App.2d 724, 728 [70 Cal'Rptr' 722]')

3 Hockett held alternatively that the 10 percent

penalty was correctly not applied to the award of

medical-legal costs in that case since "there was

no delay in connection with this portion of the

award as it was not due until the commission had'

in the exercise of its discretion, awarded it as a

?4
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cost of prosecution of the claim'" (ld' at p' I 58 ')

[*23r1 We disagree with the holding in Hockett for

two reasons. First, while the event activating the penalty

provision of section 5814 is a delay in the payment of

tompensation, the statute explicitly provides that the

entire amount of the order, decision or award shall be

increased by 10 percent. Clearly, the order, decision or

award in this case, however it is denominated, provides

that petitioner shall be reimbursed for his medical-legal

costs. Second, assuming arguendo that the penalty

provided by section 5814 is to be applied only to an

award of "compensation," medical-legal costs constitute

"compensation" as that term is defined in the workers'

compensation laws. (Cf. Laucirica v' Workmen's Comp'

Appeals Bd. (l97l) l7 Cal.App.2d68l' 683 [95 CaLRptr'

219J.) Section 3207 provides that "'[compensation]'

means compensation under Division 4 and includes every

benefit or payment conferred by Division 4 [of the Labor

Codel upon an injured employee Statutory

authority for the reimbursement to an applicant of

medicat-legal costs incurred in prosecuting a claim is

provided by sections 4600 and 58/1, both ofwhich are

tontained in division 4 of [**306] [**"5201 the Labor

Code. 4 Accordingly, to the extent that they are

inconsistent with this opinion we disapprove Hockett v'

tndustrial Acc. Com-, supra, 170 Cal'App'2d 155,

Ramsey v. Workmen's Comp' App Bd'' supra' 2

Cal.App.3d 693, and Vogh v. Workmen's Comp' App Bd 
'

supra, 264 CaLAPp2d 724.

4 Hockett cited Kaiser Co v' Industrial Acc'

Com. (1952) 109 Cal.App'2d 54, 59 [240 P 2d

571, for the proposition that medical-legal costs

are not in the nature of compensation but in the

nature of costs. Kaiser, however, dealt with quite

a different issue than is presented in the instant

case, namely whether the amendment to section

4600 adding the provision for reimbursement of

medical expenses incurred in prosecuting a

contested claim should apply retroactively to a

proceeding pending at the time of the amendment

and to costs incurred prior to the amendment' The

court held that the amendment relates to
procedure and could be applied retroactively' The

court did not mention or consider the fact that

costs awarded under section 4600 are

compensation as that term is defined in section

i207.

The decision after reconsideration is annulled and

the cause is remanded to the Worker's Compensation

Appeals Board for further proceedings consistent with the

views expressed herein.

,,,t,,
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CERTIFIED FOR PUBLICATION

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FIRST APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVISION ONE

FRANCES STEVENS,

Petitioner,

V.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
APPEALS BOARD, OUTSPOKEN
ENTERPRISES et a1.,

Respondents.

At43043

(WCAB No. ADJl526353)

INrRoouCTIoN
The workers' compensation system has undergone major reforms in recent years.

Legislation that went into effect in2004 made the system more efficient and less costly

by having injured workers' requests for medical treatment evaluated through a process

called utilization review (UR).' Under the UR process, a request for treatment cannot be

denied by a claims adjustor and must be approved unless a clinician determines that the

treatment is medically unnecessary. And under the UR process, workers can challenge

decisions denying requested treatment, but employers cannot challenge decisions

approving it. The 2004 legislation also called for the administrative adoption of a

schedule establishing uniform standards for physicians to use in evaluating treatment

' The 2004 legislation relevant to the issues in this case was set forth in two statutes. The
first, Senate Bill No. 228 (2003-2004 Reg. Sess.) (Stats. 2003, ch. 639, $ 28, p. 4923)
became effective on January 1,2004. The second, Senate Bill No. 899 (2003-2004 Reg.
Sess.) (Stats. 2004, ch. 34) became effective on April 19,2004.
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requests'2 In2073, additional reforms went into effect that built off the 2004 legislation

and established a new procedure, independent medical review (IMR), to resolve workers,
challenges to UR decisions.3

In this writ proceeding, Frances Stevens challenges the constitutionality of the

IMR process' She contends that it violates the state Constitution's separation of powers

clause, the state Constitution's requirements that workers' compensation decisions be

subject to review and the system "accomplish substantial justice," and principles of due

process' We are not persuaded. We conclude that her state constitutional challenges fail
because the Legislature has plenary powers over the workers' compensation system

under article XIV, section 4 of the state Constitution (Section 4). And we conclude that

her federal due process challenge fails because California's scheme for evaluating

workers' treatment requests is fundamentally fair and affords workers sufficient

opportunities to present evidence and be heard.

But we also conclude that the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board (the Board)

misunderstood its statutory authority in one respect when it reviewed Stevens's appeal.

The Board concluded that it was unable to review the portion of the IMR determination

that found, "Medical treatment does not include . . . personal care given by home health

aides . . . when this is the only care needed." Under the 2013 reforms, however, the

Board is empowered to review an IMR decision to consider whether care was denied

without authority because the care is authorized under the MTUS. ($ 4610.6, subd. (hxl)
& (5).) We therefore remand this matter to the Board to consider whether Stevens's

request for a home health aide was denied without authority.

2 This schedule, the Medical Treatment Utilization Schedule (MTUS), was adopted in
2007 and has since been updated. (cal. code Regs., tit. 8, SS 9792.20-9792.26.)

' This legislation was set forth in senate Bill No. 863 (201 l-20l2Reg. Sess.), which
went into effect on January 1,2013. It added sections 4610.5 and 46L0.6 to the Labor
code. (Stats. 2012, ch. 363, $$ 45-46, pp.3764-3768.) Further undesignated statutory
references are to the Labor Code.

,^
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Fecruar AND
PRocppuRar BacrcRouND

Stevens fractured her right foot in October 1997 while working as a magazine

editor for Outspoken Enterprises. Between 1999 and2002, she underwent three surgeries

on the foot. In 1999, she began to have pain in her left foot, marking the onset of a
condition that was ultimately diagnosed as complex-regional-pain syndrome involving

both feet' Stevens worked intermittently until 2o)2,but she was unable to return to work
after the third surgery. As a result of the pain in her feet, she was forced to use a

wheelchair and that, in turn, caused low-back and bilateral-shoulder pain. Eventually,

she became severely depressed. Following atrialin May 2013,a workers' compensation

judge determined that she was perrnanently totally disabled.

Stevens's employer was insured by the State Compensation Insurance Fund (the

SCIF), which has accepted responsibility for her related medical care since the original

injury. Over the years, Stevens has received extensive medical care that the SCIF has

covered. In this proceeding, no one disputes the general proposition that Stevens suffers

from pain and other ailments and is entitled to receive SClF-covered medical care.

Instead, this case is about a particular request for treatment submitted to the SCIF

in July 2013 by Stevens's physician, Babak Jamasbi, M.D. Dr. Jamasbi sought approval

for Stevens to receive four medications-Ativan, Flexeril, diolofenac cream, and

hydrocodone-mainly to alleviate her pain. He also sought approval for Stevens to

receive the services of a home health aicle for eight hours a day,five days a week. The

aide was to help Stevens with bathing and dressing, moving about her home, preparing

meals, and picking up medications from the pharmacy.

Dr. Jamasbi's request was processed under the SCIF's established UR procedures

and was forwarded to the SCIF's IIR agent, Bunch CareSolutions. The request was then

reviewed by Andrew G. Seltzer, M.D., a board-certified anesthesiologist who holds a

subspecialty certification in pain management. Dr. Seltzer certified that he had no

"material personal, professional, or financial conflict of interest with the patienl, health

care providers, insurer/payer, referring entity, or the recommended treatment." He also
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certified that his compensation was not "dependent in any way on the specific outcome of
the case." In reviewing Dr. Jamasbi's request, Dr. Seltzer considered a July lg,2013
medical report by Dr. Jamasbi and "15 pages of additional medical records.',4

Dr' Seltzer denied the request and provided an extensive, nine-page rationale for
his decision. First, he maintained that a home health aide was not warranted because the

documentation did not demonstrate that Stevens was homebound ("normally unable to

leave home unassisted") or that she required home medical care, much less full-time care,

and because most of the aide's proposed tasks were not medical in nature. Second, he

denied the request for Ativan because the drug's efficacy for long-term chronic pain..is

unproven and there is a risk of dependence," noting that "[m]ost guidelines limit use to 4

weeks'" Third, he denied the request for Flexeril because there was no evidence that

Stevens has acute muscle spasms, the drug should be used only as a "second-line option"

for "short-term" treatment, and the drug has limited and diminishing benefits beyond

those that can be obtained through nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).

Fourth, he denied the request for diolofenac cream because studies suggest that its

benefits, if any, are short-term and quickly diminish, it is most effective for conditions

Stevens did not have, and it could expose a patient to significant risks, including

cardiovascular dangers. And finally, he denied the request for hydrocodone because the

drug is an opioid and should be used, if at all, after NSAIDs have been tried, and then

only as a supplement to, not a substitute for, NSAIDs in "the lowest possible dose" and

with a plan in place to closely monitor its proper use-especially with patients, like

Stevens, who suffer from depression or have other mental-health issues.

A letter notifying Stevens of Dr. Seltzer's decision informed her that she had "a

right to disagree with decisions affecting [her] claim," and she was invited to call Bunch

CareSolutions if she had questions. She was also informed that she, her physician, or her

attorney could ask for an internal review of the decision, which would be performed by a

different "Physician Advisor."

a The record does not fuither reveal the content of these additional documents.
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Stevens requested the intemal review, at least regarding the denial of the request

for the four medications.s This review was conducted by claudio A. palma, M.D.,
another board-certified anesthesiologist who has a subspecialty certification in pain

management, As did Dr. Seltzer, Dr. Palma certified that he had no "material personal,

professional, or financial conflict of interest with the patient, health care providers,

insurer/payer, referring entity, or the recommended treatment." And as did Dr. Seltzer,

he certified that his compensation was not "dependent in any way on the specific

outcome of the case."

Stevens was given, and she exercised, the opportunity to submit additional

evidence for the internal review. This evidence included a seven-page report by

Dr' Jamasbi dated August 14,2013, addressing Dr. Seltzer's decision. In deciding the

internal appeal, Dr. Palma considered Dr. Jamasbi's August 2013 report along with "10

pages of additional medical records."6

Dr. Palma agreed with Dr. Seltzer that the request for the four medications should

be denied, and he provided a nine-page explanation of his decision. Regarding the

Ativan, he found that "there remains no (clear) documentation of the intention to treat

over a short course." Regarding the Flexeril, he found that "there remains no (clear)

documentation of (acute) muscle spasms." Regarding the diolofenac cream, he found

that "there remains no documentation of subjective and objective findings consistent with

osteoarthritis pain in joints that lend themselves to topical treatment . . . and the intention

to treat over a short course." And regarding the hydrocodone, he found that "there

remains no documentation that the prescriptions are from a single[]practitioner and are

taken as directed; the lowest possible dose is being prescribed; and there will be ongoing

review and documentation of pain relief, functional status, appropriate medication use,

and side effects." Dr. Palma further noted that "[s]hould the missing criteria necessary to

support the medical necessity of this request [for hydrocodone] remain unavailable,

t Ou. record does not show that Stevens sought an internal review of the decision
denying her request for a home health aide.
u O,rt record does not fuither identify the content of these documents either.
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discontinuance should include a tapering prior to discontinuing to avoid withdrawal

symptoms."

Stevens was notified that the internal review confirmed the UR decision. The

notice to her stated, "If you have questions about the information in this notice, please

call us. However, if you are represented by an attorney, please contact your attomey

instead." Sirnilarly, she was told that "if [she had] any questions regarding this

determination or if [her] physician would like to speak to the Physician Reviewer,', she

should contact Bunch CareSolutions.

Dissatisfied with the UR and internal-review decisions, Stevens then requested an

IMR. The SCIF uses a different entity, Maximus Federal Services, to perform IMRs.

Stevens was again given the opportunity, which she exercised, to submit further

documentation to support her treatment request. Although our record does not contain all

the material she submitted, the material apparently included a supplemental report by

Dr. Jamasbi, the order finding Stevens to be permanently disabled, numerous physical-

therapy reports, four reports authored by the parties' agreed-upon medical examiner in

the liability stage of the proceeding, an April2013 home assessment by an organization

called Rehab Without Walls, and 77 reports by Dr. Jamasbi dated from August2012

through October 2013.

The final IMR determination was issued in February 20l4,and it upheld the UR

denial of the requested medical treatment. The determination did not identify the IMR

physician reviewer but reported that the reviewer was "Board Certified in Pain

Management, ha[d] a subspecialty in Disability Evaluation[, was] licensed to practice

medicine in California[,] . . . ha[d] been in active clinical practice for more than five

years[,] and [was] currently working at least 24 hours a week in active practice." The

determination also noted that this physician had "no affiliation with the employer,

employee, providers[,] or. . . claims administrator."

The IMR determination concluded that "none of the disputed items/services are

medically necessary and appropriate." Regarding the home health aide, the

determination relied on the MTUS, which includes guidelines for the treatment of chronic
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pain.7 The determination stated that the guidelines recommend home health aides for
patients who are "homebound, on a part-time or 'intermittent' basis, generally up to no

more than 35 hours per week. Medical treatment does not include homemaker services

like shopping, cleaning, and laundry, and personal care given by home health aides like
bathing, dressing, and using the bathroom when this is the only care needed.,,

The IMR determination also relied on the MTUS in concluding that none of the

four requested medications was medically necessary. It explained that Ativan (a

benzodiazepine) is not recommended "for long-term use because long-term efficacy is

unproven and there is a risk of dependence. Most guidelines limit use to 4 weeks. Their

range of action includes sedative/hypnotic, anxiolyic, anticonvulsant, and muscle

relaxant. Chronic benzodiazepines are the treatment of choice in very few conditions.

Tolerance to hypnotic effects develops rapidly. Tolerance to anxiolytic effects occurs

within months and long-term use may actually increase anxiety." The determination then

explained that Flexeril is recommended for only "a short course of therapy,,, with a

recommended low dosage over no more than two to three weeks, and the greatest benefit

is seen in "the first 4 days of therapy." The determination denied the request for Flexeril

because Stevens "continue[d] to be symptomatic with pain." The determination next

explained that diolofenac cream was not medically necessary because "there is little

evidence [supporting the use ofl topical NSAIDs for treatment of osteoarthritis of the

spine, hip or shoulder. Neuropathic pain: Not recommended as there is no evidence to

support use." Finally, the determination explained that hydrocodone was medically

unnecessary because, while opioids are "indicated for moderate to moderately severe

pain[] and are often used for intermittent or breakthrough pain," they "are [not] seen as an

effective method in controlling chronic pain."8 The IMR determination became the

7 We grant Stevens's request to take judicial notice of the Chronic Pain Medical
Treatment Guidelines (effective July 18, 2009), posted at A143343 (as of October 28,
201s).
8In an apparent typographical error, the comment in the determination omitted the word
"not." The comment makes sense only if that word is included.
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determination of the Director of the Division of Workers' Compensation (director) as a

matterof law. ($$ 3206, 4610.6, subd. (g).)

Stevens appealed the IMR determination-now deemed the director's decision-
to the Board under section 4670.6, subdivision (h). Among other arguments, she claimed

that section 4610.6 violates Section 4 and her rights to due process. The appeal was

heard by a workers' compensation judge, who concluded that the appeal was not

cognizable because it was not brought on grounds permitted by section 4610.6,

subdivision (h). In particular, the judge held that the IMR determination did not

"constitute a plainly effoneous express or implied finding of fact on a matter of ordinary

knowledge not subject to expert opinion" or reflect an act in excess of the director's

powers. The judge also concluded that the Board had no jurisdiction to consider the

constitutionality of section 4610.6.

Stevens petitioned for reconsideration under section 5900, but the Board accepted

a recommendation of the workers' compensation judge to deny the petition. In doing so,

the Board agreed with the judge that it "ha[d] no authority to determine the

constitutionality of the IMR statutes as sought by applicant." It ruled that "for purposes

of appeal to the [Board,] it does not matter whether the reasons given for an IMR

determination support the determination unless the appealing party proves one or more of
five grounds for appeal listed by the Legislature in section 4610[, subdivision (h)] by

clear and convincing evidence," and that Stevens had not done so.

Stevens filed a petition for a writ of review in this court under section 5950. After

briefing was completed,e we issued a writ of review to address the constitutional

challenges she raises.

e We granted leave to California Workers; Compensation Institute and Property Casualty
Insurers Association of America, California Chamber of Commerce, California
Applicants' Attorneys Association, Voters Injured at Work, and Sonoma County Law
Enforcement Association to file amici curiae briefs.
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DtscussroN
Stevens contends that the IMR process violates the state Constitution's separation

of powers clause, the state Constitution's requirements that workers' compensation

decisions be subject to review and the system "accomplish substantial justice," and

principles of due ptocets.l0 For the reasons we shall discuss, we reject these arguments.

A. The 2004 and 2013 Legislation significantly Reformed the process for
c ons ideri ng Inj ure d workers' Requeds for Medi car rreatnent.

We begin with an overview of how the legislative reforms have changed the

process for considering injured workers' requests for medical treatment. We do so

because Stevens's near-exclusive focus on the IMR process minimizes other critical

procedural protections and rights that come into play when an injured worker requests

medical treatment under the workers' compensation system.

The state Constitution gives the Legislature "plenary power . . . to create[] and

enforce a complete dystem of workers' compensation." ($ 4 ) Acting under this power,

the Legislature enacted the workers' compensation law to govem compensation to

Califomia workers who are injured in the course of their employment. ($ 3201 et seq.)

"The underlying premise behind this statutorily created system . . . is the ' "compensation

bargain[,]" ' . . . [under which] 'the employer assumes liability for industrial personal

injury or death without regard to fault in exchange for limitations on the amount of that

liability. The employee is afforded relatively swift and certain payment of benefits to

cure or relieve the effects of industrial injury without having to prove fault but, in

exchange, gives up the wider range of damages potentially available in tort.' "
(charles J. vacanti, M.D., Inc. v. state comp. Ins. Fund (2001) 24 Cal.4th 800, 811.)

The right to workers' compensation benefits is entirely statutory. (DuBoisv. \Abrkers

Comp. Appeals Bd. (1993) 5 Cal4th 382, 388.)

'o We invited and received supplemental briefing on whether the state Constitution's
separation of powers and dueprocess clauses are limited by Section 4, which gives the
Legislature plenary power over the workers' compensation system.
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The workers' compensation law requires employers to secure the payment of
workers' compensation benefits either by purchasing third-party insurance or by self-
insuring with permission from the Department of Industrial Relations. ($ 3700; see also

Denny' s Inc. v. workers' comp. Appeals Bd. (2003) 104 cal.Ap p.4th 1433, 1439.) Many

employers, such as Stevens's, obtain their third-party insurance from the SCIF.ll

Before 2004, an employer's obligation to cover an injured worker's medical

treatment was largely in the hands of the worker's treating physician. "[T]here were no

uniform medical treatment guidelines in place" to instruct the treating physician, and

there was a rebuttable presumption that the physician's determinations were correct.

(Sate Conp. lns. Fund v. \Abrkers Corm. Appeals Bd. (sandhagen) (2008) 44 cal.4th
230,238.) Back then, if an employer wanted to challenge a treating physician,s

recommendation, its only recourse was through a "cumbersome, lengthy, and potentially

costly" dispute resolution process. (Ibid.) Generally, this process required the parties

either to stipulate to an agreed-upon medical evaluator or to propose alternative medical

evaluators and, if a dispute remained after the evaluations were completed, to litigate

their dispute before a workers' compensation judge. (Id. atpp.23g-239.) Under the

former process, both the worker and the employer could challenge adverse medical-

necessity determinations, and the criteria by which those determinations were evaluated

depended on the quantity and quality of the expert evidence presented by the parties. A
parly dissatisfied with the workers' compensation judge's decision could then appeal it to

the Board, which could assess the evidence and make factual determinations different

from those made by the judge. (schffield Medical Group, Inc. v. workqd Corm.

Appeals Bd. (1999) 70 Cal.App.4th 868, 880.)

1' At least as of I 999, the SCIF "was the state's largest workers' compensation
carrier[,] . . . [had] issued policies to more than 250,000 California employers, and ha[d]
held itself out to the public as the most experienced carrier in California." (Notrica v.
state comp. Ins. Fund (1999) 70 cal.App.4th911, 918.) It is a unique, quasi-
governmental entity designed by the Legislature to "be fairly competitive with other
insurers" and to be "neither more nor less than self-supporting." (Ins. Code, $ 11775; see
also califurnia Attorneys, etc. v. Brown (2011) 195 cal.App.4th 1 19,124.)
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1n2004, two pieces of legislation, Senate Bills No. 228 andNo. 899, went into

effect to streamline the process and control costs. (Sandhagen, supra, 44 Cal.4th at

pp.239,241.) The legislation made two changes important to the issues before us. First,

it required every employer to establish a UR process that "prospectively, retrospectively,

or concuffently reviews and approves, modifies, delays, or denies medical treatment

seryices." (Sierya Pacific Industries v. \Abrkers Comp. Appeals Bd. (2006)

140 Cal.App.4th 1498,1512.) Under this UR process, workers' requests for treatment

may be approved by a claims administrator, but only a reviewer "competent to evaluate

the specific clinical issues involved . . . [that are] within the scope of the individual's

pr&ctice"-not, as before, a claims administrator or employer-may "modify, delay, or

deny a request for authorization." (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8, $ 9792.9.1(e)(1); see also

Sandhagen, atp.240.)

Second, the 2004legislation required "the . . . director to adopt a medical

treatment utilization schedule to establish uniform guidelines for evaluating treatment

requests. [Citation.] The flaw required] this schedule to incorporate 'evidence-based,

peer-reviewed, nationally recognized standards of care' and address the 'appropriateness

of all treatment procedures . . . commonly performed in workers' compensation cases.' "

(Sandhagen, supra, 44 Cal.4th at p.240.) The legislation mandated that UR

determinations be consistent with the schedule, and it created "a rebuttable presumption

that the treatment guidelines in the utilization schedule were corect on the issue of extent

and scope of medical treatment."t' 1lbtd.) The 2OO4 reforms were intended "to ensure

quality, standardized medical care for workers in a prompt and expeditious manner"

through a "comprehensive process that balances the dual interests of speed and accuracy,

emphasizing the quick resolution of treatment requests, . . . [in which] a physician, rather

than a claims adjuster with no medical training, makes the decision to deny, delay, or

modify treatment." (Id. at p. 2a1.)

12 As mentioned previously, the MTUS was adopted in June 2007 . (Cal. Code Regs.,
tit. 8, $$ 9792.20-9792.26.)
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Against this backdrop, the Legislature enacted further reforms that went into effect

in 2013 establishing the IMR process to resolve workers' challenges to adverse UR

decisions. (Stats. 2012, ch. 363.) In enacting this legislation, the Legislature made

extensive findings, which bear repeating. It found that the then-existing system of

resolving disputes about treatment requests was "costly, time consuming, and [did] not

uniformly result in the provision of treatment that adhere[d] to the highest standards of

evidence-based medicine, [and this] adversely affect[ed] the health and safety of workers

injured in the course of employm ent." (Id. , $ I (d), p. 37 19 .) It further found that " [t]he

existing process of appointing qualified medical evaluators to examine patients and

resolve treatment disputes [was] costly and time-consuming, and it prolong[ed] disputes

and cause[d] delays in medical treatment for injured workers." (/d, $ l(0, p, 3720.) h

also found that "the process of selection of qualified medical evaluators [could] bias the

outcomes" and that the "independent and unbiased medical expertise of specialists" was

necessary for the "[t]imely and medically sound determinations of disputes over

appropriate medical treatment." (Ibid.) According to the Legislature, "having medical

professionals ultimately determine the necessity of requested treatment furthers the social

policy of this state in reference to using evidence-based medicine to provide injured

workers with the highest quality of medical care," and "the provision . . . establishing

independent medical review [is] necessary to implement that policy." (1d , $ 1(e),

p.3719.) Finally, it found that establishing "independent medical review and fproviding]

for limited appeal of decisions . . . [was] a necessary exercise of the Legislature's plenary

power" under Section 4. (1d., $ 1(g), p.3720.)

Since the 2004 and 2013 reforms, a worker's physician now submits a treatment

recommendation that is reviewed under the employer's UR process. ($ 4610.) A

"medical director" designated by the employer or insurer reviews all information

"reasonably necessary" to determine whether to approve, modify, or deny the

recommendation. ($ 4610, subd. (d).) The criteria used in making the determination

must be "consistent with the schedule for medical treatment utilization." ($ 4610,

subd. (f)(2).)
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A UR decision favoring the worker becomes final, and the employer is not

permitted to challenge it. (See $ 4610.5, subd. (f)(1).) But if the UR decision modifies,

delays, or denies a request, the worker may seek review through an IMR.13 ($ 4610.5,

subd. (d).) In other words, the IMR process gives workers, but not employers, a second

chance to obtain a decision in their favor.

The IMR is performed by an independent review organization, which assigns

medical professionals to review pertinent medical records, provider reports, and other

information submitted to the organization or requested from the parties. ($ 4610.6,

subd. (b).) The physician reviewer is to approve the requested treatment if it is

"medically necessary based on the specific medical needs of the employee and the

standards of medical necessity as defined in subsection (c) of Section 4610.5." ($ 4610.6,

subd. (c).) The IMR determination must state whether the disputed service is medically

necessary, identify the employee's medical condition and the relevant medical records,

and set forth the relevant findings associated with the standards of medical necessity.

($ 4610.6, subd. (e).) These standards include, in the order listed in the statute: (1) the

MTUS; (2) peer-reviewed scientific and medical evidence regarding the effectiveness of

the disputed treatment; (3) nationally recognized professional standards; (4) expert

opinion; and (5) generally accepted standards of medical practice. ($ 4610.5,

subd. (c)(2).) If multiple medical professionals review a case, a majority must agree on

the final decision, and if they are evenly split, the decision must favor the worker.

($ 4610.6, subd. (e).) Decisions must include the reviewing medical professionals'

qualifications, but the independent review organization is to "keep the names of the

reviewers confidential in all [outside] communications." ($ 4610.6, subd. (f).) The IMR

13 "A ;UR1 decision to modify, delay, or deny a treatment recommendation shall remain
effective for 12 months from the date of the decision without funher action by the
employer with regard to any fuither recommendation by the same physician for the same

treatment unless the further recommendation is supported by a documented change in the
facts rnaterial to the basis of the [UR] decision." ($ 4610, subd. (9)(6).) We do not know
whether Stevens ever resubmitted a request for authorization of the treatment sought.
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determination is deemed as a matter of law to constitute the determination of the director

and is binding on all parties. ($ 4610.6, subd. (g).)

A worker who disputes the IMR determination may appeal it to the Board.

($ 4610.6, subd. (h).) Such an appeal proceeds under the standard claim-presentation

procedures set forth under section 5500 et sequitur, except that the only specified grounds

for relief since the reforms are that the director acted without authority, the decision was

procured by fraud, the physician reviewer had a material conflict of interest, the decision

was the result of bias, or the decision was based on a plainly erroneous fact that is not a

matter subject to expert opinion. ($ 4610.6, subd. (h).) If the Board reverses the

decision, it cannot now, as it could before, reweigh the evidenee and make a contrary

factual determination as to the medical necessity of the requested treatment. ($ 4610.6,

subd. (i); see Schdfidd Medical Group, lnc. v. \Abrkers Conp.Appeals Bd., supra,

70 Cal.App.4th at p. 880.) Instead, it may only remand the case for a new IMR.

($ 4610.6, subd. (i).)

Finally, a Board decision can still be challenged by filing a writ of review in the

Court of Appeal. ($ 5950.) Although appellate courts are now explicitly precluded from

making "a determination of medical necessity contrary to the determination of the

independent medical reviewfer]" ($ 4610.6, subd. (i)), this change has little practical

effect since they never had the authority to make factual determinations in the first place.

(See \AEdan Growers lns. Co. v. \A,brkers Conp.Appeals Bd. (1993) 16 Cal.App.4th

227,233.)

Both workers and employers benefitted from the 2004 and 2013 reforms. For

workers, the reforms ensured that treatment requests would no longer be modified,

delayed, or denied except by a physician. "This representfed] a significant departure

from the [former] process . . ., which permitted an employer or claims adjuster (without

review by a physician) to object to a treatment request." (Sandhagen, supra, 44 CaL th

at p.240.) Workers also secured a guarantee that UR decisions rendered in their favor

could not be challenged by employers on medical-necessity grounds. (Cal. Code Regs.,

tit. 8, $ 9792.10.1 .) This ensured faster final resolution of these decisions, and it
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constifuted a meaningful curtailment of employers' rights. For employers, the reforms

promised to reduce insurance costs by ereating uniform medical standards and reducing

litigation.

With this understanding of the 2004 and20l3 reforms, we tum to Stevens's

constitutional contentions.

B. The Plenary Powers Over the \Abrkers Conpersation Sydenr Conferred
on the Legislature by Section 4 Are Not Limited by the Srare Con$itution's
Separation of Powers or Due Process Clauses.

Stevens contends that the IMR process violates the state Constitution's separation

of powers and due process clauses. We reject this claim because Section 4 supersedes

these clauses even if we were to suppose that they somehow conflict with Section 4.

The separation of powers clause states, "The powers of state government are

legislative, executive, and judicial. Persons charged with the exercise of one power may

not exercise either of the others except as permitted by this Constitution." (Cal. Const.,

art. III, $ 3.) The due process clause states, "A person may not be deprived of life,

liberty, or property without due process of law." (Ld., art.I, $ 7(a).)

In interpreting constitutional provisions, our goal is to ascertain the intent behind

them. (Greene v. Marin County Flood Control & Water Conservation Dist. (2010)

49 Cal.4th277,290.) We look first to the provision's text, giving the words their

ordinary meaning. (Ibid.) When the language is unambiguous, we need go no further.

(Ibid.) But if the language permits more than one reasonable interpretation, we may

consider other indicators of intent, such as legislative history. (Bautista v. State of
California (2011) 20i Cal.App.4th716,724 (Bautista); Quarterman v. Kefauver (1997)

55 Cal.App.4th 1366, 1371.) In evaluating the constitutionality of the IMR process, we

apply the standard presumption that properly enacted statutes are constitutional and that

any doubts are resolved in favor of their validity. (Coptey Press, Inc. v. Superior Court

(2006) 39 Cal.4th 1272,1302; Loclqter v. City and County of San Francisco (2004)

33 Cal.4th 1055, 1086.)

Stevens's separation-of-powers claim fails under the state Constitution's plain

terms. Under Section 4, the Legislature "is [] expressly vested with plenary power,
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unlimited by any provision of this Constitution, to create, and enforce a complete system

of workers' compensation, by appropriate legislation." ($ 4, italics added.)

Simultaneously, the separation of powers clause expressly yields to other constitutional

provisions, including Section 4, by preventing one branch of government from exercising

the powers of another "except as permitted by this Constitution." (1d., art. III, $ 3, italics

added.) Thus, there is no question that Section 4 trumps the separation of powers clause

under the state Constitution's plain terms,

Section 4 also trumps the state Constitution's due process clause. Our state

Supreme Court has made clear that constitutional amendments can be "understood as

carving out an exception to the preexisting scope of the . . . due process clause[] with

respect to the subject matter encompassed by the new provision."'o lstrauts v. Horton

(2009) 46 Cal.4th364,401.) By giving the Legislature plenary powers over the workers'

compensation system, Section 4 modified the reach of the state Constitution's due

process clause.

Section 4's evolution was described in Bautista, sltpra,20l Cal.App.4th716. The

section's predecessor, section 27 of article XX, was approved by the voters in 1911.

(Bautista, atp.731.) Two years later, the Legislature changed the workers'

compensation system from voluntary to mandatory by statute. (Ibid.) In 1917, the

Legislature recommended to the voters a constitutional amendment to " 'remove all

doubts as to the constitutionality of then[-]existing [workers'] compensation laws.' " (Id.

at pp. 731-732) The amendment passed, and it "further clarified and expanded the scope

of the Legislature's constitutional authority to enact . . . legislation as part of a complete

system of workers' compensation." (Id. atp.732; Mathews v. Worknal'sComp.

Appeals Bd. (1972) 6 Cal.3d 719,733, fn. 11.) This evolution compels the conclusion

la Th" original due process clause, which is substantively identical to the current one, was

part of the Constitution when it was ratified in 1850. (Cal. Const., art.I, $ 8, 1850 Stats.

p. 25 ["No person shall be . . . deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process

of law"].) As a result of a reorganization of article I by the voters' passage of Proposition
7 in 1974, the clause is now set forth in section 7. (See Historical Notes, I West's Ann.
Const. Code (2002 ed.) foll. art. l, $ 7, p.252.)
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that Section 4 supersedes the state Constitution's due process clause with respect to

legislation passed under the Legislature's plenary powers over the workers'

compensation system. (See Hustedt v. Workq€ Comp. Appeals Bd. (1981) 30 Cal.3d

329,343 ["It is well established that the adoption of fSection 4] 'effected a repeal pro

tonto'of any state constitutional provisions which conflicted with that amendment"]; see

also Greener v. Workqd Comp. Appeals Bd. (1993) 6 Cal.4th 1028, 1037 larticle VI of

the state Constitution governing courts' jurisdiction inapplicable to extent Legislature has

exercised its powers under Section 4].) Thus, even if there were any conflicts between

Section 4 and the state Constitution's separation of powers or due process clauses-a

conclusion we do not and need not reach-the plenary powers conferred by Section 4

would still control.

C. The IMR Process Does Not Violale Section 4.

We next consider Stevens's argument that the IMR process violates Section 4's

own requirements that tribunal decisions be subject to review by appellate courts and that

the workers' compensation system provide "substantial justice in all cases." Again, we

are not persuaded.

The first of these two requirements states, "The Legislature is vested with plenary

powers, to provide for the settlement of any disputes . . . by arbitration, or . . . by the

courts, or by either, afly, or all of these agencies, either separately or in combination, and

may fix and control the method and manner of trial of any such dispute, the rules of

evidence and the manner of review of decisions rendered by the tribunal or tribunals

designated by it; provided, that all decisions of any such tribunal shall be subject to

review by the appellate courts of this State." ($ 4.) The second requirement states, "A

complete system of workers' compensation includes . . . full provision for vesting power,

authority and jurisdiction in an administrative body with all the requisite govemmental

functions to determine any dispute or matter arising under such legislation, to the end that

the administration of such legislation shall accomplish substantial justice in all cases

expeditiously, inexpensively, and without incumbrance of any character." (Ibid.)
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We observe at the outset that the notion that Section 4 itself imposes separate

restraints on the plenary powers it confers on the Legislature has been decidedly rejected.

"fA]bsolutely nothing" in Section 4 "purports to limit the Legislature's authority to enact

additional appropriate legislation for the protection of employees." (City and County of

San Francisco v. Workqd Comp. Appeals Bd. (Wiebe) (197S) 22 Cal.3d 103, 114.)

Instead, Section 4 "affirms the legislative prerogative in the workers' compensation realm

in broad and sweeping language" and confers on the Legislature "the power to 'fix and

control the method and manner of trial of any . . . dispute[s over compensation for injury]

[and] the rules of evidence [applicable to] the tribunal or tribunals designated by it.' "

(Wiebe, at p. 115.)

The Legislature's broad power over workers' compensation matters has been

repeatedly affirmed. (See, e.g., Bautista, supra,201 Cal.App.4th at p. 725 ["The grant of

'plenary power[]' gives the Legislature complete, absolute, and unqualified power to

create and enact the workers' compensation system"); Facundo-Gueruero v. Workgd

Comp. Appeals Bd. (2005) 163 Cal.App.4th640,650 [intent behind Section 4 "was . . . to

endow [the Legislature] expressly with exclusive and 'plenary' authority to determine the

contours and content of our state'S workers' compensation system"].) These cases

confirm that nearly any exercise of the Legislature's plenary powers over workers'

compensation is permissible so long as the Legislature finds its action to be "necessary to

the effectiveness of the system of workers' compensation." (Greener v. \\brkers Connp.

Appeals Bd., supra, 6 Cal4th at p. 1038, fn. 8.) Indeed, the only limitations on the

Legislature's plenary powers, neither of which applies here, are that the Legislature

cannot act outside of its authority to create and to enforce a complete system of workers'

compensation (see Hu$edt v. \Abrkers Conp. Appeals Bd., supra, 30 Ca1.3d atp.343),

or, as we discuss below in section ILD., enact a provision that conflicts with federal law.

We have found no authority permitting us to invalidate a statute on the basis of Section 4

itself when the Legislature has made a finding of necessity in enacting the statute, as it

didhere. (See, e.g., Wiebe, supra,22Cal.3datpp. 110-112; Bautista, atp.726
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[declining to adopt employee's argument that isolated provisions of Section 4 supersede

Legislature' s plenary powers].)

Even if Section 4 itself did impose separate limits on the Legislature's plenary

powers, we would reject Stevens's specific contentions that the IMR process violates

those limits. First, the IMR process does not violate Section 4's requirement "that all

decisions of any such tribunal shall be subject to review by the appellate courts of this

State." ($ 4.) Since the establishment of the IMR process, an aggrieved worker who

contests a Board decision affirming a medical necessity determination can, as he or she

could before, challenge a Board decision by seeking a writ of review from the'Court of

Appeal. ($ 5950.) But as we mentioned above, although appellate courts are now

statutorily precluded from making "a determination of medical necessity contrary to the

determination of the [IMR] organization" ($ 4610.6, subd. (i)), they never had the

authority to make such a determination in the first place. (Western Growers Ins. Co. v.

\Abrkers Corm. Appeals Bd., supra,16 Cal.App .4th atp.233.) Instead, the reforms

limited appellate review only indirectly, to the extent they limited the Board's ability to

review IMR determinations. Whereas previously the Court of Appeal could "determine

whether the evidence, when viewed in light of the entire record, support[ed] the award of

the [Board]" (ibid.), such substantial-evidence review is no longer available because the

Board is precluded from making its own factual findings. This has a slight practical

impact, however, because under the current system, the record for a worker's challenge in

the Court of Appeal necessarily includes, as a result of the UR and IMR, at least two

physicians' conclusions that the requested treatment is unnecessary. Under the old

system, the conclusions of at least two physicians would have virtually always

constituted substantial evidence to uphold an adverse medical-necessity determination.

And nothing in the legislative reforms constrains a Court of Appeal's consideration of

any other issue.

We are similarly unconvinced by Stevens's argument that section 4610.6 conflicts

with Section 4's mandate that the workers' compensation system provide "substantial

justice in all cases expeditiously, inexpensively, and without encumbrance of any
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character." ($ 4.) In establishing the IMR process, the Legislature found that the former

system of resolving disputes over the medical necessity of requested treatment impeded

justice because it was "costly and time-consuming, and'it prolong[ed] disputes and

cause[d] delays in medical treatment for injured workers." (Stats. 2012, ch. 363, $ 1(0,

p. 3720.) It found that "independent and unbiased medical expertise of specialists" is

necessary for "[t]imely and medically sound determinations of disputes over appropriate

medical treatment." (Ibid.) Similarly, it found that "having medical professionals

ultimately determine the necessity of requested treatment furthers the social policy of this

state in reference to using evidence-based medicine to provide injured workers with the

highest quality of medical care and that the provision[s] of the act establishing

independent medical review are necessary to implement that policy." (/d., $ 1(e),

p.3719.) Finally, it found that "the establishment of independent medical review and

provision for limited appeal of decisions resulting from independent medical review are a

necessary exercise of the Legislature's plenary power to provide for the settlement of any

disputes arising under the workers' compensation laws of this state and to control the

manner of review of such decisions." (1d., $ 1(g), p. 3720.) In sum, the Legislature

found that, far from conflicting with Section 4's mandate to provide substantial justice,

the IMR process furthers it. It is not our place under the state Constitution to "second-

guess the wisdom of the Legislature" in making these determinations. (Facundo-

Guerrero v. \Abrkers Corm. Appeals Bd., supra, 163 Cal.App.4th at p. 651 ; Rio Linda

(JnionSchoolDist.v.\AbrkerS Conp.AppealsBd. (2005) 131 Cal'App.4th517,532.)

In short, there is no basis to conclude that in establishing the IMR process the

Legislature acted outside of its plenary powers to enact "appropriate legislation"

governing workers' compensation. ($ a.)

D. The IMR Process Does Not Violate the Federal Due Process Clause.

Having concluded that the IMR process does not violate the state Constitution, we

consider whether it violates principles of due process under the federal Constitution. We

conclude it does not.
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To prevail on a federal due process claim, plaintiffs must show that the state

deprived them of a property or liberty interest without affording sufficient notice and

opportunity to be heard .ts TAmerican Manufacturers Mutual Ins. Co. v. Sullivan (1999)

526 U.S. 40,59 (American Manufacturers).) In considering the issues under the federal

due process clause, we shall assume, without deciding, both that an IMR determination

constitutes state action and that a claim for medical treatment implicates a

constitutionally protected property interest. (See California Consumer Health Care

Council, Inc. v. California Department of Managed Health Care (2008) 161 Cal,App.4th

684, 69 1 (C al iforni a C on sum er) [making similar assumption]. )

We take a moment to explain our assumption, however, in light of the United

Stut.s Supreme Court's holdings rn American Manufacturers, supra,526 U.S. 40. There,

the Court considered a utilization review decision rendered under the Pennsylvania

workers' compensation system that denied payment for medical treatment while the

claim was being considered . (ld. at pp. a5-a7 ) The Court held that the denial neither

constituted state action nor implicated a protected property interest. (Id. at pp. 58, 61.)

As for state action, the Court found that the insurance entity lacked a " 'sufficiently close

nexus' " with the state. (Id. atp.52.) We are willing to assume that the IMR

determination here constitutes state action because it, unlike the utilization review

decision inAmerican Manufacturers, becomes the decision of the director-a state

official-as a matter of law. ($ 4610.6, subd. (g).)

American Manufacturers also held that the Pennsylvania utilization review

decision did not implicate a "property interest in the medical benefits" since such an

interest would arise only if the treatment requested was shown to be reasonable and

necessary. (American Manufacturers, supra, 526 U.S. at pp. 60-61.) But the utilization

review decision in American Monufacturers, unlike the IMR determination here, only

" The initial analytical framework would be slightly different if state law principles
applied, because a person "need not be entitled to a benefit provided by the government
to have an interest protected under [the California] due process clause." (Las Lomas
Land Co., LLC v. City of Los Angeles (2009) 177 Cal.App.4th 837 ,855; see also
P eople v. Ramirez (197 9) 25 Cal.3d 260, 264-265.)
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addressed whether payments were required while a claim for medical treatment was

under consideration. "If the employees finAmerican Manufacturersl had claimed that

the statute provided inadequate procedures for establishing such a right [to the benefit

itselfl, the [high] court's analysis might have been very differerfi." (Giaimo v. City of

New Haven (2001) 257 Corn.481, 503-509 [concluding that Connecticut applicants for

workers' compensation benefits possess a protected property interest].) Thus, we assume

that the IMR determination here implicated a protected property interest because it

resolved the substantive merits of Stevens's treatment request.l6

Even assuming that the IMR determination constituted state action and implicated

a protected property interest, however, we nonetheless conclude that Stevens's federal

due process claim fails because Stevens was afforded ample process. 'oThe core of due

process is the right to notice and a meaningful opportunity to be heard." (LaChance v.

Ericlrson (199S) 522U.5.262,266; see also Cleveland Bd. of Educ. v. Loudermill (1985)

470 U.S. 532,547.) When due process must be afforded, the amount of process required

is determined by balancing the affected private interest, the risk of erroneous deprivation

of this interest, the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute safeguards, and the

govemment's interest in the process. (Mathews v. Eldridge (1976) 424U.5.319,334-

335.) In employing this analysis, we reiterate that workers seeking treatment under

California's scheme receive far more process, including through UR, than just that which

is provided in the IMR procedure.

Our consideration of this issue is guided by Califurnia Consumer, supra,16I

Cal.App.4th 684. There, the Court of Appeal considered a federal due process challenge

to denials of medical claims submitted under the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan

Act of lg/s,Health and Safety Code section 1340 et sequitur (Knox-Keene Act).

(California Consumer, at pp. 687-688, 690.) Under the Knox-Keene Act, requests for

16 In making our assumption, we also recognize that the United States Supreme Court has

never squarely resolved whether applicants for statutory benefits, as opposed to those

already receiving them, have protected property interests. (See Lyng v. Payne (1986)

476 U.S. 926,942; Walters v. National Assn. of Radiation Survivors (1985) 473 U.S. 305,

320, fn. 8.)
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medical care are reviewed under an IMR process codified in Health and Safety Code

section 1374.30. (California Consumer, atp. 687.) In filing a claim, patients are allowed

to submit their own and their medical provider's records. The insurer is also allowed to

submit material. But, while insurers are allowed to see and rebut claimants' filings,

claimants are not allowed to see and rebut insurers' filings. (Id. atp. 692.)

Notwithstanding this disparity, the Court of Appeal held that the IMR process

under the Knox-Keene Act comports with due process. It acknowledged the patients'

interest in "receiving contracted-for medi cal care," but it found the risk of an erroneous

deprivation to be low since both sides "submit documentation regarding the claim, and

the statute allows sufficient time for adequate consideration." (California Consumer,

supro, 161 Cal.App.4th at p. 692.) At the same time, the court found the govemmental

interests to be strong. It concluded that forcing disclosure of all documents the insurer

submits to the independent review organization would be "cumbersome" and "would

slow down the process and create a substantial [governmental] burden . . . with little

resulting benefit in most cases." (Id. atp. 693.)

Here, workers have an interest in obtaining medical services similar to that of the

patients in California Consumer, supra,161 Cal.App.4th 684. And as a result of the

multiple layers of review, the risks of erroneous deprivations under the workers'

compensation system appear to be fewer, and certainly no more, than the risks under the

Knox-Keene Act procedures. Finally, the government's interest in the IMR process is at

least as compelling as the interest in not being forced to disclose insurance documents,

and the former interest was expressly and comprehensively identified by the Legislature

itself when it established that process. Consistent with Califurnia Consumer, we cannot

conclude after considering these factors that Califomia's process for reviewing workers'

medical requests violates "[t]he core of due process" by failing to provide notice and a

meaningful opportunity to be heard. (LaChance v. Ericison, sLtprct, 522U.5. at p. 266.)

We are similarly unconvinced by Stevens's insistence that the IMR process

violates due process because the physician reviewer is anonymous and not subject to

cross-examination. The reviewers are not workers' adversaries: they are statutorily
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authorized decision makers. We have found no authority for the proposition that aparty

has a right to cross-examine such decision makers. In Jennings v. Jones (1985) 165

Cal.App.3d 1083, the Court of Appeal concluded that welfare recipients had a due

process right to cross-examine caseworkers, who were authorized to discontinue benefits

on "[their] own concept of 'good cause,' " at a subsequent hearing. (Id. atp. 1090.)

Unlike a physician reviewer, however, these caseworkers were not reviewing a decision

but were instead making the initial decision. Welfare recipients would lack a meaningful

opportunity to challenge the basis of the caseworkers' decisions without having an

opportunity to discover what that basis was. In contrast, injured workers requesting

treatment under the workers' compensation system are given detailed explanations of the

reasons for a denial or modification of their request, and they are given multiple

opportunities to submit evidence and'challenge those decisions. "Procedural due process

is not a static concept, but a flexible one to be applied to the needs of the particular

situations."l1 1lbid.1 The IMR is only one aspect of the process afforded to workers who

request treatment, and we conclude that the process in its entirety provides sufficient due

process protections. I 8

Stevens also argues that, regardless ofthe opportunities to be heard, section

4610.6 violates due process because it "limits and precludes any meaningful appeal of an

l7 Fo. example, even if Stevens were seeking to cross-examine witnesses,she would not
necessarily be entitled to do so. (See Stardust Mobile Estates, LLC v. City of San
Buenaventura (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 1 170, I189 [need for cross-examination less
"critical" in "cases involving documentary evidence" than in "cases that turn upon the
testimony of live witnesses"].)

'8It a related argument, Stevens claims that the confidentiality of the physician
reviewer's identity renders meaningless the ability of workers to challenge an IMR
decision on the basis of "a material conflict of interest" as allowed by section 4610.6,
subdivision (hX3). We agree that the confidentiality of the reviewer's identity makes
such challenges more difficult, but as pointed out by counsel for Outspoken Enterprises
and the SCIF at oral argument, workers have the opportunity to obtain significant other
information bearing on conflicts of interest, including information about the IMR
organization's "method of selecting expert reviewers and matching [them] to specific
cases," system of identifying and recruiting expert reviewers, and method of "ensur[ing]
compliance with the [statutory] conflict-of-interest requirements." ($ I3g.5,
subds. (dX2XF)-(H), (e).)
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IMR determination" and provides "no means to address conflicts about what constifutes

medical treatment." (Boldface and initial capitalization omitted.) Again, we disagree.

To begin with, it is far from clear that the federal due process clause necessarily

requires any review of governmental decisions. (See, e.g., Pennzoil Co. v. Texaco, Inc.

(1987) 481 U.S. 1, 31, fn. 4 (conc.opn. of Stevens, J.) [disclaiming constitutional right to

civil appealsl; Grffin v. Illinois (1956) 351 U.S. 12, 18 ["It is true that a State is not

required by the Federal Constitution to provide appellate courts or a right to appellate

review at all"l; Reetz v. Michigara (1903) 188 U.S. 505, 508 f"Neither is the right of

appeal essential to due process of law"].) In any event, the IMR process is itself a review.

It is a review of the UR determination, which, in turn, includes yet another separate

internal review.

But even more to the point, and contrary to Stevens's contention, IMR

determinations are subject to meaningful further review even though the Board is unable

to change medical-necessity determinations. The Board's authority to review an IMR

determination includes the authority to determine whether it was adopted without

authority or based on a plainly erroneous fact that is not a matter of expert opinion.

($ 4610.6, subd. (hX1) & (5).) These grounds are considerable and include reviews of

both factual and legal questions. If, for example, an IMR determination were to deny

certain medical treatment because the treatment was not suitable for a person weighing

less than 140 pounds, but the information submitted for review showed the applicant

weighed 180 pounds, the Board could set aside the determination as based on a plainly

erroneous fact. Similarly, the denial of a particular treatment request on the basis that the

treatment is not permitted by the MTUS would be reviewable on the ground that the

treatment actually is permitted by the MTUS. An IMR determination denying treatment

on this basis would have been adopted without authority and would thus be reviewable.

Here, the Board failed to appreciate this latter point. In its final order, it ruled that

it was powerless to review the IMR determination categorically denying Stevens the

services of a home health aide, even though it concluded that Stevens's "condition

requires 'care' other than homemaker's services" and considered puzzlingthe
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determination's statement that "[m]edical treatment does not include . . . personal care

given by home health aides like bathing, dressing, and using the bathroom when this is

the only care needed." But whether home health services are authorized when bathing,

dressing, and using the bathroom is the only care needed is a question to be resolved by

reviewing and interpreting the MTUS. If the Board were to conclude that the IMR

determination incorrectly affirmed the denial of these services by wrongly interpreting

the MTUS, and it were to find there are no other reasons supporting the denial, it would

have the power to conclude that the determination was adopted without authority.

($ 4610.6, subd. (h).)" We therefore disagree with Stevens that the IMR process

provides "no means to address conflicts about what constitutes medical treatment" and no

"meaningful appeal to challenge an IMR decision based on an eroneous interpretation of

the lar,r'."

Lastly, we reject Stevens's argument that the IMR process violates due process

because there are "no meaningful enforcement procedures of the statutory time limits" for

IMR decisions. (Boldface and initial capitahzation omitted.) In its final decision, the

Board noted that Stevens's IMR determination took over seven months and found fault

with the lack of a statutory mechanism to enforce section 4610.6, subdivision (d)'s

requirement that IMR determinations be made within 30 days. We are unconvinced that

the lack of a mechanism to enforce time limits renders the IMR process unconstitutional.

In the absence of a penalty, consequence, or contrary intent, a time limit is typically

considered to be directory, and its violation does not require the invalidation of the action

to which the time limit applies. (See, e.g., Colifornia Correctional Peace Officers Assn.

v. Stote Personnel Bd. (1995) 10 Cal.4th 1133, 1145.) Furthermore, without deciding

whether a writ of mandate may have been available to enforce the time limit (see id. atp.

le Stevens's petition seeks relief based on only constitutional claims, and we lack a
complete record of what was considered by the independent medical reviewer. Thus, we

do not decide whether Stevens might have been entitled to relief on the basis that the

IMR determination was adopted without authority or based on a plainly erroneous fact.
($ 4610.6, subd. (h).)
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1148), we note that Stevens did not attempt to seek one or otherwise to insist on timely

compliance.

DrsposnroN

The decision of the Board after reconsideration is affirmed, except we remand to

the Board for a determination whether the director acted in excess of authority in

deciding that personal care given by home health aides was not medically necessary for

Stevens. The parties are to bear their own costs. (See Cal. Rules of Court, rule

8.ae3(aXl)(B).)

Humes, P.J.

We concur:

Margulies, J.

Dondero, J.
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

STATE OF CALIF'ORNIA

Case No. ADJ387{896 (LAO 0806283)
JESUS VERA,

Applicant,

vs.

RELIABLE EI{"ERGY CONCEPTS, INC.;
STATE COMPENSATION INSTIRANCE
FUND,

OPINION AND ORDER
GRANTING PETITION FOR

RECONSIDERATION
AND DECISION ATTER
RECONSIDERATION

Detendants,

Lien claimant Elena Konstat, Ph.D., seeks reconsideration of the November 26, 2014 Findings

and Order issued by the workers' compensation administrative law judge (WCJ). Therein, the WCJ

found that Dr. Konstat did not provide medicalJegal services in this case. Based on this finding, the

WCJ disallowed Dr. Konstat's lien in its entirety. Previously, applicant's underlying claim of injury to

multiple body parts, including "psyche," while employed on November 5, 2001 settled by way of a

June I 1,2012 Order Approving Compromise and Release for the amount of $33,000.00.

Dr. Konstat contends that the WCJ ened in disallowing her lien arguing that she provided

medicalJegal services at the request of applicant's attorney rather than medical treatment at the request

of the primary treating physician. Dr, Konstat also requests penalties and interest.

Defendant did not file an answer, The WCJ issued a Report and Recommendation on Petition for

Reconsideration (Report) recommending that we deny reconsideration.

Based on our review of the record and for the teasons discussed below, we will grant

reconsideration, rescind the WCJ's decision, and substitute it with a new Findings and Award finding

that applicant reasonably, actually and necessarily incuned Dr. Konstat's medicalJegal expenses and that

Dr. Konstat is entitled to penalties and interest Pursuant to section 4622.

Applicant sustained an admitted industrial injury to his right eye while employed'as an installer
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onNovember 5,2001. According to the evidence presented attrial, StevenNagelberg, M.D., issued a

March 17, 2005 report entitled "PRIMARY TREATING PHYSCIAN'S COMPREHENSM

ORTHOPEDIC CONSULATION AND REPORT." @r. Nagelbetg's 3117/05 report, at p. l, lien

claimant's Exhibit 3.) It was addressed to State Compensation lnsurance Fund and a facsimile

confirmation stamp appears at the top the first page stating, "Rec 03/2512005 SCIF rec 03/2512005

SASCAN 5 0312512005 l1:52 arn002215 7 l;' (Id.) The report noted that applicant had developed

depression and anxiety due to the loss of his sight and the inability to work and provide for his family.

(Id. at p. 2.) Dr. Nagelberg also requested authorization for a psychological refenal under Labor Codel

section 4600. (Id. atp.6.) By letter dated March 23,2005, Dr, Nagelberg referred applicant to

Dr.Konstat for a psychological consultation. @r. Nagelberg's letter dated 3l23l}5,lien claimant's

Exhibit 4.)

On April 26,2005, applicant's attorney sent applicant an appointment notice informing him that

he had an appointment with Dr. Konstat on May 25,2005. (Applicant's attorney's 4126105letter, lien

claimant's Exhibit 2.)

On June 8,2005, Dr. Konstat issued a 28-page report entitled: "PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICAL-

LEGAL EVALUATION AND MAXIMUM MEDICAL IMPROVEMENT (MMI) EVALUATION

REpoRT." (Lien claimant's Exhibit 5.) Therein, Dr. Konstat states:

Mr. Jesus Vera is a 27-year-old Hispanic male who was originally referred for

psychological examination and treatrnent by Steven Nagelberg, M.D., for a

psychopaihotogical condition secondary to his industrial injury. The patient's

psychoiogical injury and authorization to treat was denied by the insurance carrier'

This medical-legal evaluation was performed to deterntine induslrial psychological

injury as well lhe need for treatmenl on an induslrial bosis.

(Dr. Konstat's 6/8/05 report, at p. l, lien claimant's Exhibit 5,)

Dr. Konstat also determined that applicant had suffered a psychological emotional injury as a

consequence of his industrial physical injuries in the form of Major Depressive Single Episode Disorder

and Posthaumatic Stress Disorder, (Id. atp. 17.) The report, an itemized statement for $2,990.00, and a

t All fuitfier statutory references are to the Labor Code, unless otherwise noted.

VERA, Jesus r!n
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lien document were served on defendant on June 8, 2005. @roof of Service, 6/8105,lien claimant's

Exhibit 6.)

The underlying claim settled by way of an Order Approving Compromise and Release on

June I l, 2012. An August 15,2014 itemized statement shows Ofticial Medical Fee Schedule charges of

$2,682.65, penalties of $402.40, and interest of $2,479.77 for a total amount due of $5,564.82. A lien

trial took place on September 5,2014. At that time, the parties stipulated that, while the right eye injury

was admitted, the psychiatic injury was disputed. (Minutes of Hearing and Summary of Evidence

(MOH/SOE), 9 I 5 I I 4, at p. 2:3 -6.)

An injwed employee is entitled to "medical-legal expenses" that are "reasonably, actually, and

necessarily incurred." (Lab. Code, g 4621.) A'tnedical-legal expense" is defined as "any costs and

expenses incurred by or on behalf of any party ,.. for X-rays, laboratory fees, or other diagnostic tests,

medical reports, medical records, medical testimony, and, as needd, interpreter's fees, for the purpose of

proving or disproving a contested claim." (Lab. Code, $ a620(a).)

In relevant part, section 4620 states that:

A contested claim exists when the employer knows or reasonably should know that
the employee is claiming entitlement to any benefit arising out of a slaimed industrial
injury and one of the following conditions exists:
(l) The employer rejects liability for a claimed benefit.
(2) The employer fails to accept liability for benefits after the expiration of a

reasonable period of time within which to decide if it will contest the claim.
(3) The employer fails to respond to a demand for payment of benefits after the

expiration of any time period fixed by statute for the payment of indemnity.
(Lab. Code, $ 4620(b).)

A defendant's liability for medical-legal expenses arises once it has notice or knowledge of the

claimed industrial injuty followed by a reasonable period of time to accept or deny the claim. (Lab.

Code, g a62l(a); Del Rio v. Quality Hardware (1993) 58 Cal.Comp.Cases 147 (Appeal Board en banc).)

In addition, section 4622 states, in pertinent part, that:

Except as provided in subdivision O), within 60 days after receipt by the employer of
each separate, written billing and report, and if payment is not made within this
period, that portion of &e billed sum then unreasonably unpaid shall be increased by
l0 percent, together with interest thereon at the rate of 7 percent per annum

rehoactive to the date of receipt of the bill and report by the employer. If the

VERA, Jesus ^lt1
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employer, within the 60-day period, contests the reasonableness and necessity for
incurring the fees, selices, and expenses using the explanation of review required by
Section 4603.3, payment shall be made within 20 days of the service of an order of
the appeals board or the administrative director pursuant to Section 4603.6 directing
payment.
(Lab. Code, $ 4622(a).)

In this case, defendant received notice from Dr. Nagelberg's March 17, 2005 report that applicant

had a possible psychological injury. That report was received by defendant on March 25,2005. There is

no evidence in the record that defendant objected to Dr. Nagelberg's March 17, 2005 report or that it

accepted or denied the psychological injury. At that point, defendant's liability for medical-legal

expenses arose. Moreover, while it is tue that Dr. Nagelberg initially refened applicant to Dr. Konstat

as a treatnent consultation, the evaluation was eventually set by applicant's afiorney and Dr. Konstat

clearly identified her evaluation as a medicalJegal evaluation in the title of her report, within the content

of her report, and in the itemized billing statement that was sent to defendant on June 8, 2005. The

reoord does not contain any objection by defendant pursuant to section 4622. Therefore, based on this

record, we find that applicant is entitled to reimburscment for Dr. Konstat's June 8, 2005 report and

related charges with penalties and interest.

Accordingly, for the reasons stated herein, we will grant reconsideration, rescind the WCJ's

decision, and substitute it with a new Findings and Award finding that applicant reasonably, actually and

necessarily incurred Dr. Konstat's medical-legal expenses and that Dr. Konstat is entitled to penalties and

interest pursuant to section 4622.
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For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED that Dr. Konstat's Petition for Reconsideration of the November 26, ZOl4

Findings and Order is GRANTED.

IT fS FURTHER ORDERED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Workers'

Compensation Appeals Board, that the November 26,2014 Findings and Ordei is RESCIITIDED and

SUBSTITUTED with a new Findings and Award, as provided below.

FINDINGS OF'FACT

1. APPLICANT JESUS VERA, bom on while employed
on November 5, 2001, as an installer at valencia, california, by Reliable Energy
concepts, whose workers' compensation insurance carrier was State
compensation Insurance Fund, sustained injury arising out of and occurring in
the course of employment to his right eye and claims injury to his psyche.

2. Applicant reasonably, actually and necessarily incurred litigation expenses in
the amount of $2,682.65, for examination and report by Elena Konstat, Ph.D.

3, Dr. Konstat is entitled to penalty and interest pursuant to Labor Code section
4622, in an amount to be adjusted by the parties, with jurisdiction reserved at the
trial level if there is any dispute.
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AWARI)

AWARD IS MADE in favor of JESUS VERA and against RELIABLE
ENERGY CONCEPTS, [NC.; STATE COMPENSATION INSURANCE
FUND, as follows:

a. Litigation expense in the amount of $2,682.65, payable to Elena Konstat,
Ph.D., whose lien is hereby allowed, plus penalties arid interest, in amounts to
be adjusted by the parties, with jurisdiction reserved at the trial level if there is
any dispute.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

I CONCUR,

. r. 'i, :g^ ..t 
-FRANK M. BRASS

DATED AND FILED AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

rEB r t tsrl

SERYICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON THE PERSONS LISTED BELOW
ADDRESSES SHOWN ON THE CURRENT OFFICIAL ADDRESS RECORD.

ELENA KONSTAT
STATE COMPENSATION INSURANCE FI,]NI)

PG/bgr
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Defendants,

We have considered the allegations of the Petition for Reconsideration and the contents of the

report of the workers' compensation adminishative law judge (WCJ) with respect thereto. Based on our

review of the record, and for the reasons stated in the WCJ's report, which we adopt and incorporate, we

will deny reconsideration.

We disagree with the WCJ's statement, "In this matter, without a properly (or otherwise)

designated doctor, any services rendered by this doctor would not be the responsibility of the defendant.',

This is not an accurate summary of the law. Nonetheless, petitioners failed to present substantial

evidence that the treattnent outlined in their exhibits was reasonable and necessary to cllle or relieve

applicant from the admitted injuries in this case. Petitioners failed to meet their burden of proof and, we

afiirm the WCJ.

IRMA MONROY,

Applicant,

vs.

GROMAN MORTUARIES, INC.; SOUTHERN
INlq!4ry_CE COMPANY, administered by
FIRSTCOMP,

Case No. ADJ797A704
(Los Angetes District Office)

ORDER DENYING
PETITION FOR

RECONSIDERATION

/t/
tt/
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For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED that the Petition for Reconsideration is DEMED.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

I CONCUR,

DEPUTY 
AililE scttt,trIz

CONCURRING, BUT NOT SIGNII{G

MARGIJERITE SWEENEY

DATED AND FILED AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

JUN I 5 ?olt

SERVICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON THE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

ADDRESSES SHOWN ON THE CURRENT OT'T'ICIAL ADDRESS RECORD.

THE BLUE LAW GROUP
STOCI(WELL, IIARRIS, WOOLVERTON & MUEIIL
HEALTHCARE FINANCE MAI{AGEMENT LLC
PHARMAFINANCE LLC
LANDMARK MEDICAL MANAGEMENT LLC

sH/sry Of-

ffi

MONROY.ITma ?e
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IRMA MONROY

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
ADIVTINISTRATTVE LAW JTIDGE :

DATE:

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Division of Workers' Compensation

Workers' Compensation Appeals Board

CASE NUMBER: ADJ7970704

GROMAN MORTUARY,

INC.; SOUTHERN

INSURANCE COMPANY

ADJUSTED BY FIRST

coMP, A DMSION OF

MARI(EL

CRAIG A. GLASS

2t4nl

I
INTRODUCTION

Applicant's Occupation

Applicant's Age

Date of Injury

Parts ofbody injured
(or allegedly injured)

Manner in which injuries
Occurred

Identity of Petitioner

Timeliness

Verification

Date of issuance of Order

Sales representative

59

2t4nt

Back, leg, left knee, hip, neck and left
shoulder.

Unknown

llggclaimant filed the Petition

The Petition was timely

Verification is attached to the Petition

4fi4n5

t0
Document ID : -288526? 993325993984
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PETITIONERS' CONTENTIOTS :

Petitioner Landmark Medical Management, LLC, on behalf of PharmaFinance, LLC and Healthcare

Finance Management, LLC, jointly file this timety and verified "Petition for Reconsideration,,

contending: (l) that the identity of the "treating doctor" is not relevant; and, (Z) that petitioner's

jointly provided sufficient information to prove "medical necessity" of treatment allegedly provided

to the applicant.

m

RELEVANT PROCEpUT\L ETSToRY

Irma Monroy, born 8/13/51, while employed on 2l4lll as a sales representative, throughout

California, sustained injury ari.rng out of and in the course of her employment to her back, leg, left

knee, hip, neck and left shoulder.

Defendant admitted injury to the applicant.

Applicant treated with various doctors and medical facilities.

PharmaFinance, LLC, filed its lien for goods and/or services allegedly provided to the applicant on

t2t23/12.

Healthcare Finance Managemen! LLC, filed its lien for goods and/or services allegedly provided to

the applicant on 12/261 12.

The case-in-chief settled by way of a "Compromise and Release" on 8/l /13.

An "order Approving compromise and Release" was issued by the court on Br}ll3,

Or
o r ADnglolot

Document ID : -2885267 993325993984
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On3/28l14,lien claimant Rahil Khan filed a "Declaration of Readiness" stating:

..WE, THE LIEN CLAIMANT, HAVE MADE GOOD FAITH
EFFORTS IN TRYING TO RESOLVE THE LIEN. AT THIS TIME
ASSISTANCE FROM THE BOARD MAY BE BENEFICIAL."

There was no objection to the "Declaration of Readiness".

The matter was set for a lien hearing (conference) on8129/14.

At the lien hearing (conferance) of 8129/14, the parties present including Petitioners and defendant,

completed a "Pre-Trial Conference Statement", Iisting exhibits to be offered,

Petitioner PharmaFinanc e, LLC, listed the following document:

"10) 4600 letter" (undated)

Petitioner Healthcare Finance Managernent, LLC, listed the following document:

"10) 4600 letter" (undated)

The matter was set for trial before the rurdersigned on l/27115.

At the trial of ll22ll5, the matter was adjourned for trial ot}ll2lll.

The matter proceeded to trial on2ll2ll5 and was tried.

Petitioners offered the following documents into evidence at trial:

TRMA MONROY ADJ797O7O4

?, DocumentlD:-2885267993325993984
uc



ON BEI{ATF OF PIIARMAFINANCE3

@:
8111 wlth supportlng documentatlon dated 12/6/7L.

LIEIr CIAfi.SlrI'S EXHfBIT 2

' 8i11 wlth supportlng documentation datbd L/12/12,

IiI4rI CTASTf,tT's EErBrr 3

8111 wlth supportlng docunentatlon dated 4/18/12.

LrE[ .qarlorlt3 EEBrsrr l:
BI1I yrlth supportlng docunentatl'on dated 6/19/L2.

Lrm CIrAItnfflS EfEfBrT 5.

B1I1 wlth supportlng documentatlon dated 9/12/t2.

LrEN CrArlllElrg ExnrBrl 5:

PR-2 ncdlcrl report! frotB Rahil l(han, U.D., dated,
cunulatlveLy, L],/LO/Lt, L2/13/71, L/24/12, 3/27 /L2,
5122/12, an.d 8/L4/t2.

LIEtrI CIAIIhIS{IS EIBTBI? ?:

' Not.lce of, Sale and Redlrect Pa5ment dated 2/L/L7'

ON BEIIAI,F OP ITEAITHCTRE TINIITCE MANAGEMEM:

rilEt Clartof,Irg ElErBrr 8:

Bllt wlth supportlng documentatton dated 6/79/L2'

I.IEN CIAII|ItrTTIS EIIBIEIT 9:

Notlce of Sale and Redlrect PayEeDt.

The following were the issues to be tried:

1. Llabillty f,or celf-procured med'fcaf treatlrant'

2. Llen of, PharmaElnance ln th€ anount of 91O'744'12'

3. tlen o! Healthcare.Flnance Management In the
aEount of s867.60.

4. Rcnconablcnear and neceas!.ty of, tlre a€rvicea'

. 5. Lack of authorizatlon and/or r'quest by a treat{ng
physlalan.

6. Dtspute a8 to the idantlty of the prlttary treatJ-ng
phy!lcl.an.

ADJ7970704IRMA MoNRoY 
33 Document rD:'2885267gg3325gg3g84



Defendant offered no exhibits at trial.

No party offered evidence of a letter designating applicant's "primary treating physician,, pursuant to
Califomia Labor Code, section 4603.2 (commonly referenced as the "4600 lettcr").

The Court issued its "Findings and Orders", disallowing the liens of Petitioners pharmaFinance,

LLC and Healthcare Finance Management,LLc, on 4/14/lS.

It is from these "Findings and Orders" dated 4ll4ll5 that Petitioners PharmaFinance, LLC and

Healthcare Finance Management, LLC, jointly fite their "Petition for Reconsideration',.

ry

DISCUSSION

Identitv of the "Primarv Treatine Phvslclan' (..4600 Letterr)

Petitioners .lssert that:

Thc corrt has fotmd tlnt' ab*eot rn acru, doigrnrion of Dr. xhan as thc llimary Trrating
Pflticlan (*PTl')' ttcrs h no indicstion tlut Dr. Khan ir rts PTp or rn auttorircd rtuting ptyicinn i1
this mattcr, [a pm-trial discussionr nith Patilioners'r'ptsrutsti\c. the Trisl Judgc (rtrc Hononoutc CruiJ
A' Glsss) iodiqrtcd to Pcritioncrs' rsprescntrtivc thst in dsr to prrvail. pctitionc* would hovs rr
prulucc r hOs dcsign*ting Dr. Khnn rs the pTp. Ho*evcr. Califomir Strre bw rllorrs frr crn

pliysisisn ro bc .prninrerr, eirher b;'rhe Appricanr or Enproycr 1as prcscribcd by h,") ro bo fimarit}
rcspotriblc ftrr managing the msdical care of an injulcd rvs*cr (c.1. t b. codc g4600 cl sca, Tidc

lcR $9795)' \lttire h is comrnon $st ur Applicanr ntry elecr a prp in ttn form of r dcsigrradrn l*r

(colloquiully tnotr alt',{6(X} lcttcr*}. nowhoc in rhc lan,dtrc,s it rcquire fhls qqroinrmeof to te mrUc irl

rvriting". (See "Petition for Reconsideration", page 2,line z2through page 3, Iine 2. The court

notes that the Petition is not paginated).

Document ID : -2 8 8526 r rPr:ltTrytiri
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California labor Codo, section 4603.2 states:

(a) (1) Upon selecting a physician pursuant to Section 4600, the employee
or physician shall notify the employer of the name and address, inctuding the
name of the medical Broup, if applicable, of the physician. The physician
shall submit a report to the employer within five working days from the date
of the initial examination, as required by Section 6,409, and shall submit
periodic reports at intervals that may be prescribed by rules and regulations
adopted by the rdministrative director.
(2) Ifthe employer objects to the employee's selection of the physician on the
grounds that the physician is not within the medical provider network used by the
ernployer, and there is a final detern:ination that the employee was entitled to
select the physician pursuant to Section 4600, the employee shall be entitled to
continue treatment with that physician at the employey's expense in accordance
with this division, notwithstanding Section 4616.2. The employer shall be
required to pay from the date of the initial examination if the physician's report
was submitted within five working days of the initial examination. If the
physician's report was zubmitted more than five working days after the initial
examination, the employer and the employee shall not be required to pay for any
services prior to the date the physician's report was submifted.
(3) If the employer objects to the enrployee's selection of the physician on the
grcunds that the physician is not within the medical provider network used by the
employer, and there is a final determination that the errployee was not entitled to
select a physician outside of the medical provider network, the employer shall
have no liability for keatment pro$ded by or at the direction of that physician or
for any consequonces of the treatnent obtained outside the network.
(b) (l) Any provider of sen'ices provided pursurnt to Section 4600, includingo
but not limited to, physicians, hospitals, pharmacles, interpreters, copy
services, transportation selices, and home health care services, shall submit
its request for payment with rn itemization of services provided and the
charge for eech serdce, a copy of all reports showing the senices performed,
the prescription or referral from the prlmary treating physicien if the
services were performed by r persoB other than the primary heating
physician, and any evidence of authorization for the services that may have
been received. Nothing in this section shall prohibit an employer, insurer, or
third-party claims administrator from establishing through written
agreement, an alternative manuat or electronic request for payment with
providers for seMces provlded pursuant to Section 4600.
(A) Notwithstanding the requirements of this paragraph, a copy of the prescription
shall not be required with a request for payment for pharmacy services, unless the
provider of services has entered into a written agree,rnenq as provided in this
paragraph, that requires a copy of a prescription for a pharmacy service.
(B) Notwithstanding timely billing and paymeut nrles established by the Division
of Workers' Compensafion, any entity submitting a pharmacy bill for payment, on
or after January l, 2013, and denied payment for not including a copy of the

4D17970704
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prescription from the treating physician may resubmit those bills for payment
until March 31,2014.
(c) Nothing in this section shall preclude an onproyer, insurer, pharmacy benefits
manager, or third-party claims adminishator from requesting a copy of the
qrescription during a review of any records ofprescription drugs that were
dispensed by a pharmacy.
(2) Except as provided in subdivision (d) of section 4603.4, or under contracts
authorized under section 5307.1 l, payment for medical treatment provided or
prescribed by the treating physician selected by the employee or designated by the
employer shall be made at reasonable maximum amounts in the oflicial medical
fee schedule, pursuant to section 5307.1, in effect on the date ofservice.
Payments shall be made by the employer with an explanation of review pursuant
to Section 46a33 within 45 days after receipt of each separate, itemization of
medical services provided, togelher with any required reports and any written
authorization for services that may have been received by the physician. If the
itemization or a portion thereof is contested, denied, or considered incomplete, the
physician shall be notified, in the explanation of review, that the itemization is
contested, denied, or considered incomplete, within 30 days after receipt of the
itemization by the employer. An explanation of review that states an itemization
is incomplete shall also state all additional information required to make a
decision. Any properly documented list of services provided and not paid at the
rates then in effect under Section 5307.1 within the 45-day period shall be paid at
the rates then in effect and increased by 15 percent, together with interest at the
same rate as judgments in civil actions refioactive to the date of receipt of the
itemization, untess the employer does both of the following:
(A) Pays the provider at the rates in effect within the 45-day period.
(B) Advises, in an explanation of review pursuant to Section 4603.3, the
physician, or another provider of the items being contested, the reasons for
contesting these items, and the remedies available to the physician or the other
provider if he or she disagrees. In the case of an itemization that includes services
provided by a hospial, oupatient surgery center, or independent diagnostic
facility, advice that a request has been made for an audit of the itemization shall
satisfu the requirements of this paragraph. An employe/s liability to a physician
or another provider under this section for delayed payments shall not affect its
liability to an employee under scction 5814 or any other provision of this
division.
(3) Notwittrstanding paragraph (l), if the employer is a governmental entity,
payment for medical treatment provided or prescribed by the treating physician
selected by the ernployee or designated by the ernployer shall be made within 60
days after receipt of each separate itemization, together with any required reports
and any written authorization for services that may have been received by the
physician.
(4) Duplicate submissions of medical seryices iternizations, for which an
explanation of review was previously provided, shall require no further or
additional notification or objection by the employer to the medical provider and
shall not subject the employlr to anyadditional ienalties or interest pursuant to

36
4Dt7970704
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this section for failing to respond to the duplicate submission. This paragraph
shall apply only to duplicate submissions and does not apply to any other
penalties or interest that may be applicable to the original submission.
(c) Any interest or increase in compensation paid by an insurer pursuant to this
section shall be teated in the same manner as an increase in compensation under
subdivision (d) of Section 4650 for the purposes of any classification of risks and
premium rates, and any system of merit rating approved or issued pursuant to
Article 2 (commencing with Section 11730) of Chapter 3 of Part 3 of Division 2
of the Insurance Code.
(d) (l) Whenever an onployer or insurer employs an individual or contracts with
an entity to conduct a review of an itemization submitted by a physician or
medical provider, the employer or insurer shall make available to that individual
or entity all documentation submitted together with that itemization by the
physician or medical provider. When an individual or entity conducting an
iternization review determines that additional information or documentation is
necessary to review the itemization, the individual or entity shall contact the
claims administrator or insurer to obtain the necessary information or
documentation that was submitted by the phpician or medical provider pursuant
to subdivision (b).
(2) An individual or entity rwiewing an itemization of service zubmitted by a
physician or medical provider shall not alter the procedure codes listed or
recommend reduction of the amount of the payment unless the documentation
submitted by the physician or medical provider with the itemization of service has
been reviewed by that individual or entity. If the reviewer does not recommend
payment for services as itemized by the physician or medical provider, the
explanation of review shall provide the physician or medical provider with a
specific explanation as to why the reviewer altered the procedure code or changed
other parts of the itemization and the specific deficiency in the iteraization or
documentation that caused the reviewer to conclude that the altered procdure
code or amount recommended for payment more accurately represents the service
performed.
(e) (1) If the provider disputes the amount paid, the provider may request a second
review within 90 days of service of the explanation of review or an order of the
appeals board resolving the threshold issue as stated in the explanation ofreview
pursuant to paragraph (5) of subdivision (a) of Section 4603 .3. The request for a

second review shall be submitted to the employer on a form prescribcd by the
administrative director and shall include all of the following:
(A) The date of the explanation of review and the claim number or other unique
identifuing numberprovided on the explanation of review.
(B) The item and amount in dispute.
(C) The additional payment requested and the reason therefor.
(D) The additional information provided in response to a request in the first
explanation of review or any other additional information provided in support of
the additional payment requested.

ADJ7970704
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(2) If the only dispute is the amount of payment and the provider does not request
a second review within 90 days, the bill shall be doemed satisfied and neitherthe
ernployer nor the anployee shall be liable for any further payment.
(3) Within 14 days of a request for second review, the employer shall respond
with a final written determination on each ofthe items or amounts in dispute.
Payment of any balance not in dispute shall be made within 2l days of roceipt of
the request for second review. This time limit may be extended by mutual written
agreement.
(4) If the provider contests the amount paid, after receipt of the second review, the
provider shall request an independent bill review as provided for in Section
4603.6.
(f) Except as provided in paragraph (4) of suMivision (e), the appeals board shall
have jurisdiction over disputes arising out of this subdivision pursuant to Section
5304.

Petitioners could not provide evidence of compliance with California Labor Code, section 4603.2 as

to any section of this Labor Code.

The identity of the legally designated "treating physician" was at issue at trial. As to this issue.

Petitioners, and each of them, had the "burden of proof'.

Petitioners assert that merely indicating that a particular doctor is heating the applicant will require

the defendant and the Court to recognize that doctor to be the "legally treating doctor" per the

Califomia Labor Code. This appears to be an incorrect analysis.

In this matter, without a properly (or otherwise) designated treating doctor, any serrrices rendered by

this doctor would not be the responsibility of the defendant.

As to the evidence offere4 there is no evidence offered by either Petitioner of proper requests for

authorization of services/goods/equipment. Should it be determinod that merely feating the

applicant is sufficient to be the treating physician, proper requests for authorization of
goods/services/treafinent is required. Petitioners, and each of them, failed to meet their burden of
proof as to this issue.

ts
4DJ7970704
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RECOMMENDATION

For the reasons stated above, it is respectfully submitted that the "Petition for Reconsideration"

jointly filed by lien claimants PharmaFinance, LLC and Healthcare Finance Management, LLC

Foundation Medical Group, should be denied.

DATE: 5t8/15

CRAIG A. GLASS
WORKERSI COMPENSATION

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

SERWCE:
BLL.IE LAW RANCHO CUCAMONGA, US Mail
HEALTHCARE FINANCE RANCHO CUCAMONGA, US MaiI
LANDMARK MEDICAL RANCHO CUCAMONGA, US MaiI
MARKEL SERVICES OMAHA, US Mail
PHARMAFINANCE ALTA LOMA, US MaiI
STOCKWELL HARRIS LOS ANGELES, US Mail
Served on above pa(ies by derr€d method of service shown
abow at addresses shown on attached Proofof Sewice:
ON: 5l8DOl5

ur,*@
Jill Contreras

ADJ7970704
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS [}OARI}

STATE OF CALIT'ORI\'IA

JOHN BEYINGTON,

4pplicant,

vs.

COUNTY OF MARIPOSA, permissibly
self-insured, adminirtered by TRISTAR RISK
MANAGEMENT,

Case Nos. ADJ89940ts
N)J8994016
(Fresno District Office)

OPINION Ai\D ORDER
GRANTING PETITION TOR

RECONSIDERATION
AND DECISION AFTER
RECONSIDERATION

Defendants.

Defendant filed a Petition for Reconsideration of the Joint Findings of Fact, Award, Orders and

Opinion on Decision and Order to Show Cause (F&A) issued on January 14, 2016, by the workers'

compensation administative law judge (WCD, which found, in pertinent part, that applicant sustained

injury to his psyche as a compensable consequence of multiple orthopedic injuries, that applicant

suffered 27%opermaaent disability as a result of his cumulative trauma injury through Apil25,2013,

and applicant suffered l0% permanent disability for his specific injury of October 17,2012, and that

applicant was entitled to a $6,000 supplemental job displacement voucher for each injury.

Defendant contends that the WCJ failed to rule on the admissibility of the deposition of Myron

Nathan, M.D., taken on March 6, 2015, improperly increased applicant's permanent disability award to

include the rating for psychological injury in violation of Labor Codet section a660.1(cXl), improperly

awarded applicant a supplemental job displacement voucher in the amount of $6,000.00 for the specific

injury of October 17, 2012, erred in calculating the value of applicant's permanent disability award for

the purpose of calculating attorney's fees, and erred in finding industial psychiatic injury and frrture

psychiatric medical treatment because such findings are not supported by substantial medical evidence.

30

I All future references are to the Labor Code unless noted.
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We have not received an answer from applicant.

Petition for Reconsideration (Repo$ from the WCJ

We received a. Report and Recommendation or

recomnrending that defendant,s petition for

Reconsideration be denied.

We have considered the allegations of the Petition for Reconsideration and the WCJ,s Report,

Based on our review of the record and for the reasons discussed below, .we will grant defendant,s petition

for Reconsideration and as our Decision After Reconsideration, we \rrill affi16 the January 14,2016

F&A, except that we will amend the F&A to defer the issues of permanent disability, supplemental job

displacement voucher, and attorney's fees, and retum this matter to the trial level for furttrer proceedings

consistent with this opinion. @indings of Fact 4, 5, 8, and 9 and Award (c), (e), and (0.)

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUI\ID

Applicant, while working as a mechanic, suffered two industrial injuries as a result of both a

specific injury and subsequent cumulative trauma to applicant's right knee, with compensable

consequence injuries to applicant's low back and psyche. Applicant was seen by agreed medical

evaluators (AME) in orthopedics and psychiatry. The orthopedic AME commented upon the mechanism

of applicant's two fnjuries as follows:

The mechanism.of injt ty ,fot.Qe October I 7,20.12 injury was a squatting
tJrnq in;qy to the patient's right knee. The patient stat6s that he'was at
work an{ yas performing a 

-deep 
squat with both Lnees thii;d-;;

pu4ng air intg the tire of a utility tuit. ttre patient states thaias hi stood
Pp frog th9 deep squat he felt d sudden onsit of severe p.i, i" tigigtt
knee. He states that he was able to ambulate on.the.r$htiJwei;;hrrftt
with a limp, He states that he completed hig yo$.shift=that day *ith fi;lin the righj.\ree. H^e stgtes -t.t-li.npgrted the -rnjryy to nis-Jmpio-yo on
the date of lnjulvr october 17 , 2012. He states thdt h; was nrsitiei, Ui i
doitor folt{1.t$W "the next.duy." The patient states that the inciaint,
October 17, 2012, was witnessed.

The.patient states that wilh rgear{l tg^qe.cumulative tauma injuiy to
April.25, 2_0-t!,, aft9r the october 17,2012 injury he was onwlil intii
March of 2013, when he returned back to w6rk in u ..grt* dutv wo*
status. He states that he worked for approximately 45 iays *it[ ro111"
increa-sl1g^{scqr'-nfort in the right kilie. The pbtient iiat J-tiat on
April 15,-2013, his increasing knee pain made it difficult for tim to
perfonn his customary job duties and so he reported his right kn; pai;
condition -to lrls employer again. He states thai he *as srrit Uact to tfre
doctor at that time.

With regards to his right-sided low back pain symptoms, the patient denies
any history of acute or specific tauma ta his iow back. He 3tates that nis

J1"
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low back was well until June or July of 1913, w.here he developed an
insidious onset of right-sided low back pain, The patient states that btcause
he was limping on- his right knee from the right knee injury, this was
putting stess on the right side of his low back. The patient stites that he
has had some persistent right-sided low back paiu since that time.

(Exhibit 2, Report of Jeffiey Lundeen, M.D., December ll,2}l4,p. 13.)

Dr. Lundeen opined on orthopedic causation as follows:

Based upon the history as provided by the patient, the review of available
medical records, and the performance of a thorough physical examination,
it is my opinion, within reasonable ma{ical probabilit5r, that this patient's
right kiree pain condition is the result of the inju.y involved in this claim,
October 17,2012.

It is my opinion, within reasonable medical pro!{!!ty,- t}rat the cumulative
taumd inj*y involved in this claim to April 25, 2C.13, caused some
permaneni aggravation to this patient's right knee pain condition.

(Id. at p. 13.)

Dr. Lundeen did not feel that applicant was capable of returning to his usual and customary

employment . (Id. atp. 16,) Dr. Lundeen provided permanent work restrictions as follows: "This patient

should avoid repetitive squatting, kneeling, crouching, and crawling. The patient should also avoid

repetitive climbing activities." (Ibid.)

Applicant was evaluated by the psychiatic AME, Myron Nathan, M.D. Dr. Nathan issued his

first report on June 24,2014, which found that applicant suffered a psychological disorder that was a

result of applicant's inability to work, (Exhibit 3, Report of Myron Nathan, M.D,, June 24, 2014, p. 27 .)

Dr. Nathan opined:

If what the applicant states is accurate; his work preclusion of not lifting
more than nvehty-five pounds is going to prevent him from retuming to
work in the futurb as a heavy equipment mechanic. This has been and will
continue to be derimental to thc applicant's emotional functioning, and
especially as long as he remains out of work. If the applicant was able to
return bick to work at modified work activities and he was able to
continue to perform those modified work activitieg,, then I would expect an
improvemerit in the applicant's emotional state, The longer the applicant
remains out of work, and it has been over a year, the worse he is going to
feel from an emotional standpoint.

(rbid.)

ttt
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Dr. Nathan further opined that applicant's psychological complaints were not connected to pain

from his orthopedic injury as follows: "In regard to the applicant's physical complaints,I would defer to

the appropriate specialists. I find no indication this applicant has an Axis I pain Disorder.,, (Ibid.)

In addressing apportionment of applicant's psychological injury, Dr. Nathan opined:

One hundred percent of the applicant's permanent disabiliry would be
secondary to industrial causation. As to whether $e applicanl's disabilify
was due to the specific rqjury or a period of continuotri tauma. I wouli
defer the issue of Benson to an orthopedic surgeon. Ffowever, returning
back to rrork pay !g4ly resolve. the applicant's permanent didbiliry, bui
as months go by with his remaining out of work, the applicant's aisriSitity
may increase.

(Id. atp,29.)

DISCUSSION

I.

The WCJ and the Appeals Board have a duty to furttrer develop the record where ttere is

insufficient medical evidence on an issue. (McClune v. lllorkers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (lggS) 62

Cal.App.4th lll7, 112l-1122 [63 Cal.Comp.Cases 261).) The Appeals Board has a constitutional

mandate to "ensure substantial justice in all cases." (Krylcendall v. Worlrers' Comp. Appeals Bd. !OOO)

79 Cal.App.4th 396, 403 [65 Cal.Comp.Cases 264].) The Board may not leave matters undeveloped

where it is clear that additional discovery is needed, (Id. at p.404.) The preferred procedure is to allow

supplementation of the medical record by the physicians who have already teported in the case.

(McDtfiie v. Los'Angeles County Metropolitan Tlansit Authority (2003) 67 Cal.Comp.Ca.ses I38

(Appeals Board en banc).)

When two industial injuries combine to cause permanent disability, the pennanent disability

caused by each must be separately awarded, unless the evaluating physician cannot parcel out, with

reasonable medioal probability, the approximate percentages to which each distinct industrial injury

causally contributed to the employee's overall permanent disability. (Benson v. The Permanente t{edical

Group QO07),72 Cal.Comp.Cases 1620 (Appeals Board en banc), affrrmed sub nom. Benson v.

Worlrers'Comp. Appeals Bd. Q009),170 Cal.App.4th 1535 [74 Cal.Comp.Cases 113].) Apportionment

of permanent disability must address causation of disability and must constitute substantial evidence,

,'] r)JJBEVINGTON, John
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(Escobedo v. Marshalls (2005) 70 Cal.Comp.Cases 604, 611, 620-621 (Appeals Board en banc).) To

constitute substantial evidence ". . , a medical opinion must be framed in terms of reasonable medical

probability, it must not be speculative, it must be based on pertinent facts and on an adequatc

examination and history, and it must set forth reasoning in support of its conclusions.,' (Id, at62l.)

It is the responsibility of each medical evaluator to determine apportionment for the body parts ot

body systems within his or her area of expertise. Where a sequela is caused by ttre combined effects of

multiple orthopedic injuries, each individual doctor must independently determine whether

apportionment from the orthopedic injuries carries over to the sequela. If apportionment is found, the

doctor must provide an independent and substantial opinion. Doctors cannot simply minor the

apportionment opinions of other doctors in a case without providing independent justification for their

opinion. To do so fails to meet the rcquirements of substantial evidence. (Escobedo v, Morshalls (2005)

70 Cal.Comp.Cases 604, 620-621 (Appeals Board en banc opinion) and E.L, Yeager Construction v,

l4/orlrers' Comp. Appeals Bd, (Gatten) (2006) 145 Cal.App.4th922,g28 Ul Cal.Comp.Cases 16871.) In

some cases apportionment may minor; in other cases it may differ; in some cases the doctor may find no

apportionment or that the disability is inextricably interturined between the dates of injury such that

apportionment cannot be stated with reasonable medical probability. However, the apportionment

opinion of each doctor must be an independent judgment and must meet the requirements of substantial

medical evidence.

In this case applicant alleges a psychiatric'injury as a compensable consequence of multiple

orthopedic injuries. Apportionment of applicant's psychiatric injury between the specific injury in20l2

and the cumulative tauma iojtty in 2013 is unclear on the record before us. The question of

apportionment is significant due to the change in law between 2012 and 2013 regarding psychiatric

compensable consequence injuries. (Compare $ 4660, with $ a660,1(c).)

Substantial medical evidence appears to establish that applicant's psychological injury is caused

by applicant's inability to work and the resulting consequences thereof. Howevet, no medical evidence

exists to determine what portion of applicant's work restrictions are caused by the specific injury versus

the cumulative trauma injury, or potentially the inextricable intertrryining of both injuries.

t1BEVINGTON, John
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On return, the orthopedic AME needs to address whether applicant's orthopedic work restictions

are apportionable as between applicant's specific and cumulative orthopedic injuries and if so, to what

percent. If applicant's orthopedic work restrictions are not apportionable, the AME needs to explain why

the work restrictions are inexticably intertwined. The psychiatric AME then needs to review the

orttropedic AME's opinion on work restictions and independently opine on psychiatric apportionmcnt.

Should the AMEs find that applicant suffered psychological pernranent disability as a result of

applicant's 2013 cumulative trauma injury, the WCJ will need to determine whether applicant's

underlying injury was either catas8ophic or the result of a violent act. (g 4660.1.)

As we are deferring the issue of permanent disability and because the value of attorney's fees and

applicant's voucher for the 2012 date of injury is determined by his leve1. s;p,ennanent disability, we will

also defer. the issues of supplemental job displacement vouchers and attomey's fees pending a final

determination of appl icant' s pemaanent disability level.

We note that the WCJ made no decision on whether to admit applicant's withdrawn Exhibit 7, the

deposition of Dr. Nathan, which was marked at tial as defendant's Exhibit A. When this matter is

resubmitted after development of the record, the issue of the admissibility of Exhibit A can be decided by

the WCJ.

Accordingly, we grant defendant's Petition for Reconsideration and as our Decision After

Reconsideration, we affirm the January 14,2016 F&A, except that we anrend the F&A to defer the issues

of pcrmanent disability, supplemental job displacement voucher, and attorney's fees, and rctum this

matter to the trial level for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

For the foregoing rquons,

IT IS ORDERED that defendant's Petition for Reconsideration of the Joint Findings of Fact,

Award, Orders and Opinion on Decision and Order to Show Cause issued on January 14,2016, by the

workers' compensation administrative law judge is GRANTED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Workers'

Compensation Appeals Board, the Joint Findings of Fact, Award, Orders and Opinion on Decision and

Order to Show Cause (F&A) issued on January 14,2016, by the workers' compensation administative

BEVINGTON, John l5
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Iaw judge is AF'FIRMED, except that Findings of Fact 4, 5, 8, and 9 and Award (c), (e), and (f are

AMENDED as follows:

FTNpINGS OF FACT

4. ' The issue of permanent disability is deferred.

5. The issue of permanent disability is defened.

8. The issue of supplemental job displacement voucher(s) is defened.

9. The issue of attomey's fees is defened,

AWARI)

(c) The issue of permanent disability is defened.

(e) The issue of supplemental job displacement voucher(s) is defened.

(D The issue of attomey's fees is defened.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this matter is RETURNED to the trial level for further

proceedings consistent with this decision,

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

I CONCU&

H, RAZO

CONCURRING, BUT NOT S]GNING

FI?ANK M. BRASS

DATED AND trILED AT SAN TRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

tlAR 2 I 201$

SERVICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON THE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT TIIEIR
ADDRESSES SHOWI\ ON TIIE CURRENT OFT'ICIAL ADDRESS RECORD.

tr'LOYD, SKEREN AND KELLY
JOIIN BEVINGTON
LAW OFrICES OF JAMES MCCALLION

EDL:mm
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State of California, Division of Workers' Compensation
REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION

DWC Form RFA

Attach the Doctor's First Report of Occupational tnjury or lllness, Form DLSR 5021, a Treating Physician's
Progress Report, DWC Form PR-2, or equivalent narrative report substantiating the requested treatment.

Lff
New Request f Resubmission - Change in Material Facts
Expedited Review: Check box if employee faces an imminent and serious threat to his or her health
Check box if request is a written confirmation of a prior oral request.

Name (Last, First, Middle):

Date of lnjury (MM/DD/YYW): Date of Birth (MM/DDA/YYY):

Claim Number: Employer:

RoC uesti n g,P hysleffi ,,,l6fo,rrn atlDn,
Name:

Practice Name: Contact Name:

Address: Citv: I State:

Zip Code: I Phone: Fax Number:

Specialty: NPI Number:

E-mailAddress:

Glaims Administrator lnformation
Company Name: Contact Name:

Address: City: I State:

Zip Code: I Phone: Fax Number:

E-mailAddress:

Requested,Trealment{see,linstiu0tions fOr g-uidancei,attaGhed..Cdditi6nal.pag;Cs,::.jf necessary)
List each specific requested medical services, goods, or items in the below space or indicate the specific page number(s)
of the attached medical report on which the requested treatment can be found. Up to five (5) procedures may be entered;
list additional requests on a separate sheet if the soace below is insufficient.

Diagnosis
(Required)

ICD-Code
(Required)

Service/Good Requested
(Required)

CPT/HCPCS
Code (lf known)

Other lnformation:
(Frequency, Duration

Quantity, etc.)

Requesting Physician Signature: Date:

G Ialms Ad mi n istrator/Uti I ization Review Organ ization (U RO) Res ponse

Lf
Approved ! Denied or Modified (See separate decision letter) [ Delay (See separate notiflcation of delay)
Requested treatment has been previously denied f, t-iaOitity for treatment is disputed (See separate letter)

Authorization Number (if assigned): Date:

Authorized Agent Name: Signature:
Phone: I Fax Number: E-mailAddress:
Comments:

DWC Form RFA (Effective 2/2014)

JS
Page 1



lnstructions for Request for Authorization Form

Warning: Private healthcare information is contained in the Request for Authorization for Medical
Treatment, DWC Form RFA. The form can only go to other treating providers and to the claims
administrator.

Overview: The Request for Authorization for Medical Treatment (DWC Form RFA) is required for the employee's treating
physician to initiate the utilization review process required by Labor Code section 4610. A Doctor's First Report of
Occupational lnjuryorlllness, Form DLSR 5021,aTreating Physician's ProgressReport, DWC Form PR-2, orequivalent
narrative report substantiating the requested treatment must be attached. The DWC Form RFA is not a separately
reimbursable report under the Official Medical Fee Schedule, found at California Code of Regulations, title 8, section
9789.1 0 et seq.

Checkboxes: Check the appropriate box at the top of the form. lndicate whether:

. This is a new treatment request for the employee or the resubmission of a previously denied request based on a
change in material facts regarding the employee's condition. A resubmission is appropriate if the facts that
provided the basis for the initial utilization review decision have subsequently changed such that the decision is
no longer applicable to the employee's current condition. lnclude documentation supporting your claim.

. Review should be expedited based on an imminent and serious threat to the employee's health. A request for
expedited review must be supported by documentation substantiating the employee's condition.

r The request is a written confirmation of an earlier oral request.

Routing lnformation: This form can be mailed, faxed, or e-mailed to the address, fax number, or e-mail address
designated by the claims administrator for this purpose. The requesting physician must complete all identifying information
regarding the employee, the claims administrator, and the physician.

Requested Treatment: The DWC Form RFA must contain all the information needed to substantiate the request for
authorization. lf the request is to continue a treatment plan or therapy, please attach documentation indicating progress, if
applicable.

o List the diagnosis (required), the ICD Code (required), the specific service/good requested (required), and
applicable CPT/HCPCS code (if known).

r lnclude, as necessary, the frequency, duration, quantity, etc. Reference to specific guidelines used to support
treatment should also be included.

. For requested treatment that is: (a) inconsistent with the Medical Treatment Utilization Schedule (MTUS) found at
California Code of Regulations, title 8, section 9792.20, et seq.; or (b) for a condition or injury not addressed by
the MTUS, you may include scientifically based evidence published in peer-reviewed, nationally recognized
journals that recommend the specific medical treatment or diagnostic services to justify your request.

Requesting Physician Signature: Signature/Date line is located under the requested treatment box. A signature by the
treating physician is mandatory.

Claims Administrator/URO Response: Upon receipt of the DWC Form RFA, a claims administrator must respond within
the timeframes and in the manner set forth in Labor Code section 4610 and California Code of Regulations, title 8, section
9792.9.1. To communicate its approval on requested treatment, the claims administrator may complete the lower portion
of the DWC Form RFA and fax it back to the requesting provider. (Use of the DWC Form RFA is optional when
communicating approvals of treatment; a claims administrator may utilize other means of written notification.) lf multiple
treatments are requested, indicate in comments section if any individual request is being denied or referred to utilization
review.

DWC Form RFA (Effective 2/2014)
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diructor shall srbmit thc disprtato thc original bill review orgaoization for revicw by a diffcrent rwi*'fi withitr thc

oganizatioa. ts 1e 6vant shall thc appcals board or any highcr court makc s daenniuation of ultimae &ct clotsry to
drc &tcrmioatioo of thc bill rcvicw o'rganizatidl.

(h) Grce thc tdcpcndcot bill rcviewer has madc a determination regarding additional smoutts o be paid to the

mcdical providcr, thc cmploycr shall pay thc additiond amounb pa thc tincly Ps,4ncnt reguircmcnB set forth in

Sectioos 4603.2 and,1603.4.

Added Stats 2012 ch 363 0 39(sB 863), cffcctivcJarnrary l' 2013.
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NOTES:

Edltor'r Noter

For lcgislative findings and dcclorations, urd applicability of SEts 2012 eh 363, see the 201 2 Note und€r Id, C $
3700.1.

Colhtcnl Referencer:

Hwna Cd Entp Inj & Yorkerst Conp. 2d (Reu) Si 5.02 [2] [d] , 22.05 [3] .

Hcrlich Cal Workers'Corp Handbook $ 4.19.

Hlcrercby Noter:

DiY. 4, Pt. 2 lfote

Div.4, Pt 2, Clr. 2 Note

Div.4, Pt 2,4\2, Art 2 Notc
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TITLE t. II{DUSTRIAL RELATIONS
DMSION I. DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRI.AL REIJTIONS
CHAPTER 4.5. DTVISION OF WORKERS COMPENSATION

SUBCI{APTER 2. WORKERS'COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD.RULES AND PRACTICE PROCEDURE
ARTICLE 5. PLEADINGS AND FOR.MS

PETITIONS

8 CCR l045r.t (2014)

$ 1045t.1. Detsnrination of Mcdical-kgal Expense Disputcs

(a) Thc following pocc&rcs drall be rrilized for the dctermination of mcdical-tegal cxperue disputes.

(b) F* prposes of this scction:

(l) raedical-legal cxpcrse' shall mean &ry cost or experurc incuned by or on bchalfof any party for the purpoec of
poving or disproving a contcsted clain, including but not limitcd O:

(A) goods or scrvices exp,ressly specifiedby Labor Code section a620(a);

(B) scrviccs rcndered by a nornrdical cxpcrt wihcss;

(C) sewices rcndcrcd by a ccrtificd intcrpreter during a medical-legal cxamiration; rnd

(D) all coets or expenses for copying ard related serviccs.

(2) medical-legd povidcr' shall mcan 8ny person or cmity that sceks paymcnt for or rcimburscmcil of s
mcdicrt-lcpl cxpensc, othqr thao rn emplorcc, a depcn&nt, or the atromey or oon-sttorncy nprcscntative of an

employcc or depcndcnt who directly paid for medical-legal goods or scrviccs.

(c) Medical-Lcal Expcrsc Disputcs Not Subjcct to Indcpcndeal Bill Rcvisl

( I ) Wtrcrc applhable, indcpcndent bill revicw (IBR) applics solcly to disputcs dircctly rclatcd to thc smount
payable to r medical-lcgal providcr unda an official fee schedule in efrcct on the date thc ucdical-legal goods or
scrviccs wcre providcd. Othcr mcdical-legal erpense disputes bctrreco a dcfen,lant and a mcdical-lqal providcr arc
non-IBR disputes, Such nqr-lBR disputcs shall incluclc, but atE not linited to:

(A) any threshold issue that would cntircly dcfcat a mcdical-lcgal cxpcns€ claim (c.g., employmcnt, statutc of

't4
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limitations, irsutznce cwozge, personal or subject rnancr jurMictim), holever, for purposcs of this scctiorL a
threshold issue' shall not ioclude a dispute over whcthcr thc cmployee sustained indusrial in1'ury or iujury to a
paticular body part;

(B) whcther thc claimed medica.l-legal cxpeme nns ircurred for the Frpose of proving or disproving a coutested
claim;

(C) whether the claimed mcdicd-lcgal cxpcusc rras reasonably, actually, aod necosarily iosurro(

(D) an assettion by the nrdical-legal providcr that thc dcfendant has waived aoy objection m thc arnqrot ofttr bitl
becarsc thc &feodaat allcgodly fsild to corryly with thc rslevaDt rcquirem€ns, timclinqs, rod procedures scr f6th in
Labor Code sectioru 4622,1603.3, sd 1603.6 anddrrerclated Rulcs ofthe Adrninisrative Drector;

(E) an asscrtion by thc defendant that the mcdical-lcgal prwider has waived any chim to furthcr paynrcnt becausc
the prwi&r allcgcdly failed to corryly with thc relenant reguiremcats, timclioes, aod proccdurs sct forth ia Labor
Cde sectiow 1622 ail1603.6 and thc related Rules of thc Admioistrativc Dirccton;

(F) an asscrtion by the dcfendaut thst an interprctcr who rcndered scwices at a mcdical-legal examination did not
meet the criteria cstablisl*dby labr Code sections 1620(d) ad 1El I(b)(2) and thc Rulcs of the Administrativc
Director, as applicable; rod

(G) an asscrtioo by the dcfcodant that an intcrpretcr was trot rcasonably rcquircd at a nrdical-lcgal cxaminatioo
becaue the enrployce pmfcicntly speaks aod uadcrstands thc Euglish lauguage.

(2) Pctition forDcterminatio ofNon-IBRMedical-Legat Dispute Filcd by a Defqndaot

(A) A dcfendaot shall concurrcutly 6lc both a Paitim for Detsrmin tion of Non-IBR Mcdical-Legal Dspttc" and

a declaratioo of rcadiness (DOR) if:

(i) thc dcfcodant has denicd atl or a portim of a prwider's billiog for medical-lcAl ergensq uodcr Labr Code

section 1620 et scq. fo any rcason odrcr thao the .mount to bc paid plrsurnt to thc fec schcdulc io cffcct on t]rc date thc

mcdicalJeg3l goods or services were providq{ aod

(ii) the medical-legrl provider has objccted to this deoial or partial denial withio 90 days ofthe defendaut's senricc

ofits explanation ofreview on thc provida.

(B) The dcfcndant's pctitioo and DOR shall be 6led withiu 60 days ofthe provide/s scrvicc ofthe objection m thc

dcfendaot. A copy ofthe providet's objection and its proofofscrvice shrll bc appended to the pctitiou The pctition and

DOR drall be cmc-urrcntly sewcd oa (i) the nEdical-legpl providcr; (ii) thc crployce or dcpendeng and (iii) any dhet
defendan(s). lf aay of these p?rsoos or entitics is represente,4 service shll be madc on the afiomey(s) or hcariug

rcPleseotativ(s).

(3) Paitioo for Daermioation of Non'IBR Mcdical-Lcgal Disputc Filed by a Medical-Legal Provider

(A) A rrcdical-legrl cxpense ptwider may fih a Pctition for Daerrnination of Non-IBR Medicat-Lepl Disputen

with respcct to any mcdical-lcgal cxpcosc dispte uot subject to IBR if: (i) a dcfcndant breachcs its duty to timcly filc a

petitioaand/ordcclarationofreadincssasregutedbyLabrCor.sectbn1622(c) aodRule l&451.1(c[2);or(ii)a
dcfcndant bnerches a duty undcr Labor Code section 4622(a) and/o (b) or thc Rules of the Administrative Director at

an earlier srage ofthe noo-lBR dispute.

(B) A DOR rnay, but occd no! accompany tlrc petition.

(C) A copy of tbe pctitioo aod auy DOR strall be coocurrcntly savcd on: (i) thc defendan(s); ald (ii) thc employee

71r.lu!
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or dep€ildeat. Ifany ofthese pcrsoos or catitics is rcpresa*d service shall also bc madc on the attorney(s) a hearing
nprcsenutiv{s).

(D) A medical-lcgat provida is Dot requirod to file a claim of coats in th form of a lien ia conjrrnction with thc
petition or DOR Howewt, if thc p,ovidcr elece to file srrch a lierX it raust pay a lio filing fee, if applicablc.

(4) Notwittstandiog the filing ofa DOR in rcccdsrce with lhe prrovisioos of subdivisioos (c)(2) c (c)(3), if thcre
is a threshold issue within the meaaing of nrbdivisim (c[l)(A), tbc Workers' Compasation Appcals Boa,rd rnay dcfcr
hearing and dctcrminiug this issue until: (A) the issue is prescnted for drterminstiqr in rhe undertying claim of thc
employee or dcpendcnq or (B) 0rc undcrllng claim of Orc employee or depcndent has beca rcsolvod by a compmmise
and rtleasc agrccmcot or has beca abandooed.

(d) Medicd-Legal Expense Disputes Subject to Independcat Bill Rcvicw

( I ) If a defendmt has contested liability for ury reason othcr tha! the smount peyable under an ofrrcial medical fee
schedulq l}rat issuc shall be resolvcd prior to IBR,

(2) If a non-IBR medical-legal expense dispute is resolved in the modical-legal pwidcr's favor, then any
ortstanding issuc over the arnornt payable under an official fee schedule shall be resolved througb tBR, ifapplicable.

(3) Any appeal of an IBR determineion of the Administrative Directs shall comply with the procodures of section
10957. A claim ofcoss ia the form ofa licn need uot bc filcd, aod a lien filing fee oeod uot be pai4 when a petitioo
appcaling an IBR dctermiDaion is filed,

(e) Medical-Legal Licn Claims Filed prior to January I , 2013 unda Forma L:bor Code Sectioo 4903(b)

Medicd-legd lien claims ffled prior to Jmury I, 2013 under former Labor Code scction 4903(b) shall be subject

tothclicncanfacnceaudlieutialproccdurcsof scctioo l07T0.l,subjecttothetimelypeymantofalienactivationfee,
if rylicable.

(Q Waiva of Modical-Legal Expease Issues

(l) Waiver by a Dcfandant

(A) A defeodont shall bc deemed b havc finally waived all objectioos to e rnedical-legal providet's billing, othcr

than complianc e vrl,tln Lafu Code sections 1620 and, 162 I , if

(i) tlr provida submined a prqaty documcotcd billing to the deftndaot and, withio 60 days tbcreafta, the

dcfendant cithr (l) failcdto scrve e explanuion of rwicw (EOR) that complies wtth labor Code sution 4fr3.3 artd

any applicable regulatioas adopted by the Adrninistative Directc ond/or (II) failed to makc payoeat coruiacnt with
Orat EOR; c

(ii) thc provi&r submincd a timeV and proper requcst for e sccond rcviar b the dcfendant m accadance with
I-abor Co& sqrion 1622ft)(l) an( within 14 days thercafter, the dcfcodant eithcr (I) &iled to serve a final wrinen
determinatioa that complies with aoy appticable regulations adopted by thc Administrative Director and/or (lI) failed to

ma&e payment consbt€nt with that final writtcn detcmination.

(B) A dcfcrdanr sbalt b€ dcemed to hwe finally waivcd all objections rclcing to a mcdical-legal provider's billing,
other tbaa the anount to bc paid purnrurt to the fee schedulds) in effect on thc date t}t services wcrc rendcred and

compliancc with lzbor Code sectiotts 1620 ond 1621 ,af t}c, povi&r submittcd a timely objecdon to thc defcrdant's

EOR rcgarding s dispute othcr than thc anoltrt payabte aad, within 60 days thercaftcr, the def€odant failod to file both I
Petitioo for Determinatbn of Non-IBR Medical-Lcgal Disputc" and a DOR with the Workcrs'Compensation Appeals

Board as requircd by labor @de section 462 2 (c) and Rule I 045 l. I (e[2).

jjs
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(2) Waive by a Mcdicel-I*gal pr,ovidcr

(A) A nedical-tegal prwideds bill will be deemed s8tisfied, and neithcr the cmplolre nor &c eryloyer shall be
liable for any ftndrer Pslanetrt, if the deEndant issrcd a timcly urd propcr EOR and made payr.cnt consistcnt with that
EOR within 60 days aftcr receipt of thc provideds writtn billing and rport and thc providcr &iled to matc a ticly and
poper reqrst for secord rcview in thc form prescribed by rhe Rules of the Aduinistsative Directu within 90 days af,er
sereice of the EOR

(B) A tucdical-lcgal povidcr will bc dceoed to have waived aoy objection bascd on thc auount psyable under the
fee rchcdule(s) in effcct cn the date the sewices wcre rendered if, vithin 14 days aftcr reccipt of the providcr,s rcguest
for sccond revicw, tre defcndant issucd a timcly and propcr final writtcn dctermimtion and made pyment consisEnt
with that dacrmimtion and tre provider failed to rquest IBR within 30 days aftcr scrvicc of this sccond revicw
detcrmination.

G) Bad Faith Actions r Trctics

( I ) If thc Worters' Compensation Appeals Board dctcrmines that, as a resrlt of bad faith actiqrs or tactics, a

defeodant failcd to complywith the requircrrcnts, tirtrclines, and procedurcs set forth io Labor C& sections 4622,
4603.3, atd 460J.6 andtfu rclued Rulcs of the Adoinistrativc Drcctcr, thc dcftndant strall be liable for thc
medicalJegal prwideds reasonable sttomeys fees and cosB, if any, and fq sarctio$ utdct Labor C,ode section 5613
and Rule 10561. The amount of the attome/s fees, cost, and sanctions payablc shall be determined by the Workcrs'
Compersation Apeals Board; howcvcr, for bad faith actions or tactics occurring on or after tlrc effe.ctive datc of this
section. thc momtary sarrtions shall not bc lcss than S 500.

Fr ptrposes ofthis srbdivisioq bad faith' actions or tactics by a dcfendant rnay includc but are not limitcd to:

(A) failing to timcly pay aay rmcontcsted portion of a mcdical-hgal povidcr's billing;

(B) &iling to mte a good faith effon to timely comply with applicable statutory or regulato,ry medicat-legal
timclines or proccdufts; or

(C) contcsting liability for the mcdical-legal providcr's billing bascd on a disputc wcr injury, or iajtrry to a
partiorlar body port

These anome/s fees. cosB, and moaetary sanctions strall be in addition to any penaltics and intercst that may bc
papble w:d;er labor Cde section 4622 I othe rpplicable provisious of law, and in addition to any lien filing fec, lien
activation fee, or IBR fce that, by stanrtc, the defendant might be obligated to reiubune lo tbe nrdical-legal prwi&r.

(2) Ifthe rifskrs' Compensation Appeals Board dacnnincs tbat, as a result of bad faith actions or tactics, a

mcdical-legal p,rovidcr has imprqerly asserted that a dcfendant failed to comply with thc rcquiremants, timclircs, and

procedurcs sct fortb ia Labor @e sectior* ,1622 and 4603.6 and the relatcd Rules of thc Administrative Director, the

ruedical-tegal prwider shall bc liabte for the dcfendanfs reasonablc attome/s fecs and cosb, if ann and for sanctiotu

undr;r l-abor Co& setlon J8lJ and scction 10561. The mcnnt of thc attorrr/s fces, coss, aod slnclions payable shall

bc dctermined by thc Workcrs' Compcnsatior Appcats Board: howcvcr, for bad faith actions or tactics occurring on or
aficr the effcctive datc of Ods sectioo, the mofletary srrnctiom strall not be less than S 500.

AUTHORIfi:

Note: Authority: Secrions 1i3, 4622(e)(2), 1627, 5307, 5109 ad 5708, Labor Code. Rcfcrcncc: Ser,tiotts 139.5, 4603.3,

1603.6,462A, $21, 1622,4903.05 ad 1903.06, Labor Code; and Scctions 9792.5.5OX2) alld992.5.7(c)(5), titlc 8,

Catifqnia Code of Regulations.
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I.ABORCODE
Dvision 4. Wortcrs' Comparsation urd Insuratrce

Part 2. Compttation of CcnPensation

Chaptcr 2. Compensation Schedules

Articte 2. Medical and Hospial Tregtment

GO TO CAUFORI{IA CODES ARCEIVE DIRECTOR'Y

Cal Lob Codc { 1603.J (20ta)

$ {61}33. Erplerrtion of rcvlcw upotr p.;nnerg rdJurtmel! or denhl of hemlzetlon of medlcrl *rvlces

(r) Upon prymenl adjrrsunent, or denial of a complete or incompl*e ircmizotion of medical scrvices, an employer

shall provide an explanation of rcview in the maancr prescribed by the administratir,t director that shall include rll of

the following:

(l) A staterrcnt of the items or procedure s billcd and the amounts requested by the provider to be paid.

(2) The amorot paid

(3) The basis for any adjustmcnq chaagg or denial ofthe item or procedure billcd"

(4) The additional infrro*ion required to makc a decision for an incomphtc itemization.

(5) Ifa dcnial ofpay,rnent is for some rrason other than a fec disputc, the rcason for the dcnial'

(6) lnfonnation on wtom to co11tlct on bcbalf of thc crnploycrif a dispute arises over the Payment of thc billing

The exilanatior of revierr slralt inform the nrdical pro*der Lf ihc time limir to raise rny objection regarding the itcms

or procedurcs prid or disputed and how to obtain alindqcndent rwiew of the medical bill pursuant to Section 4503'6'

(b) The adminisrative directc may adopt regrlations requiring the rse of clectonic explanations of rcview'

HISTORY:
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Added Stats 2012 ch 363 $ 37 (SB t63), elfective luruary 1,20t3.

NOTES:

Edltorrr Noter '

For legisl*ive fiadings aad declarations, and applicability of Stats 2012 ch 363, sce the 2012 Note uoderl,ai Cg
37A0. I.

Colletcrrl Rcferencer :

Haoaa,Col Emp Inj &. Workcrc'Conp. 2d (Reu) 9g 5.02t2ltdl, 22.05t31.

Herlick, Cal Wortcrs'Corry Handbook g 4-t9.
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Div. 4, Pt 2, Ctr 2 Note
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR REQUEST FOR INDEPENDENT BILL REVIEW

Ove.rvlew: tf the only dispute between a medical povicler and a daims administrator regarding a billfor medical
beatment senrices or a bill for medicaFbgal expenses is the amor.rnt of payrnent and thisecond bill revierr did
noJ resohe th€ dispute, the provider may request lndependent uilr rwieur tlgny rrom . *niia-ree payment and
billing expert. The Divis'lon of Workers'-Compensatiori (OwC) has conraiteo with an independent bill review
organizaUon (IBRO) to provirle an eflicient means of reiotvingj workerS compensation bilrin'g dispgtes,

IBR can be reques{ed elec-lranically or by submitting tfils form. The elec{ronic form can be accessed at DWC's
v'rebslte at http/Amvw. dir. ca.gov/rtr,vc/l BFi.htm.

Form tnstructtons: The reqrcsdng prorider musl complete alt frelds in the Employee tnformaUon, provider
Information, and Claims Admlnisirator lnformation sections. Be sure to list your conect National Provider
ldentlfier (NPl) number and indicate your provider type and specialty in the dreckboxes strown.

Under Ell lnformaUon, seleci the applicable fee schedule under which the review will be conducted. IBR will only
resoltre billing disputes involvtng the amount of payment oued to the provi1er for servioes or goods rendered
under a fee schedule adopted by DWC, or, if applicable, a contrac.t for reimbursement rates under Labor Code
section 5307.11. IBR will not determine: (1) a reasonable fee for seruices or goods where that category of
services or goods is not conered by a fee schedule or a contract for reimbursement rates; or (2) thJprbper
selection of an analogor.s code or formula based on a fee schedule or, lf appllcable, a contract for
relmbursemert rates, unless the fee schedule or contract dlows for such analogous coding.

Complete the remaining fields in the Bill lnformatlon sedlon for the disputed service or good in dlspute.

. State the date of the secrnd Ull revienn cFcision.r lndicatewhether the tilled service was authorized.o State the date of service.
o State the billing code of the servlce or good wttose payment is in dispute. lnclude the modifrer, if any.o Slate the amount billed, the amount pald, and the amount in dlspute.
o Stale the reason for dlsputing the reductim or denial of full payment
o A copy of the doanments listed at the bottom of the form must be provlded with your request. You must

lndex and arange the documents so that eadt category of documents can be separately Uentifed. A
copy of lhese documents mu$ be concunently sent the claims adminlstrator with a copy of this form.
Any document that was previously prwided to the daims administrator or originated from the daims
adminlsbator need not be senred if a written descrlption of the document and its date ls senred

Consolldation: You may consolidate your request wtth other disputed billed saMces. Two or more reques6
for lBR, up to a maximum of twenty (20), by a single provider may be consolidEted af DWC or the IBRO
determines that the requests lnvolve common lssues of Iaw etd fact or the ddivery of similar or related servlces.
Consolidal'ton is alloved when: (1) requsts for IBR by a single povider involving multiple dates of medical
treatment services lntrolrre one in;ured employee, one claims administrator, fiid one billirg code under an
applicable fee schedule or, if applicable, urder a contract for reimbursement rate, and the total amount ln
dspute does not exceed $a,000.00; or (2) reqmsts for IBR by a single proviler involving multiple billirg codes
under applicable fee schedules or, if applicable, under a contract br reimbursement rates, udth no limit on the
totd dollar amount in dls$rte and Involves one injured employee, one claims administrator, and one dale of
medlcal treatment service.

Dicaggregatlon: Upon revielv, the IBRO may disaggregate your slngle request into separate IBR reque$s if it
does not meet he consoliration standarG indicated above. For any slngle reqr.rest that must be disaggregated,
the same $335.00 fee shall be cfrarged for each addltional IBR request as charged for one IBR review request.

DWC Form IBR-1 (Effecih/€ @n014't
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INSIRUCT|ONS FOR REQUEST FOR INDEPENDENT BILL RB/IEW (cont.)

Should your request be disaggregated, you will be notifid in wriUng by IBRO, wtro will provide the reasons for
dlsaggregatlon and the amount of Sre additbnalfee or fees required to perform lBR.

Utlhen !o apply: A request for IBR must be made within hirty (30) days from the date of servlce of the finat
determinalion (tre explanafion of revlew) made by the claims admlnisLator on your request for second blll
rarievtr lf you fail to request IBR within 3O days and the only dispule remaining betnredn you and the clatms
adminlstrabr is the amount of payment, your billwill be considered salisfied and n€ither tihe claims admintstrator
nor he employee shdl be liable to yrou for any further payment.

Fee: An IBR application fee of $31t5.00 must accompany this form. The fee must be paH electron'rcaily, if the
request is made elechonically, or must ac@mpany this form il he request is sent by mail. Checks mult Oe
made out b Maximus Federal Senrices, lnc. lf, as a result of the IBR ranlew, any additonal payment is found
owing ftom the claims administrator, the claims administralor must reimburse thb amount of the fee in addiilon
b the amount found orring.

How to Appty by ltlatl: SeM the forrn, wifi the stated fee, to: DWC-IBR c/o Maximus Federal Services, lnc.,
625 Coolidge Drive, Suite 100, Fdsom, CA 95630. Forms that are not sent to thls address will be returned
by DWC and not conrlderad filed. Concurrcntly send a copy of thls request and supporting documents
to the Clalmr Admlnlstrator.

O
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Strtc of Cellfornla
Dlvblon of Worters' ComponEatton

Provider'e Request for Second Bill Review
C.Htomh Cod. o, R.eultbnq td. E, rctbn 97ras.5

iil

a

:

!

a

lhe Mdical Provider signing bdow seeks reconsiJeration cf the denial and/or adjustncnt
of the billed ctrarges forfie m€dical seMcss or goods, or rnedical-legalseMces, prodded to the iirlured emfloyee.

-ir

Empbyec Name (Last, First, Middle):

Dato of Birth Clalm Number
Date of lni

Provirler Name: Contacl Name:
Address:

Phone: Fax Numbcr:

E-mail Address: NPI Number:
Chlma Adm In Istr.tor ltf,od{bn
Claims Adminishator Name: Contaci Nanre:

Address:

Phons: Fax Number:

ProviCels or Claims Administrator's BiN ldentifcation Number (if anv)

Oate E)gEnAion of Rcvrrcur Received by Provider:

List of disputed servir:es or ooods (dtech additiond paoe6 il neccssary):

Date of
SeMcs

Servic€/Good
in Dispute

(irclude modifier, if
arw)

SeMc€/Good
Authoriz€d?

Arnount
Billed

Amounl
Paid

Arnount in
Dispute

Supporting
Docurnantation

Attached?

fJYes E Ho DYes E No

Reason br Requesting S€cond Bill Review and Descriptior of Supporting Documcntatbn:

Date of
Service

ServEdGood
in Dispute

(include modifiec if
anvl

ServicdGood
A.rthorhed?

Arnomt
Billed

Arnount
Paid

Amount in
Dispute

Suppoding
Documentation

Attached?

Elvcs El No flves D No

Reason fur Reqtlcsting Second Bill Revicw and Descriplion of Supporling Documcntation:

Provider Sionatr-rre: Date:

O oAE FamSBR-i (EtHE2/20i4) PtgE'l
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! lmtructlons for Provider,s Roouest for Second Blll Revtew

Wervlew: The Provider's Request for Second Ell Review (D\AE Form SBR-I) is used to initiate the
second bill.rwiarv process required by Labor Code sectjons a603.2(e), for medicai treatrnent services and
99od!r 3!d by Labor Code section 4$22, tor medlcaFlegat seMcds, to dispute the amount of paynent.
The Division of Workers' Compensatim's (DVilC) regulaton ou0ining the process can be found at Caiiomta
Code of Regulations, litle 8 (8 C.C.R.), section 9792.5,5. Unoer-tnis prooess, a medicat provider who
disputes the amount paid by a claims administrator on either a bill for meOicat treatment services or goods,
or a bill for medicaFlegal expenses, must reque$ a second rerriew of the blll from the dalms adnrinistrator.
The second bill review proce$| must be completed before a provider can seek lndependent Ult revieur of a
billing dispute.

!'.19w-to Apply: To apply for a second revieur of e non-€lectonic medical keatment blll, you can use either
thls form or a modified standardized Ull. See I C.C.R. se€iion 9792.5.5(c)(1) and the Cilifomia D6vlsion of
Workers' Conrpensation Medical Blling and Psyrn€nt Guide, version'1.2, for lnstruc{ions as to hotv to
submit a request br second review using a non-electronic standardized bill. For an electrontc medical
treatment bill, refer to 8 C.C.R. secilon 9792.5.5(c)(2) and (3) and he Califomia Dvision of Workers'
Compensation Eleclronic Medical Elilling and Payrnent Companion Gulde, version 1.2, lor instructions as
to how to submit a request for second review under that brmat. Both guides can be fcund at the Dhtr
website at htto:/rltilw.dlr.ca.oq/dwdEBllino/EBlllino.html. For medical-legal bills, fie second review must
be on this form.

When to Apply: A reque$ for second bill revierrv must be made within 90 days of service of the
explanation of review frat explained wtry the payment pu sought in the initial bill was reduced or denied. lf
an issue that would preclude your right to re@ive compensaton for he subrnitted trill is under
consideration by the Workers' Compensation Appeal Board (VvCAB), pu have 90 days from tre date of
the seMce of the V1EAB order that rcsolves the issue b request the second bill revlerr. lf the only dispute
is the amount of payment and 1lou do not timely request a second bill revierr, tre bill will be considered
satisfied and neither tre daims adminislrator nor fie emfloyee shatl be llaHe h you for any further
payment.

Routlng lnformatlon: The Request for Second Bill Revierr form can either be mailed or faxed lo the
claims adminlstrator. The requesling provlder rnrst clmplete all fields in the Employee lnformation,
Provider lnbrmaUon, and Claims Administrator lnformation sections.

Bill lnformation: Comflete all fidds ln tris sedion for each disputed seMce orgood, or medlcal-legal
service. Attadr addifional pages if neoessary.

o Provide your or the claims administrato/s Ull identification number, if any,
. State the date when he explenation of review that eitrer denied or reduced he amount billed was

received.
. State the date of seMce,
o Statd the service or good for whicfr payment ls in dispute. lndude the code and modifier, if any.
. indicate wttetherthe billed seMce wai authorlzed
. State the amount bllled, the amount pald, and the amount ln dlspute,
o State whether supporUng doq.rmentation is attadred. (For aample, documents provlded in

response to a request by the daims administrator in the explanation of review.)
o State the reason for requesiing he second blll rw'tevv and describe the supportlng doctmentation.

Provtder Slgnature: Signature/Date llne is located at he bottom of the form.
A SECOND BILL RE\flEl'Y REQUEST MUST BE COMPLETED FOR A PROVIDER TO SEEK
INDEPENDEiIT BILL REVIEUY OF A BILLING DISPUTE.

Oll,c Fofln SBR-1 (Efiedl!" 201.)
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ROBERT BLEDSOE SAN JOSE
Unassigned
330 W. Hedding Street, Suite 100
San Jose, CA 9-5110
Tel: (a08) 298-4606
Fax (a08) 298-5565

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

STATE OF CAL]FORNIA

John Doe

Applicant,

vs.

Burger King and Travelers,

WCAB NO. Unassigned

Petition for Determination of Non-lBR
Medical-Legal Dispute

Defendants,

Comes nor MEDICAL LEGAL PROVIDER herein, with their Petition for

Determination of Non-lBR Medical-Legal Dispute and in that regard respectfully submits

the follorrlng argument and authorities:

On DATE John Doe, or his attomey, contacted MEDICAL LEGAL PROVIDER by

letter requesting a medical legalreport regarding the above-refercnced matter (attrached

as Exhibit A). The issues in dispute were causation, apportionment, permanent

disability, and temporary disability.

Medical-Legal Provider met with Mr. Doe on DATE. A report issued on DATE

and was served upon all parties (attached as EXHIBIT B).

On DATE MEDICAL LEC',AL PROVIDER received an EOR from defendants

which did not comply with Labor Code Section 4603,3 (AttacheO as EXHIBIT C). On

i:3
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DATE MEDICAL LEGAL PROVIDER objected to this EOR (attached as EXHIBIT D).

More than 60 days have passed and Defendants have not comptied with the

provisions of 8 cal.code.Regs. 10401.1(cX2XA). consequentty MEDICAL LEcaAL

PROVIDER requests an award of medical legal ccts in accordance with their billing

(attached as EXHIBIT E).

ln addition MEDICAL LEGAL pRovrDER requests interest and a 10%

augmentation of the billing pursuant to Labor Code Section a6zz{a)(1). Finatty

MEDICAL LEGAL PROVIDER requests the Board award ccts and fees actualty

expended by PROMDER pursuant to I Cal.Code.Regs. 10451 .1(gX1) together with the

Sanction of not less than $000.

Dated: september 6' 2014 
Respectfuily submitted,

ROBERT BLEDSOE SAN JOSE

Attomeys for Applicant, John Doe

n)'t t,<i! I
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STATE OF CALIFORMA
WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

Timothy Duggan, Case No. AI1J8415176

Applicant,

Commerce, LLC,
And
PMA Iasurance Group,
Administered by Gallagher Bassett Services,

FINDINGS AND AWARI}

Defendants.

David L, Lauennan, Workers' Compensation Judge, finds, awards, and orders as follows:

f,INDINGS

t. Timothy f)*ggao, bom2/26/1969, while employed as a sales representative on 12/9/2010, at
San Jose, Califurnia by Commerce LLC, insured for workers' compensatio, tiaUitity by pMA Insurance
Group, sustained a specific injury arising out of and in the course of this employment to his lumbar
spine.

2. The letter contained in Exhibit 1 includes a good fh.ith request for a medical-iegal opinion
from tie PTP reasonably deemed necessary by Applicantio pror* a contested claim.

3. Dr. Nevman was properly designated by the PTP to respond to a request by a party for a
medical legalopinion,

4. The reports of Dr. Newrnan @xhibits 4 and 5) are medical,legal reports from the pTp
reasonably obtained to prove a contested claim.

5- Deferrdant failed 1;0 comply with the requirernents of CCRl0a51.1(c)(1)@).

6. Ihe total anlount billed by Dr. Newrnan was $6,500.00. No palment was rnade within 90 days
from Defendant's receipt of the bill.

AwARn IS MADE in ravor "r;:::#,":,;:and against commerce, LLC and pMA
Insurancs Group, as foliows:

-. I naynient for midGf-feeaf ieporring-in ttre a*o*t of S0f00.00 ; and-
2. Penalty for delay in pal.rnent of rnedical legal expense in the amount of g650.00; and

r^i)
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woRKER r, 
" 

oiiiiffi,$5it1'6?,[Xi n, o" s B oARn

3, Interest on the arnount awarded in paragraph #6 atTo/o pu annum retroacfive to the date
Defendant received each bill, in a total amount Ieft for aOjustment between the parties, or
failing that by the WCAB upon petition; and

4, Juriscliction over all issues not determined by this Fin<lings anrl Award, including Sanctions,
is reseryed, tu

Dr,rtd LJ***r*
Fired and served bymail on:, Tfwfwl L 

woRrens' cou-pBNsarrotsJuncc

By: 
@'lOn all parties on the

Offi cial A,ddress Record,

t;6
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S'rATD OX'CALITOR}IA
DTVISION OF' WORKERS' COMPE.NSATION

Timothy Duggan

Case No, ADJ8415176

v. Commerce LLC and PMA lnsurance, et al.

OPIMON ON DECISION

Defendant has argued that it was improper for Applicant to seek a medieal-legai opinion frorn the
PTP oncs the matter has been referred to a PQlvE, since PQME reports are the required method for
re.solving disputes as to flre nature and extent of disability. While facially plausible, this argument is
wholiy witltout nnerit, as would have been evident to Defendant upon even the most minimal effort into
researchiug tle question. This issue has long been conclusively resolved in favor of pernritting discovery
of this t1rpe, most recently in the case of Brower v. SCIF, Tg CCC 550 (en banc,20!4), In that case, the

- Board stated that there w,as 'lnoLagal_aulhorild,ruhictr_suppodecl_this_argrutent Jrawer_ai_page55d.=-
Interestingly, Brower involved a party seeking reimbursement for a medisal legal opinion from a
secondary treating physician to rebut the report of an AME, surely a stonger position for a defendant
than this case.

Brower goss on to state that" .,.a medical-legal expense is ordinarily allowable if it is capable of
proving a conteskd elairn, . '". Since Defbnciant adrnits that Exhibit I was sent to the pT? for the express
purpose of contesting the PQMEos opinion on PD, and since l)r, Newman's repofls are plainly suitable
for that purpose, there dces not appear to be any merit in DefenrJant's assertion that those reports are not
medical-legal reports' Indeed, the PTP was requiredto comment on these issues (Labor Cocle section
4061'5), and 'vas lvell within his rights to designate another physician, such as Dr. New.man, to caly out
this duty' Since this report was pre,pared, not as a routine progress report, but as a response to a specifie
rsquest for connment by a party, it was not appropriately viewed as analogous to a pR4 or pR2, The
reports are plainly medical-legal in nature.

-eek-l04+1-](c)(2)(1fl obligates-aDeferrfonrwho-hmtffiiedTaJme-nt-ofEmo-dica-Flegril-esense

for any reason othar t}an the amount of the fte to file a Petition for Detennination for Non-IBR Medical-

!*<L- /
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Legal Dispute where, as here, the denial of payment has been objected to in a timely fashion. Failure to

carry out this obligation waives any objection to the amount of the bill. See CCR 10451.l(cXlXD)'

Accordingly, I have made no inquiry into the propricty of thc amount of Dr. Newman's bill, Becausc no

payaent was el?r made as to this expense, and because Defendant has presented no legal authority

which in any rvay zupports its position, I have also awarded a penalty of 107'o pursuant to Labor Cocie

section a622(a)(.1).

Sanctions have been deferred by the parties, with jurisdiction reserved,

DAVID.T-. LAUERA4AN
Workers' Compensa tlon Judge

ffiffiw
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